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Abstract

Ultrafast electron plasma wave dynamics, Thermodynamics, and collisions are fundamen-

tal processes in laser-plasma physics that is not well understood. Historically, models have

used simple approximations to describe the Thermodynamics in laser-plasma devices or ar-

tificially assumed constant plasma conditions. This thesis studies the picosecond ionization

and Thermodynamics in laser-produced underdense plasmas using a novel Thomson scat-

tering technique. The unprecedented temporal resolution of the Thomson spectra provided

a measurement of collisional electron plasma waves that were modeled to extract the pi-

cosecond evolution of the electron temperature and density. This revealed a transition in the

plasma-wave dynamics from an initially cold, collisional state to a quasi-stationary, colli-

sionless state. The Thomson-scattering spectra were compared with theoretical calculations

of the fluctuation spectrum using either a conventional Bhatnagar Gross Krook (BGK) col-

lision operator or the rigorous Landau collision terms: the BGK model overestimates the

electron temperature by 50% in the most-collisional conditions. These picosecond electron

temperature and density measurements can be applied to laser-plasma devices that require

knowledge of the rapidly evolving plasma conditions, such as a Raman plasma amplifier.

These results indicate that the rapidly evolving conditions would result in a strong detuning

that would limit the performance of laser-plasma amplifiers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This Thesis presents an experimental investigation of collisional electron plasma wave

physics and picosecond thermodynamics in a laser-produced plasma. The research char-

acterizes and theoretically describes previously unmeasured ultrafast phenomena in high-

intensity laser-plasma interactions. Exploring the laser intensity frontier offers opportuni-

ties to study a wide scope of fundamental and applied physics topics. Existing high-power

laser facilities can be focused to intensities exceeding 1021 W/cm2. The electric field of

such high-intensity laser pulses is strong enough to ionize solids (∼ 1012 W/cm2) and

gases (∼ 1014 W/cm2). The resulting free electrons oscillate at speeds close to the speed

of light. The relativistic laser-plasma interaction lead to a large variety of extreme physical

phenomena [1].

Figure 1.1 shows the assortment of physics effects that can occur in high-intensity laser-

plasma interactions. Current high-intensity laser technology enables research in laser par-

ticle acceleration [2–4], fast ignition [5, 6], x-ray lasers [7, 8], relativistic transparency [9],

generation of megagauss magnetic fields [10, 11], laser-initiated nuclear reactions [12, 13],

photon-electron light sources [14, 15], Hadron therapy [16], and numerous basic plasma

physics topics such as plasma thermodynamics, ultrafast laser-matter dynamics, atomic

deep ionization physics, equation-of-state of high-energy density systems, and laboratory
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astrophysics. Limitations in peak laser power inhibit attaining some of the more ambitious

goals in these fields. In addition, the current record peak intensity of 1022 W/cm2 is in-

sufficient for the study of vacuum nonlinearity [17], vacuum pair production [18, 19], and

block ignition [20, 21]. At intensities that reach such physics, it may become infeasible

for light to propagate effectively, placing an upper limit on laser intensity. Since any initial

electron-positron production in the laser focus could initiate a cascade of pair production

that quickly converts the laser light into a matter-antimatter plasma and scattered photons.

Figure 1.1: Ultra intense laser-plasma interactions generate a large variety of extreme
physical effects such as high energy particle acceleration, ultrahigh magnetic fields, x-Ray
sources, gamma-ray sources, and photonuclear reactions.

Present day petawatt-class (PW = 1015 W) lasers utilize chirped-pulse amplification

(CPA) [22]. Light intensity increases as laser beams propagate through a solid-state laser

amplifier. The light intensity can become high enough to induce a nonlinear change in the

refractive index, particularly in laser beam hotspots. This causes refractive index gradients

that can focus plane wave beams, creating laser hotspot with intensities that thermally dam-

age or ionize the amplifying medium. This places an intensity limitation on the amplifier.

Chirped-pulse-amplification systems mitigate this effect by stretching the beam duration to
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reduce the intensity.

Figure 1.2: Schematic of a high power chirped pulse amplification system.

Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a typical ultrafast high power CPA laser system. A CPA

system typically starts with a subpicosecond broadband coherent pulse that is injected into

the CPA amplifier. The reflective gratings induce a wavelength-dependent path difference

that stretches the short pulse and gives the pulse a linear gradient in wavelength, known

as a chirp. The broadband laser pulse duration is stretched to nanoseconds by the two

optical gratings to avoid damaging the amplifying medium. After passing through a solid-

state amplifier, the long high-energy pulse is then compressed by reflecting twice from a

diffractive surface. The high-energy short-pulse laser can then be focused onto the target

material.

Figure 1.3 shows the historical development of peak laser intensities. Using gratings

to achieve high-peak powers has allowed focused intensities to reach 1022 W/cm2 [23].

However, in the late nineties, peak laser intensities begin to plateau as beam and grating

diameters approached∼ 1 meter. The strongest limitation on increasing the achievable peak

powers in CPA is the operating damage threshold of broadband grating coatings, 0.1 J/cm2
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[24, 25]. The engineering challenges and financial cost of large optics become prohibitive

beyond ∼ 10−100 PW. For example, a 100 PW, 20 fs laser system would require a 2 m2

grating, a exorbitant sized grating even for a large laser facility. For this reason, the peak

intensity achieved in lasers has saturated over the past 10−15 years.

Figure 1.3: Historically achievable laser intensities verse time. Achievable peak power and
intensity in laser systems is plateauing similarly to before the invention of chirped-pulse
amplification.

Plasma-based photonic devices could enable access to new regimes of high-intensity

laser sciences. Several promising laser-plasma devices depend on engineering the plasma

conditions. Performance prediction and optimization of plasma-photonic devices, such as

laser amplifiers [26–31], polarizers [32, 33], wave plates [34, 35], Q-plates [36], photon

accelerators [37], and high-order frequency conversion [38–41] requires a characterization

of the plasma temperature and density dynamics. Engineering plasmas to create a laser

amplifier and compressor is of particular interest because a plasma-based device can avoid

the optical damage thresholds that currently limits the maximum intensity of solid-state

devices.
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Plasmas have the potential to amplify short laser pulses producing intensities beyond

the capabilities of current laser technology (1022 W/cm2). A Raman plasma amplifier

(RPA) uses resonantly driven electron plasma waves to transfer energy from a long, en-

ergetic pump pulse, to a short seed pulse. Transfer efficiency is highly dependent on the

dynamic plasma conditions and thus needs to be characterized to advance the field. Prior

to this Thesis such characterization had not been performed.

The main results presented in this Thesis is the direct observation of picosecond evolu-

tion of the plasma conditions in a laser-produced plasma [42, 43]. The rapid evolution of

electron density and temperature in a laser-produced plasma were measured using collec-

tive Thomson scattering. Unprecedented picosecond time resolution, enabled by a pulse-

front-tilt compensated spectrometer [120], revealed a transition in the plasma-wave dy-

namics from an initially evolving cold, collisional state to a quasi-stationary, collisionless

equilibrium state. The Thomson-scattering spectra were compared with theoretical cal-

culations of the fluctuation spectrum using either a conventional Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook

(BGK) collision operator or the rigorous Landau collision terms: the BGK model overesti-

mates the electron temperature by 50% in the most-collisional conditions. This is the first

observation of the effects of collisions on electron plasma waves in the transition to an ideal

plasma.

A parameter scan comparing plasma density and laser intensity to the plasma’s equilib-

rium was performed and compared to thermodynamic calculations [43]. The equilibrium

temperature was found to match the generalized heat equation’s predicted scaling Te ∝ n2/5
e

and Te ∝ I1/5. The plasma evolution was compared to Raman gain bandwidth calculations

and showed a time-dependent resonance detuning that would limit the transfer efficiency

of a Raman plasma amplifier in the linear regime. This thermodynamic detuning provides

a plausible explanation for the underperformance of RPA’s experimental results compared

to theoretical predictions.
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The following chapters in this Thesis explore the physics objective of ultrafast ther-

modynamic measurements and the resulting experiment. Chapter 2 covers an in-depth

description of laser-plasma thermodynamics, Raman scattering, and Thomson scattering

physics. Chapter 3 describes the experimental systems that were designed, built, and uti-

lized for this research. Chapter 4 presents the picosecond measurements and calculations

of the density and intensity-dependent evolution of plasma conditions in a laser-produced

plasma. Chapter 5 will offer the first observation of the effects of collisions on electron

plasma waves in the transition to an ideal plasma.
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Chapter 2

Physics Background

This Chapter reviews essential background plasma physics required to understand the ex-

perimental studies presented in this Thesis. Section 2.1 introduces the origin of the plasma

generation and gives a brief derivation of hydrogen field ionization. Section 2.2 intro-

duces the necessary fundamental plasma physics need to understand subsequent sections.

Section 2.3 presents a detailed derivation of the thermodynamics in a underdense laser-

plasma interaction. Section 2.4 introduce the concept of the laser-plasma amplifier and the

underpinning theoretical physics. Section 2.5 presents the theoretical basis for Thomson

scattering and the various treatments of collisional damping in Thomson-scattering spectra.

2.1 Ionization

A high-intensity laser pulse was used to produce the hydrogen plasmas investigated in

this Thesis. The laser ionized hydrogen gas to form a plasma channel coincident with

the laser’s focal volume. The photoelectric effect predicts that a gaseous atom irradiated

by light should only ionize if the photon energy hν exceeds the electron binding energy,

where h is Planck’s constant and ν is the photon’s frequency. Infrared and visible lasers

have photon energies smaller than the binding energy of most gaseous atoms. For example,

the photon energy of a 1053 nm neodymium-doped glass laser is 1.18 eV, far short of
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the 13.6 eV binding energy of hydrogen. Therefore, one would expect that a laser with

wavelengths higher than 91.2 nm (photon energy of 13.6 eV) can not ionize hydrogen.

However, when the electric potential of a high-intensity laser approaches the Coulomb

binding potential of the atom, optical ionization is possible. This is commonly referred

to as field ionization or barrier suppression ionization. For infrared and visible lasers,

the wavelength greatly exceeds the size of the atoms. This allows us to approximate the

system’s potential energy as the sum of the nuclear potential and the electromagnetic wave’s

potential. In one dimension, the potential acting on an electron is then,

U(x, t) =−Ze2

|x|
− eE0xcos(ωLt), (2.1)

where the Coulomb potential is in cgs units, e elementary charge, Z is the nucleus charge,

x is the electron position, E0 is the electric field strength of the laser, ωL is the laser fre-

quency, and t is time. The potential alternates in time as the laser field oscillates. The

stronger the laser field, the more the nuclear potential is suppressed. When the laser field

is sufficiently strong, the alternating potential barrier will create moments when the elec-

tron can escape via quantum tunneling or complete barrier suppression. The laser intensity

ionization threshold can be estimated by calculating the field strength needed to suppress

the potential to the binding energy of the electron. The laser field peaks in Eq. 2.1 when

cos(ωLt)=±1. The suppressed peak alternates sides with the laser field oscillations. When

cos(ωLt) = +1 (-1) the suppressed peak occurs on the x > 0 (x < 0) side of the potential.

Assuming that cos(ωLt) = +1 and x > 0, the suppressed peak location can be found by

setting the derivative of the potential to zero,

xpeak =

√
Ze
E0

. (2.2)
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Substituting xpeak in Eq. 2.1 the height of the potential peak is,

U(xpeak) =−
Ze2√

Ze
E0

− eE0

√
Ze
E0

=−2
√

Ze3E0. (2.3)

The laser potential needed for barrier suppression ionization is found by setting the peak

potential (Eq. 2.3) equal to the ionization potential of the atom, i.e., the binding energy Φ.

The required laser field is then determined by solving for the electric field,

Φ =−2
√

Ze3E0 ⇒ E0 =
Φ2

4Ze3 (2.4)

An upper approximation of the laser intensity (linearly-polarized) required to ionize the

atom is given by,

I =
cE2

0
8π

=
c

128πe6
Φ4

Z2 . (2.5)

Converting this to a numerical equation,

I[W/cm2] = 4.00×109 Φ4[eV]

Z2 . (2.6)

This model, despite being a quasi-classical simplification is a remarkably good estimation

of the field ionization for long wavelengths. For a hydrogen atom (Φ = 13.6 eV, Z = 1)

Eq. 2.5 and 2.6 predicts an ionization intensity threshold of 1.4× 1014 W/cm2. There is

a finite probability of the electron tunneling through the potential barrier at a lower laser

intensity. This probability depends exponentially on the potential barrier, so the intensity

threshold is lowered slightly from Eq. 2.5 and 2.6 predictions. More elaborate models of

ionization shows that hydrogen gas is close to fully ionized at ∼ 1014 W/cm2 [44–46].

An additional effect to consider is collisions. After the field ionization liberates a group

of electrons, the now free electrons can collisionally ionize additional atoms as they oscil-
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late in the electromagnetic field. Therefore, at high-gas densities, the ionization rate can be

significantly increased by collisional ionization cascades.

2.2 Plasma

A classical ideal plasma is an ionized gas in which the kinetic energy of a typical particle

is much larger than the potential energy due to its nearest neighbor. A fundamental charac-

teristic of a classical plasma is its ability to shield applied electric potentials. This behavior

is characterized by a length scale determined by the temperature and number density of the

charged particles. To derive this scale length consider what happens when a positive test

charge Q is placed in a uniform plasma, i.e., equal numbers of singled charged ions (+e)

and electrons (-e). The test charge attracts all electrons and repels the ions. This results in

an increased electron density ne around the test ion and a decreased ion density ni. This

shielding cloud that accumulates around the test ion tends to cancel out the field of the

introduced test charge Q. After equilibrium has been established Poisson’s equation can

relate the electrostatic potential φ to the charge density ρ due to electrons, ions and test

charge,

∇
2
φ =−4πρ = 4πe(ne−ni)−4πQδ (rrr), (2.7)

where Poisson’s equation is in cgs units, e is the elementary charge and δ (rrr)= δ (x)δ (y)δ (z)

is the product of three Dirac delta functions. To find a solution for the electrostatic poten-

tial, we assume that at infinity the electrons have a Maxwellian velocity distribution with a

number density n0 and note that at infinity φ = 0. Equilibrium statistical mechanics predicts

that the velocity distribution function for electrons is given by,

fe(v) = n0

(
me

2πTe

)3/2

e
−W
Te = n0

(
me

2πTe

)3/2

e−
1
2 mev2−eφ

Te (2.8)
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where W is the total energy, me is the mass of the electron, v is the electron velocity, Te

is the electron temperature that includes Boltzmann’s constant [47]. By integrating the

distribution function over velocity space, the electron density is given by,

ne = n0e
eφ

Te , (2.9)

and likewise the ion density is given by,

ni = n0e
−eφ

Ti . (2.10)

Assuming a classical plasma implies that eφ/Te << 1 and eφ/Ti << 1. Expanding the

exponentials Eq. 2.9 and 2.10 in a Taylor series (ex = ∑
∞
n=0 xn/n!) and expressing Eq. 2.7

for r > 0 results in,

∇
2
φ =

1
r2

d
dr

(
r2 dφ

dr

)
= 4πe2

(
1
Te

+
1
Ti

)
φ . (2.11)

This differential equation can be simplified by trying a solution of the form φ = φ̃/r, i.e.,

reduction of order. Note that r = 0 iscloser to the test charge Q than < r >≈ n−1/3
0 the

nearest neighbor distance (ne−ni ≈ 0). This implies that the solution to Eq 2.7 at rrr = 0 is

φ = Q/r. Putting this together we find that the general solution to Eq 2.7 at all distances is,

φ =
Q
r

e−
r

λD , (2.12)

where,

λ
−2
D = λ

−2
e +λ

−2
i , (2.13)
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is the Debye length and

λe,i =

(
Te,i

4πn0e2

)
, (2.14)

is the electron and ion Debye lengths. The potential due to the test charge in the plasma

falls of faster than in vacuum. This is the sources of the Debye shielding. Inspection of

Eq. 2.12 shows that the Debye length is a measure of the shielding distance and represents

how effective the collective behavior of the plasma is at canceling its own charges, as each

particle gathers its own shielding cloud. Without thermal agitation, the shielding cloud

would collapse to an infinitely thin layer. Thus, this equation only holds for sufficiently

hot and low-density plasma, which is the classic plasma approximation. Finally, we note

a flaw in our original assumption of an equilibrium being established in Eq. 2.7. Since the

particles are moving the shielding cloud cannot be completely successful, .i.e., insufficient

time for an equilibrium to form. To account for this we typically drop the ion component

of Eq 2.13 and equate the total Debye length with the electron Debye length,

λD =

(
Te

4πn0e2

)
. (2.15)

This is done because the electrons are more mobile than the ions and generally do the

shielding. The plasma shielding is created with a surplus or deficit of negative charge, while

the ions are immobile on collective behavior timescales. If we had assumed immobile ions,

the derivation would have resulted in Eq. 2.15 [48]. The Debye length is numerically given

by λD ≈ 740(Te[eV]/n[cm−3])1/2 in units of cm.

The Debye shielding described above is valid only if there are enough particles in the

shielding cloud. Using Eq. 2.15 we can calculate the number Λ of particles in a Debye

cube,

Λ = n0λ
3
D � 1, (2.16)
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where Λ is called the plasma parameter. Equation 2.16 tells us that by definition, an ideal

plasma is an ionized gas that has a plasma parameter greater than one [49]. If this in-

equality is not satisfied, then standard plasma physics may not be adequated to describe the

system. It is easy to see why many ionized gases are ideal plasmas. If the kinetic energy

of the particles were less then the potential energy from the nearest neighbors, the ion-

ized gas would tend to bind electrons and ions together into atoms, destroying the plasma.

To keep ions and electrons from forming bounds requires that most plasmas have tem-

peratures greater than one electron-volt. The plasma parameter is numerically given by

Λ = 4×108 T 3/2
e (eV)/n1/2

e (cm−3).

2.2.1 Collisions

A charged particle in plasma is at any moment electrostatically interacting with many other

charged particles through Coulomb’s law. Since the particles are all traveling at some

thermal velocity these Coulomb interactions can be considered collisions. Because the

field of each particle is reduced from its inverse-square field at distances greater than a

Debye length, the typical particle does not collide with particles at large distances. Thus,

each particle can be considered to have approximately Λ simultaneous Coulomb collisions

at any given instant. This is best represented as a collision frequency. It follows from the

definition of an ideal plasma that the potential energy of the interactions, i.e., collisions, of

each particle with its nearest neighbor is small. Therefore, the cumulative effect of many

small-angle collisions turns out to be larger than that of the large-angle collisions, which are

the collisions with the particle’s nearest neighbors. This implies that each charged particle

in a plasma is undergoing Λ simultaneous weak binary Coulomb collisions.

Precisely what is meant by a collision of two charged particles depends upon the defini-

tion and the particular physical process being modeled. The division of different collision
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frequency definitions is best thought of in terms of relaxation processes. There are two dif-

ferent types of electron-ion collisional relaxation process for an electron moving through

a background of ion scatterers that need to be considered. The first is momentum loss (or

angular scattering), and the second is energy loss (or thermal equilibrium scattering). A

large angle (90◦) scattering event of an electron from an ion best illustrates the distinction.

The heavy-ion can be approximated as a nearly stationary target. Since the ion is fixed, no

energy is transferred to it. Thus, the electron’s energy loss is zero or small if you included

the heavy particles minute velocity gain. However, the electron’s momentum in the direc-

tion of travel before the collision is completely ’lost’ in the (90◦) scattering event. This

example shows that the relaxation timescales for the momentum and energy loss can differ

significantly and will be represented by different collision frequencies. The momentum

loss frequency for electron-ion collisions ν
p
ie is the larger of the two definitions and is the

most commonly encountered in the literature. It is often simplified as νie without commu-

nicating it’s specificity to momentum loss. In this Thesis, if the superscript is not specified

νie in a collision frequency, it is assumed to be the momentum loss frequency ν
p
ie = νie, a

common practice in the literature. The momentum loss frequency is,

ν
p
ie =

me +mi

2me

8π

(4πε0)2
niZ2e4

memiv3
e

lnΛ ' 4π

(4πε0)2
niZ2e4

m2
ev3

e
lnΛ (S.I.)

ν
p
ie =

me +mi

2me

8πniZ2e4

memiv3
e

lnΛ ' 4πniZ2e4

m2
ev3

e
lnΛ, (cgs)

(2.17)

where the collision frequency is shown for both S.I. and cgs units, the approximation

me+mi
2me

' mi
2me

was used, me is the electron’s mass, mi is the ion’s mass, ε0 is permittivity of

free space, ni is the ion density, Z is the ion charge, e is the elementary charge, ve is the elec-

tron velocity, and lnΛ is the Coulomb logarithm [50]. The Coulomb logarithm is approx-

imately equal to the logarithm of the plasma parameter (Eq. 2.16) but is more accurately

given by lnΛ= 23− ln(n1/2
e ZT−3/2

e ) for Time/mi < Te < 10Z2 eV, lnΛ= 24− ln(n1/2
e T−1

e )
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for Time/mi < Te < 10Z2 eV < Te, and lnΛ = 30− ln(n1/2
i T−3/2

i Zµ−1) for Te < TiZme/mi

and, is at best ∼ 10% accurate [50]. The momentum loss frequency ν
p
ie (Eq. 2.17) is appli-

cable for loss of directed velocity, i.e., electron fluid flow. It is used for calculating plasma

conductivity/resistivity, viscosity, and particle diffusion.

The energy loss frequency is,

ν
K
ie =

8π

(4πε0)2
niZ2e4

memiv3
e

lnΛ (S.I.)

ν
K
ie =

8πniZ2e4

memiv3
e

lnΛ, (cgs)
(2.18)

where the collision frequency is shown for both S.I. and cgs units [50]. The energy loss fre-

quency νK
ie (Eq. 2.18) is applicable for the exchange of energy and is used for calculating

plasma thermal equilibration times between plasma species or between thermal popula-

tions.

Equations 2.17 and 2.18 are used for calculating collision frequencies of single-velocity

electrons colliding with stationary ion targets. However, often it is the collisions of the

Maxwellian thermal distributions of both species that are relevant. By integrating Eq. 2.17

and 2.18 over velocity moments of the Maxwellian distribution function the average electron-

ion collision frequency can be found. The average thermal momentum loss collision fre-

quency is,

ν̄
p
ie =

√
2

3
√

π

1
(4πε0)2

4πniZ2e4

√
me(kBTe)

3/2 lnΛ (S.I.)

ν̄
p
ie =

√
2

3
√

π

4πniZ2e4

√
me(kBTe)

3/2 lnΛ, (cgs)

(2.19)
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and the average thermal energy loss collision frequency is,

ν̄
K
ie =

2me

me +mi

√
2

3
√

π

1
(4πε0)2

4πniZ2e4

√
me(kBTe)

3/2 lnΛ (S.I.)

ν̄
K
ie =

2me

me +mi

√
2

3
√

π

4πniZ2e4

√
me(kBTe)

3/2 lnΛ, (cgs)

(2.20)

where the collision frequency is shown for both S.I. and cgs units. Examination of the

above equations shows that ν̄K
ie = 2me

me+mi
ν̄

p
ie '

2me
mi

ν̄
p
ie =

2me
mi

ν̄ie, which is how the average

energy loss frequency is commonly presented.

2.2.2 Plasma Descriptions: Kinetic and Two-Fluid

Kinetic theories of plasma describe how the motions of charged particles affect the system.

Typically it is not the exact motion of all of the microscopic particles in a plasma that is

of interest, but rather the average properties of the macroscopic quantities. These aver-

age thermodynamic properties are statistical, such as the average plasma energy, particle

number, or temperature gradient. The plasma’s six-dimensional phase-space distribution

function fs(xxx,vvv, t) describes the average macroscopic properties. The distribution function

is the number of particles at the position xxx and time t per unit volume and per unit velocity

space, i.e., with velocity components between vvv+ dvvv. Knowledge of fs(xxx,vvv, t0) at a mo-

ment in time allows a complete description of the static average macroscopic properties.

However, an equation that can be used to determine how physical quantities change in a

system that is not in equilibrium is required to describe the systems dynamic behavior. The

temporal evolution of f can be acquired by taking the total derivative. It can be shown that

the total derivative of the distribution function is,

d fs(xxx,vvv, t)
dt

=
∂ fs

∂ t
+ vvv ·∇ fs +

qs

ms

(
EEE +

1
c

vvv×BBB
)
·∇v fs =

(
∂ f
∂ t

)
c
, (2.21)
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where in cgs units are used, the symbol ∇ = ∂

∂xxx is the spaital gradient in (x,y,z) space, the

symbol ∇v =
∂

∂vvv is the velocity gradient in velocity (vx,vy,vz) space, E is the smoothed

average of the microscopic electric field, B is the smoothed averaged of the microscopic

magnetic fields, and
(

∂ f
∂ t

)
c

is the time rate of change of fs(xxx,vvv, t) due to collisions. Equa-

tion 2.21 is the plasma kinetic equation.

The plasma kinetic equation provides a complete kinetic description of the plasma. The

left-hand side consists only of smoothly varying averages, that describe the long-range col-

lective effects. However, not all terms in Eq. 2.21 described quantities that are smoothed

averages. Short range discrete particle effects due to Coulomb interactions within a Debye

sphere are manifested in the Coulomb collision operator on the right-hand side. Exact solu-

tions of smoothly varying left-hand side can often be found, but the discrete- particle nature

of the right-hand side requires approximations to evaluate. The difficulty in calculating the

collisional effects has resulted in the development of several approximate methods. Many

plasma physics books refer to plasma kinetic equation as the Boltzmann equation. How-

ever, this incorrectly implies that the collision operator is the Boltzmann collision operator.

For many plasma processes that occur in plasmas with sufficiently low collision frequency

the Coulomb collision effects can be approximately neglected on short time scales. The

time evolution of a plasma can then be described by,

∂ fs

∂ t
+ vvv ·∇ fs +

qs

ms

(
EEE +

1
c

vvv×BBB
)
·∇v fs = 0. (2.22)

Equation 2.22 is known as the Vlasov equation. Because of its simplicity, this is the most

commonly used kinetic theory. Combined with Maxwell’s equations, the Vlasov equation

can describe the temporal and spatial velocity evolution of every particle in the plasma,

excluding collisional effects.

The kinetic theory of plasma is a powerful model, but it is not very intuitive and can be
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mathematically cumbersome. Another commonly used method to study plasma physics is

to model the plasma as two interpenetrating conductive fluids, an electron fluid, and an ion

fluid. The two fluid model is particularly useful way to study plasma wave physics. The

fluid model can is derived by taking the moments of the Vlasov equation, i.e., multiplying

Eq. 2.22 by vvvnnn where n is the order of the moment and integrating over all velocity space.

The first two moments (0th and 1st) of the distribution function are the plasma species s

fluid density

ns(xxx, t) =
∫

dvvv fs(xxx,vvv, t), (2.23)

and the plasma species s fluid velocity,

VVV s(xxx, t) =
∫

dvvv vvv fs(xxx,vvv, t). (2.24)

The corresponding moments of Eq. 2.22 are then the continuity equation

∂ns(xxx, t)
∂ t

+ ∇ · (nsVVV ) = 0, (2.25)

and the fluid force equation,

msns
∂VVV s

∂ t
+ msnsVVV ·∇VVV = −∇Ps + qsns(EEE +

1
c

VVV sss×BBB), (2.26)

where the plasma pressure is Ps = nskbTs for isothermal process or Ps/nγs
s = constant for

a adiabatic process, γs = (2+N)/N is the ratio of specific heats, and N is the number of

degrees of freedom. When combined with Maxwell’s equations Eq. 2.25 and 2.26 give the

fluid description of a plasma.
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2.2.3 Electron plasma waves

Electron plasma waves (also known as Langmuir waves) are high-frequency oscillations

of the electron density. The first order density oscillations n1 are considered to be small

compared to the static (zero-order) density n0. If we assume that the massive ions are

stationary ni = n0 = constent and that there are no static field E0 = B0 = 0 then linearized

terms in the two-fluid equations take the form,

ne = n0 + n1

E = E1

B = B1

Ve = v1

∇Pe = 3Te∇n1.

(2.27)

These terms can be substituted into the two-fluid model Eq. 2.25 and 2.26, and combined

with Poisson’s equation to obtain the linearized fluid equations of electron plasma waves.

Since the desired solutions are waves, the first order perturbations are assumed to be of the

form,

n1 = n0ei(~k·~r−ωt) (2.28)

and likewise for E1, B1, and v1. Solving the two fluid equations the electron plasma wave

dispersion relation is found to be,

ω = ω
2
pe +

3kBTe

me
k2

ω = ω
2
pe + 3v2

thk2
(2.29)

where ωpe = 4πn0e2/me is the plasma frequency, k is the electron plasma wave vector

amplitude and vth =
√

kbTe/me is the electron thermal velocity. This is the plasma mode
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of the longitudinal electrostatic wave. The first term on the right-hand side of the Eq. 2.29

can be interpreted as the restoring force of the electric field that is generated when the

electrons are displaced relative to the stationary ions. This restoring field is equivalent

to the field generated from two infinite area parallel plate capacitors. Thus, the electron

oscillates around the ion sheet, but the waves do not propagate, i.e., no k dependence.

The second term on the right-hand side can be interpreted as the restoring pressure force

that is generated by gradients in the electron temperature and density that form during the

density oscillations n1. This restoring force causes the wave to travel, as indicated by the k

dependence. Since the fluid equations are derived from the Vlasov equation Eq. 2.29 does

not include collisional effects. The waves are collisionless and last for many periods so

long as 1� ωpe/νei.

A common practice in plasma physics is first to model a physical phenomenon using

the fluid equations to guide our initiation and then rederive the phenomenon with kinetic

equations guided by our fluid experience. The results should be the same except new

kinetic physics may manifest. The Vlasov equation can be linearized in a manner similar

to Eq. 2.27 with a distribution function represented as a one-dimensional Maxwellian f0(v)

plus a small perturbation, f (xxx,vvv, t) = f0(v)+ f1(v)ekx−iωt , where the linearised part is split

into the time and space dependencies plasma wave component and the velocity-dependent

part. The resulting dispersion relation can be shown to be,

ω = ω
2
p + 3v2

thk2 + iγ. (2.30)

The real component is equivalent to the fluid derived Eq. 2.29, but an imaginary term that

must be kinetic in origin has appeared. Since the collisionless Vlasov model is being used

here one would expect that there will be no damping of the electron plasma wave. How-

ever, surprisingly plasma waves undergo collisionless damping. This is known a Laundau
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damping. For a Maxwellian distribution and kλD� 1, the linear Landau damping rate is,

γ = −
√

π

8
ωpe

(kλD)3 e
− 1

2(kλD)2
− 3

2 ,

γ = −
√

πωpe

(
vph

vth

)3

e
−

v2
ph

v2
th
− 3

2
,

(2.31)

where vph = ωpe/k is the phase velocity of the plasma wave. The Landau damping rate

is exponentially increasing kλD, and is, therefore, exponentially increasing with Te if all

other parameters are held constant. The linear Landau damping rate, which is proportional

to the local slope and amplitude of the velocity distribution function, and achieves its peak

when the wave phase velocity is similar to the thermal velocity. Landau damping is a wave-

particle interaction were electrons with velocity near the wave’s phase velocity exchange

energy with the wave. Electrons with a velocity slightly below the phase velocity are ac-

celerated by the wave’s electric field, similar to a surfer being accelerated by a water wave.

While electrons slightly faster then the wave are decelerated. Typically (distribution func-

tions centered around zero velocity) there is a greater number of electrons with a velocity

slightly below the phase velocity then above which results in a net damping effect.

2.3 Laser-Plasma Thermodynamics

In a fully ionized laser-produced plasma, the thermodynamics are dictated by the laser’s

electromagnetic fields, thermal conduction to the surrounding gas, and transfer of energy

between electrons and ions. The electromagnetic fields from the high-intensity lasers trans-

fer energy to the electrons through collisional heating, i.e., inverse bremsstrahlung. Col-

lisional heating can be understood as a form of ohmic heating in the conductive plasma.

An electron oscillating in an electromagnetic field will not permanently absorb energy. As

energy and momentum cannot both be conserved if only an electron and a photon interact.
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However, if the electron collides with an ion during the oscillation, the electron’s momen-

tum is permanently changed, and the momentum cannot be returned to the electromagnetic

wave. The third particle, the ion, allows for the energy and momentum transfer to be bal-

anced, though the process preferentially heats the lighter electrons. This energy transfer

causes the electron temperature to quickly increase until the dropping collisionality of the

plasma reduces the collisional heating to a scale comparable to the cooling mechanisms.

The electrons are cooled by two primary processes, thermal conduction to the surrounding

gas outside of the laser-plasma interaction volume and the transfer of thermal energy from

the hotter electron to the cooler ions. In addition, the plasma can also be radiatively cool

through bremsstrahlung emission. However, in the hydrogen (Z=1) plasma consider here

the radiative emission is negligible [51].

The thermodynamics of the laser-plasma systems can be modeled with a generalized

heat equation, also known as the Fourier-Biot equation. This Section will derive the gener-

alized heating equation for a laser-plasma system. Note this section will use SI units. The

differential equation that describes the thermal energy in a given volume over time is,

dEth

dt
= −

∮
qqq ·daaa + hsource − hsink, (2.32)

where Eth is the thermal energy of the electrons in the volume, t is time, aaa is the infinitesimal

area vector pointed out of the volume, hsource is a heat source term in the volume, hsink is a

heat sink term in the volume, and qqq is the local heat flux density. Equation 2.32 is a thermal

energy budget of the system. It equates the change of internal energy to the energy flowing

out of the system plus (minus) sources (sinks) of thermal energy inside the volume. The

heat flux is the thermal energy flowing out of the volume and is given by Fourier’s law of

heat conduction,

qqq = −κ∇Te, (2.33)
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where κ = 3.2nek2
BTe/meν̄ei = 3.2 · 12π3/2ε2

0 kB(kBTe)
5/2/
√

2meZe4 ln(Λ) is the thermal

conductivity of plasma, Te is the electron temperature, ne is the plasma density, kB is Boltz-

mann constant, me is the electron’s mass, ν̄ei =
√

2neZe4 ln(Λ)/12π3/2ε2
0
√

me(kBTe)
3/2 is

the average electron-ion collision frequency, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, Z is the ioniza-

tion level, e is the elementary charge, and ln(Λ) is the Coulomb logarithm [50]. Combining

Eq. 2.32 and 2.33 and using the divergence theorem (
∫

V ∇ ·AAAdV =
∮

S AAA ·daaa) to rewrite the

heat flux results in,

dEth

dt
=
∫

∇ · (κ∇Te)dV + hsource − hsink. (2.34)

The thermal energy of the volume Eth can written in terms of energy density Edensity and

then related to the temperature with the theorem of equipartition of energy states,

Eth =
∫

V
Edensity dV =

∫
V

3
2

kB ne Te(t) dV, (2.35)

where the electron temperature Te(t) is written as a function of time. Taking the derivative

Eq. 2.35 and equating with Eq. 2.34 results in,

∫
V

3
2

kBne
∂Te(t)

∂ t
dV =

∫
∇ · (κ∇Te)dV + hsource − hsink. (2.36)

Since the volume is chosen arbitrarily, the two integrands must coincide at every point of

the body. Equation 2.36 can then be written in its differential form,

3
2

kBne
∂Te(t)

∂ t
= ∇ · (κ∇Te) + Hsource − Hsink, (2.37)

where Hsource is a volumetric heat source and Hsink is a volumetric heat sink. Equation 2.37

is the generalized heat equation for laser-plasma system. All that remains is to derive the
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heat source (laser heating) and sink terms (electron-ion energy transfer), which are also

functions of temperature and laser intensity. Equation 2.37 assumes local thermal heat

transport, which is valid as long as there are not large temperature gradients relative to the

plasma collisional free mean path, λei/LT � 1, where λei = vth/νei is the electron-ion mean

free path and LT =−∇ lnTe is the scale length of the temperature gradient.

2.3.1 Inverse Bremsstrahlung Absorption

The origin of the volumetric heat source term Hsource is the collisional absorption of the

electromagnetic wave. The volumetric heating occurs within the overlapping volume of

the plasma and laser focal volumes. The collisional heating can be derived by treating the

laser absorptions as a frictional force on a conductive fluid, i.e., Ohm’s law. The frictional

force of an electron fluid of velocity uuue interacting with a stationary ion fluid is,

∂

∂ t
neuuue = ν̄eineuuue. (2.38)

The linearized force equation for an electron fluid is then,

∂uuue

∂ t
= − e

me
EEE − ν̄eiuuue, (2.39)

where EEE is the electric field from a plane wave. The first term on the left-hand side is the

force the electromagnetic wave exerts on the conductive electron fluid. The electric field

from a plane wave is,

EEE = ŷE0e−i(ωt−kkk·xxx), (2.40)

where the plane wave is polarized arbitrarily along the y-axis by including the ŷ unit vec-

tor, E0 is the electric field magnitude, ω is the laser’s angular frequency, kkk = kx̂ is the

laser’s wavevector, k is the magnitude of the wave vector, and the x̂ unit vector indicates
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the wave is traveling along the x-axis. Note that this implies that EEE · kkk = 0. Taking the

temporal derivative of Eq. 2.39 and assuming a Fourier transforming solution, i.e., plane

wave solutions in the form of Eq. 2.40, for all the variables results in,

∂ 2uuue

∂ 2t
= − e

me

∂EEE
∂ t
− ν̄ei

∂uuue

∂ t
⇒ −ω

2uuue =
e

me
iωEEE + ν̄eiiωuuue. (2.41)

Solving for the electron fluid velocity in Eq. 2.41 results in,

uuue =
−ie

me(ω + iν̄ei)
EEE. (2.42)

The electron fluid velocity can be related to the current density JJJ and Eq. 2.41 can then be

substituted in to obtain Ohm’s law for a plasma,

JJJ = −neeuuue =
−ie2ne

me(ω + iν̄ei)
EEE =

−iω2
pε0

ω + iν̄ei
EEE = σEEE, (2.43)

where σ is the conductivity of the plasma, ωp =
√

nee2/meε0 is the electron plasma fre-

quency, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space [52]. Note that in general the magnetic

lorentz force should also be include in Eq. 2.43, however for electron velocity’s signifi-

cantly less than the speed of light it can be neglected [51]. Using Eq. 2.43, Ampere’s law,

and Faraday’s law, the electromagnetic dispersion relation with collisional damping can be

found. The imaginary component of the dispersion relation can then be used to derive the

collisional absorption of the laser light. Starting with Ampere’s law, we can substitute in

Eq. 2.43 for current density JJJ and then the variables can be Fourier analyzed into plane
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wave solutions resulting in,

∇×BBB = µ0JJJ + µ0ε0
∂EEE
∂ t

∇×BBB = µ0σEEE − iµ0ε0ωEEE

∇×BBB =−iµ0ε0ω

(
1 − σ

iε0ω

)
EEE

∇×BBB =−iµ0ε0ωεEEE,

(2.44)

where ε = (1−σ/iε0ω) is the dielectric function of the plasma, µ0 is the permeability

of free space, and BBB is the laser’s magnetic field vector. The plasma conductivity σ from

Eq. 2.43 can be substitute into the dielectric function of the plasma to find the complex

permittivity in a lossy medium,

ε = 1 + χ

ε = 1 − σ

iε0ω

ε = 1 −
ω2

p

ω(ω + iν̄ei)
,

(2.45)

where χ is the electric susceptibility of the lossy plasma. The electromagnetic wave’s

dispersion relation is obtained by taking the curl of Faraday’s law, eliminating the magnetic
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field BBB with Eq. 2.44, and then Fourier analyzing the resulting equation. This results in,

∇×EEE =−∂BBB
∂ t

∇× (∇×EEE) = iω∇×BBB

∇(∇ ·EEE) − ∇
2EEE = iω(−iµ0ε0ωεEEE)

0 = ∇
2EEE − ∇(∇ ·EEE) +

ω2ε

c2 EEE

0 = −k2EEE − k(kkk ·EEE) +
ω2ε

c2 EEE

0 = −k2EEE +
ω2ε

c2 EEE

0 = −k2 +
ω2ε

c2 ,

(2.46)

where we have used the relation c= 1/
√

µ0ε0 for the speed of light and that for a transverse

wave EEE · kkk = 0, see Eq 2.40. Equation 2.46 is the Fourier analyzed wave equation for an

electromagnetic wave in a plasma. Thus, unsurprisingly the dispersion relation comes from

the wave equation. The desired dispersion relation can be obtained by substituting in the

dielectric function (Eq 2.45) of the lossy plasma into Equation 2.46 resulting in,

0 = −k2 +
ω2

c2 ε

0 = −k2 +
ω2

c2

(
1 −

ω2
p

ω(ω + iν̄ei)

)

ω
2

(
1 −

ω2
p

ω2(1+ i ν̄ei
ω
)

)
= k2c2

ω
2 = k2c2 + ω

2
p

1
(1+ i ν̄ei

ω
)
.

(2.47)

In an ideal plasma the electromagnetic frequency is much larger than the collision fre-

quency ν̄ei/ω� 1. This inequality is valid as long the laser remains in a subcritical plasma

but loses validity close to the critical plasma density. We can therefore use a Taylor expan-
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sion ( 1
1+x = 1− x+ x2− x3 + ... ≈ 1− x, when x� 1) to simplify the dispersion relation

(Eq 2.47) resulting in,

ω
2 = k2c2 + ω

2
p

(
1− i

ν̄ei

ω

)
ω

2 = k2c2 + ω
2
p− iω2

p
ν̄ei

ω
.

(2.48)

Equation 2.48 is the desired electromagnetic wave dispersion relation with collisional damp-

ing. The first term on the righ is the electromagnetic wave dispersion relation for light

in a vacuum. The second term, ωp, shows that the plasma modifies the electromagnetic

frequency by the plasma frequency. The complex thrid term is the wave damping from

collisions. This dispersion relation can be used to determine the laser heating by separating

the real and complex components and then linearizing the dispersion relation so it can be

inserted into the plane wave relation. The real component can be defined,

ω
2
r = k2c2 + ω

2
p. (2.49)

The imaginary component will require a few approximations to get it into an analyti-

cally convenient form. Once again we note that the damping rate is small compared to the

light frequency in an ideal plasma. This allows us to make the following approximation,

iω2
p

ν̄ei

ω
≈ iω2

p
ν̄ei

ωr
, (2.50)

where we have assumed that ω in the complex term is the real component. This is a good

approximation as long as ωr 6≈ ωp (plasma density is much less than the critical density),

which is an assumption we already made indirectly in the Taylor expansion used above.
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Substituting Eq. 2.49 and 2.50 into Eq. 2.48 results in,

ω
2 = ω

2
r − iω2

p
ν̄ei

ωr

ω

ωr
=

√
1 − iω2

p
ν̄ei

ω3
r
.

(2.51)

Notice that ν̄eiωp� ωr, which is implied by the approximation already made above. This

allows the use of a Taylor expansion [(1− x)1/2 = 1− 1
2x− 1

8x2... ≈ 1− 1
2x when |x| < 1]

to further simplify the relation. This results in,

ω

ωr
=

√
1 − iω2

p
ν̄ei

ω3
r
≈ 1 − i

1
2

ω2
p

ω3
r

ν̄ei

ω = ωr − i
1
2

ω2
p

ω2
r

ν̄ei

ω = ωr − i
1
2

ν ,

(2.52)

where ν =
ω2

p
ω2

r
ν̄ei is the energy damping rate of an electromagnetic wave in a collisional

plasma. The significance of ν is simply stated here, but this will be proven later. This is

a reasonable assumption as complex components of wave frequency represent a damping

mechanism.

The energy damping rate can be written in terms of density. First, we need to define the

critical density using the plasma’s index of refraction. The index of refraction N is defined,

c
N

=
ω

k
⇒ N =

c
ω

k (2.53)

where k =
√
(ω2−ω2

p)/c2 from Eq. 2.49 can be substitute into Eq. 2.53 resulting in,

N =
c
ω

k =
c
ω

√
ω2−ω2

p

c2 =

√
1−

ωp

ω
. (2.54)
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Equation 2.54 is the index of refraction of a plasma. Notice that the index of refraction

becomes imaginary when ωp > ω . This implying that the wave is evanescent in a plasma

with a plasma frequency greater then the laser frequency. This indicates that the wave

reflects on the surface of a plasma when ωp = ω . The density at which this occurs is called

the critical density nc and is defined,

ω
2 =

nce2

meε0
⇒ nc =

meε0

e2 ω
2 ⇒ nc

ne
=

ω2

ω2
p

(2.55)

where we have used the plasma frequency relation ω2
p = nee2/meε0. Equation 2.55 can

then be used with Eq. 2.52 to give the desired collisional damping rate,

ν =
ω2

p

ω2 ν̄ei =
nc

ne
ν̄ei. (2.56)

The relation remains valid as long as ne� nc. It is easy to show that by combining Eq. 2.52,

2.56, and 2.40 that the electric field of the plane wave will be damped. However, it is the

loss of the laser’s energy that is the relevant parameter for laser heating rather than the

electric field. The energy density Eem of an electromagnetic field is,

Eem =
1
2

(
ε0E2 +

B2

µ0

)
, (2.57)

where the energy density is equally split between the electric and magnetic fields [52]. For

an oscillatory velocity of electrons in the field much less then the speed of light c there will

only be damping on the electric field E. Before it was stated without evidence that ν was

the energy damping rate, we are now in a position to prove it. Combining Eq. 2.40, 2.52,

2.56, and 2.57 shows that the rate of energy loss of the electromagnetic wave in a plasma
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is,

∂Eem

∂ t
=

1
2

ε0
∂

∂ t
(E2)

∂Eem

∂ t
=

1
2

ε0
∂

∂ t

 E2
0 e−i(ωrt−kkk·xxx)ei(ωrt−kkk·xxx)e

−2t
(

1
2

ω2
p

ω2r
ν̄ei

)
∂Eem

∂ t
=

1
2

ε0
∂

∂ t

(
E2

0 e
−ω2

p
ω2r

ν̄eit
)

∂Eem

∂ t
= −1

2
ε0

ω2
p

ω2
r

ν̄eiE2

∂Eem

∂ t
= −νEem,

(2.58)

where we have proven that ν is the energy damping rate. In experiments, the laser’s in-

teraction with the plasma is determined by the laser intensity I. The intensity of a laser is

defined as,

I = 〈S〉 = 1
2

cε0E2
0 , (2.59)

where 〈S〉 is the time average over a complete cycle of the Poynting vector [52]. The

intensity is the average power per unit area transported by the electromagnetic wave. This

power is what heats the plasma. The energy loss of the electromagnetic wave can be written

in terms of laser intensity by combining Eq. 2.58 and 2.59 resulting in,

∂Eem

∂ t
= −νEem

∂Eem

∂ t
= −1

2
ε0

ω2
p

ω2
r

ν̄eiE2

∂Eem

∂ t
= −

ω2
p

ω2
r

ν̄ei

c
I.

(2.60)

Finally, the electromagnetic wave’s energy loss is equal to the energy gain in the plasma,
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therefore,

Hsource = −
ω2

p

ω2
ν̄ei

c
I = −ne

nc

ν̄ei

c
I (2.61)

where the vacuum frequency approximation ω ≈ ωr for the laser frequency has been used.

Equation 2.61 is the collisional heating of the plasma by laser light, commonly referred to

as inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. The reader may have encountered other versions of

inverse bremsstrahlung absorption that at first glance, appear different from Eq. 2.61. There

is an alternative derivation of inverse bremsstrahlung that models the absorption as a com-

plex wavevector instead of a complex frequency. The complex wavevector form of Eq. 2.61

is better suited for integrating the total absorbed light along a spatial path length of plasma,

typical of inertial confinement fusion experiments. In contrast, the complex frequency

treatment presented in Eq. 2.61 is better suited to calculating laser absorption at one loca-

tion over time. Since the work presented here is concerned with temporal measurements

rather than the total absorbed laser energy, this form is more appropriate. Both forms of

inverse bremsstrahlung absorption fail for density ne ∼ nc. This is particularly relevant for

inertial confinement fusion interactions where the lasers travel up the density gradient, and

a great deal of the absorption can occur at high densities. However here, Eq. 2.61 remains

valid for the low-density gas targets that have plasma density on the order ne/nc ∼ 0.01 for

1053 nm light. Another important point is that inverse bremsstrahlung absorption preferen-

tially heats electrons. This can be seen by recognizing that ion-electron collisions are equiv-

alent to electron-ion collisions in a moving reference frame, i.e., a Galilean transformation.

Therefore, the rate of momentum transfer, d p
dt =−ν p is the same in both cases, which im-

plies that it must be the case that peνei = piνie → νei =
pi
pe

νie =
neme
nimi

νie. This mismatch

between the changes in the electron and ion momentum is why inverse bremsstrahlung

preferentially heats electrons.
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2.3.2 Thermal Energy Transfer

The remaining term in the heat equation is the heat sink Hsink. If the electron tempera-

ture Te is not equal to the ion temperature Ti (Te 6= Ti) then there is a collisional energy

transfer between electrons and ions tending to make Te = Ti. Since inverse bremsstrahlung

preferentially heats electron, it is expected that Te 6= Ti at some point in the interaction.

Multiple small-angle Coulomb collision with ions changes the average electron velocity

∆v̄e and can be related by momentum conservation to the average ion velocity change ∆v̄i

acquired by the ion, me∆v̄e = mi∆v̄i→ ∆v̄i =
me
mi

∆v̄e. However, averaged over many such

collisions, each deflection occurs randomly in a different direction. Therefore, there is no

net gain in ion momentum if electrons have isotropic, i.e., Maxwellian distribution with

zero mean velocity, but each collision does result in a small gain in the average ion energy

1
2mi(∆v̄i)

2 = 1
2mi(

me
mi

∆v̄e)
2. It is therefore not the momentum collision frequency ν̄

p
ei = ν̄ei

associated with the momentum loss that is relevant, but instead the energy collision fre-

quency ν̄K
ei '

2me
mi

ν̄ei associated with the energy loss that should be used. Since the goal

is to find the volumetric heat sink term, it will be useful to work in terms of thermal en-

ergy density difference rather than temperature difference. The thermal energy seperation

between electron and ions with Te 6= Ti is given by,

Eei =
3
2

nekBTe−
3
2

nikBTi =
3
2

nekB(Te−Ti), (2.62)

where ne = ni for quasi-neutral plasma. The thermal energy separation between the elec-

trons and ions should decrease as the electrons and ions collide. The isotropization will

continue until the temperatures are equal at which point the thermal energy separation will
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be zero. The rate of change of the thermal energy separation is given by,

∂Eei

∂ t
= ν̄

K
ei Eei = ν̄

K
ei

3
2

nekB(Te−Ti), (2.63)

where the rate of change is equal to the energy collision frequency ν̄K
ei . The heat sink term

is equal to the rate of thermal energy transfer from the electrons to the ions which is equal

to the rate of change of the thermal separation. The heat sink term is therefore,

Hsink =
∂Eei

∂ t
= − ∂

∂ t

(
3
2

nekBTe

)
=

∂

∂ t

(
3
2

nikBTi

)
Hsink = ν̄

K
ei

3
2

nekB(Te−Ti)

Hsink '
(

2me

mi
ν̄ei

)
3
2

nekB(Te−Ti)

Hsink = 3
me

mi
ν̄einekB(Te−Ti),

(2.64)

where the the collision frequency is expressed in the more commonly used momentum

collision frequency rather then the kinetic using the relation ν̄K
ei '

2me
mi

ν̄ei. Equation 2.64

is the desired term for the heat equation. It is also interesting to note that ν̄K
ei '

me
mi

Zν̄ee '√
me
mi

1
Z2 ν̄ii, which indicates that the electrons and ions equilibrate among themselves much

faster than with each other [50].

2.3.3 Generalized Heat Equation

The generalized heat equation for a underdense laser-plasma system can be acquired by

combining Eq. 2.37, 2.61, and 2.64, resulting in,

∂

∂ t

(
3
2

nekBTe

)
= ∇(k∇Te) +

ν̄ei

c
ω2

p

ω2
0

I − 3
me

mi
ν̄einekB (Te−Ti) , (2.65)
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where kB is Boltzmann constant, me is the electron mass, mi is the ion mass, Te is the

electron temperature, ne is the electron density, c is the speed of light, Ti is the ion temper-

ature, ν̄ei =
√

2neZe4 ln(Λ)/12π3/2ε2
0 m1/2

e (kBTe)
3/2 is the average electron-ion collision

frequency, κ = 3.2 ·12π3/2ε2
0 kB (kBTe)

5/2 /
√

2m1/2
e Ze4 ln(Λ) is the Spitzer-Harm thermal

conductivity [53], Z is the ion charge, ln(Λ) is the Coulomb logarithm, ε0 is the vacuum

permittivity, ωp =
√

nee2/meε0 is the electron plasma frequency, ω0 is the laser’s angu-

lar frequency and I is the laser’s intensity [50]. Equation 2.65 is generally applicable to

any laser-plasma system geomentary as long as the plasma has a subcritical density and

the heat transport remains local. The correct boundary values and integration geometry

will depend on the setup of the laser-plasma system. An additional caveat is that the heat

equation does not take into account fluid flow if the density and geometry are fixed in the

differential equation solution. This requires that the plasma sound speed is slow relative to

the laser-plasma interaction time, i.e., the interaction is less than hundreds of picoseconds.

2.4 Plasma-Based Laser Amplifier

Raman plasma amplification was proposed to enable the next generation of high-intensity

laser systems [27, 54]. In a Raman plasma amplifier, the amplifying medium is plasma

rather than a solid-state material. The plasma can sustain fluences of up to ∼ 1000 J/cm2

(for 10 fs seed pulses) before the onset of relativistic instabilities ends the amplification.

This is orders of magnitude larger than a solid-state amplifier, which suffers laser damage

at fluences thresholds of 0.1 J/cm2. The Raman process both amplifies and compresses the

pulse. Therefore, the limiting grating compressor at the end of the laser system is avoided

when using a plasma amplifier [54].

A Raman plasma amplifier seeks to amplify and compress an ultrashort pulse by trans-

ferring energy from a high energy long, 10s ps, pump pulse to a short, 10s fs, seed pulse.
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Raman amplification takes advantage of the Raman scattering instability: a three-wave in-

teraction between an incident pump wave, plasma wave, and scattered light wave. The two

counterpropagating light waves have different frequencies. When the light pulses over-

lap, they form a beat wave that drives an electron plasma wave though the ponderomotive

force. The driven electron plasma wave produces a refractive index modulation that acts

like a moving Bragg grating that preferentially scatters photons from the higher frequency

pulse to the lower one.

The Raman plasma amplification concept has drawn widespread interest and experi-

mental investigations have been reported by groups from Princeton University [28, 29, 55–

61], Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics [62], Russian Academy of Sciences [63],

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [64–66], Institute of Atomic and Molecular Sci-

ences [67], and University of Strathclyde [68, 69]. There has been extensive analytical

investigations and simulations [26, 27, 54, 70–83]. Although theory and PIC simulations

of Raman amplification have shown promising results, thus far experiments have under-

performed. The experiments have been limited to small-scale laser systems (µJ seed - mJ

pump), have only achieved a small fraction of the predicted energy transfer and have been

underdiagnosed.

2.4.1 Fundamentals of Raman Scattering in Plasma

The electron plasma wave is generated by the parametric instability known as Raman scat-

tering [51]. Raman scattering in a plasma can be described as the resonant decay of an

incident photon into a scattered photon and electron plasma wave. The frequency and

wavenumber matching conditions are

ωpump = ωseed + ωp, ~kpump = ~kseed + ~kp, (2.66)
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where ωpump, ωseed , and ωp are the frequencies of the pump, seed, and plasma wave respec-

tively;~kpump,~kseed , and~kp are the wavenumbers of the pump, seed, and the plasma wave,

respectively. The frequency matching condition is equivalent to the conservation of energy,

Fig. 2.1a. While the wavevector matching condition is equivalent to moment conservation,

Fig. 2.1b. The moment conservation diagram, Fig. 2.1b, shows how the wave’s propagation

geometry is configured. Figure 2.1b shows that a pump wave that scatters from a plasma

wave will be redshifted, and the k-matching geometry requires that the plasma wave have

approximately half the wavelength of the pump and seed. In a typical Raman plasma am-

plifier, the pump and seed frequency is set by the laser systems. Therefore, to satisfy the

frequency matching condition (Fig. 2.1a) requires the correct plasma density and temper-

ature, Eq. 2.29. The plasma density is naturally determined by the target density once the

pump laser has fully ionized the gas, Eq. 2.5, while the plasma temperature is more com-

plicated, as it is determined by the interplay between laser absorption and heat conduction,

Eq. 2.65.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Frequency and wavenumbers of the pump, seed and plasma waves.

Figure 2.2a shows a diagram dipicting the the cycle of the Raman backscatter instabil-

ity. The physics of the Raman instability can be understood by considering a light wave

with amplitude Epump propagating through plasma with a density fluctuation δn along the

direction of propagation associated with an electron plasma wave at a thermal noise level.

The electrons oscillate in the light wave with velocity vos =
eEpump

meωpump
generating a transverse

current modulation δJ =−evδn. This transverse current modulation generates a scattered

light wave with an amplitude δE. This scattered light wave beats with the incident wave,
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producing a ponderomotive pressure proportional to ∇(Epump ·δE). The plasma is pushed

from regions of high pressure to regions of low pressure and if the frequency and wave

number matching conditions are met the density fluctuation δne is increased, stimulating

further light scattering. Due to this feedback loop, an instability is possible, Fig. 2.2a.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Conceptual picture of the stimulated (a) and seeded (b) Raman back scattering
parametric instabilities.

In general, the wavevectors amplitudes depend on the scattering geometry. However,

only the backscatter configuration depicted in Fig. 2.1b is needed here. The dispersion

relation for an electromagnetic wave, Eq. 2.49, states that the k-vector amplitude is related

to the frequency of the pump ω2
pump = ω2

pe+k2
pumpc2 and seed ω2

seed = ω2
pe+k2

seedc2. The

exponential growth rate will be maximum when the driven plasma wave is resonant, where

the dispersion relation gives the frequency Eq. 2.29, ωp = ω2
pe +3v2

thk2
p ' ω2

pe. For direct

backscatter, the pump and seed wave propagate in opposite directions. The above equations

and Eq. 2.66 can be combined to find the k-vector amplitude of the seed and pump,

kseed = −1
c

√
ω2

pump−2ωpumpωpe

kp = kpump−
1
c

√
ω2

pump−2ωpumpωpe '
1
c
(2ωpump−ωpe).

(2.67)
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When the pump amplitude is constant, the growth rate of the resonant Raman instability is,

γ0 =

√
ωpek2

pv2
os

16(ωpump−ωp)
=

cωpekpapump

4
√

ωp(ωpump−ωp)
, (2.68)

where c is the speed of light, vos = capump =
eEpump

meωpump
is the electron oscillation (quiver)

velocity, apump =
eEpump

meωpumpc =
eApump

mec is the normalized vector potential, and the pump vec-

tor potential is AAA = x̂Apump cos(kpumpz−ωpumpt). The normalized oscillation velocity is

numerically given by vos/c = 0.855λ [µm]
√

I[1018[W/cm2]]. In the special case of the Ra-

man backscatter instability, Eq. 2.67 can be subtituded into Eq. 2.68 to give the backscatter

growth rate,

γRBS =
apumpωpe

4
√

ωp(ωpump−ωp)

(
ckpump +

√
ω2

pump−2ωpumpωpe

)
γRBS '

apumpωpe

4
(2ωpump−ωpe)√
ωpe(ωpump−ωpe)

γRBS '
1
2

apump
√

ωpumpωpe,

(2.69)

where the expansion assumes a underdense plasma.

When a detuning term ∆ω is added to the Raman backscatter dispersion relation, it can

be shown that the dispersion relation takes the form

δω =
∆ω

2
+ i

√
γ2

0 −
∆ω2

4
, (2.70)

where δω is the complex backscattered light frequency and γ0 is the resonant gain rate

[51, 84, 85]. The imaginary part of this equation is the detuned Raman growth rate. In the

limit of zero detuning Eq. 2.70 reduces to Eq. 2.68. Examination of Eq. 2.70 shows that

the instability will only exist when ∆ω < 2γ0, putting a limit on the maximum detuning

allowed.
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2.4.2 Raman Plasma Amplifiers

A Raman plasma amplifier takes advantage of the Raman scattering instability. Rather than

growing from thermal noise, the scattered light is seeded by a second light wave counter

propagating to the first, as depicted in Fig. 2.2b. Figure 2.3 shows a diagram of seeded

Raman amplification [83]. The initial configuration is shown in the upper left and time

progress to the right. The long pump and short seed pulses are counterpropagating and

where the seed overlaps with the pump beam a beat wave is formed. Since the beating of

these two waves drives the electron plasma wave responsible for the scattering, the scat-

tering only occurs where the seed pulse overlaps the pump pulse. When the process com-

pletely depletes the pump pulse amplitude, the governing differential equations become

nonlinear, which is often referred to as the pi-pulse regime.

This nonlinear regime is a requirement for high transfer of energy from the pump to

the seed. The plasma wave (traveling Bragg grating) will persist in the plasma long after

the seed pulse has departed. This allows for pump scattering at any previous seed location.

A successful amplifier can not operate in the linear regime as the backscattered light will

not be localized to the overlapping seed location. In addition, the transfer efficiency will be

inherently lower. If the pump pulse is not depleted a long-pulse low-amplitude "scattered

seed" will form. The original seed pulse will overlap with this long "scattered seed" and

shows up in backscatter data as a localized bump on a broad Raman backscatter signal.

Effectively the rate of pump pulse amplitude depletion becomes the new "scattered seed"

pulse duration. This implies a relationship between the pump depletion rate (equivalent to

plasma wave growth rate) and the "scattered seed" pulse duration. Fourier optics states that

a laser’s minimal pulse duration is limited by the pulse’s bandwidth. The bandwidth of a

gain or damping process is always related to the gain or damping rate. Fourier transforming

a growing or damping wave reveals that the higher the growth/damping rate, the higher
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Figure 2.3: Conceptual picture of Raman plasma amplification in the nonlinear regime [83]
.

the bandwidth, (the Fourier transfer is nontrivial in the gain case, but it is conceptually

analogous if one projects backward in time). Thus, a higher plasma wave growth rate leads

to a larger backscatter bandwidth, which allows for a shorter seed pulse duration. With

all of these steps connected through the Fourier relationship between time and bandwidth.

This Fourier understanding, at first, seems a little abstract. Consider a plasma wave as a

series of partially reflecting mirrors. If the plasma wave is not growing, the mirrors will be

traveling at the plasma wave’s phase velocity, which will result in a signal Doppler shift.

However, if the plasma wave is growing in amplitude, the mirrors can be imagined to be

accelerating forward at a rate proportional to the plasma growth rate (put yourself in the

phase velocity reference frame). This acceleration will generate a series of Doppler shifts

as the mirrors accelerate through multiple velocities, which is a nonfinite bandwidth. An

equivalent explantation can also be made in terms of a rapidly changing index of refraction.

No matter how the process is modeled, the generated bandwidth is always connected to

rates of change through a Fourier transfer.

The evolution of the lasers and electron plasma wave in the 3-wave interaction is de-

scribed by a set of slowly varying envelope equations. This is valid for laser frequencies
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much higher than the plasma frequency, in which case the group velocities of both lasers

are ∼ c and their dispersion can be neglected. For linearly polarized light, these equations

are

(
∂

∂ t
− c

∂

∂ z
+νc)apump = (

√
ωpumpωpe

2
)aseed f (2.71)

(
∂

∂ t
+ c

∂

∂ z
+νc)aseed =−(

√
ωpumpωpe

2
)apump f ∗ (2.72)

(
∂

∂ t
− iδw+νL) f =−(

√
ωpumpωpe

2
)apumpa∗seed, (2.73)

where apump and aseed , are the normalized amplitudes of the pump and seed such that

I = πc/2(mc2/e)2|a|2/λ 2 = 1.368× 1018|a|2/λ 2 where a is either apump or aseed and λ

is the wavelength in microns; f is the normalized amplitude of the plasma wave; δw =

ωpump−ωseed −ωp is the detuning frequency, νc and νL are the collisional and Landau

wave damping rates, t is time, and z is the longitudinal coordinate along the direction of the

pump propagation [27, 54].

The solution to the three coupled differential equations was studied analytically and

numerically for a short seed pulse and longer uniform pump pulse in cold plasma [27, 54,

76, 77, 80, 81]. The solution shows two regimes of amplification, linear and nonlinear,

the criteria of which depend on the amplitude of the seed pulse relative to the pump. The

linear regime is characterized by a pump amplitude that is significantly larger than the

seed amplitude. In this regime, the pump envelope, apump, is approximately constant and

the seed envelope, aseed , grows exponentially, e2γ
Lp
c , where Lp is the plasma length, c

is the speed of light, and the linear growth rate is γ = (
√

ωpumpωpe/2)apump, which is

independent of the seed intensity. Notice that this is the same growth rate as Eq. 2.69. This

can be verified by assuming apump is a constant, taking the time derivative of Eq. 2.72 and

then combining with Eq. 2.73. Only one frequency in the seed is perfectly phase matched.

This narrows the bandwidth in the seed pulse. This narrowing bandwidth results in the full
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width half maximum of the seed to grow linearly over time.

As the seed grows in amplitude over time, the linear regime gives way to the nonlinear

regime. Near the end of the linear regime, the qualitative evolution is determined by the

level of detuning. For zero detuning, the pulse broadening and amplification continue until

the amplitude is comparable to the pump, at which point the pump starts to deplete, marking

the beginning of the nonlinear regime. For small detuning, the pulse broadening still occurs,

while the amplitude of the seed grows at a reduced rate, but the interaction can still reach

pump depletion. For strong detuning, the pulse broadens and the amplification saturates

before pump depletion can occur.

The nonlinear regime (Fig. 2.3) is characterized by depletion of the pump by the front

of the seed pulse, reducing the amplification at the rear part of the seed. The initially

symmetric seed before amplification becomes asymmetric due to pump depletion. The

peak amplitude of the seed rapidly approaches the front of the seed pulse, resulting in pulse

shortening. Under such circumstances, it can be shown that equation 2.71, 2.72, and 2.73

reduce to a single sine-Gordon equation, (∂ 2/∂ t2− ∂ 2/∂x2)u = sin(u), for the function

u(z/c+ t, t), a well know equation in soliton physics [27, 54, 71, 86]. Numerical studies

of the sine-Gordon equation show that it has a self-similar solution that oscillates at u≈ π

[71]. Therefore, the nonlinear regime is said to have a “pi-pulse” solution that exhibits

ringing as the pulse propagates. The ringing of u around π creates a pulse train of spiked

pulses, with each descending spike decreasing in amplitude from the leading pulse. The

amplitude of the first spike grows linearly in time and simultaneously the spike compresses

linearly in time. The combination of energy transfer and compression results in a ultra-

high intensity pulse. The goal of a Raman amplifier is to reach the nonlinear regime as

quickly as possible and maintain stable amplification throughout the pump pulse length.

Together, these two conditions will transfer the maximum amount of pump pulse energy

to the seed [54, 87]. The Manely-Rowe type relation determines the maximum amount of
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energy transfer,
Wpump

ωpump
=

Wseed

ωseed
=

Wp

wp
, (2.74)

where Wpump is the energy transferred from the high frequency beam, Wseed and Wp are the

energies transferred into the low frequency beam and the plasma wave respectively [76].

Typical experimental parameters allow for maximum laser conversion efficiency on the

order of 95%.

2.4.3 Past experimental progress

Raman amplification in gases was discovered shortly after the invention of the laser [88,

89]. Early work on Raman pulse compression was done in gases, where molecular vibra-

tions served as the Raman scatters [90–94]. Initial concepts of a plasma Raman Amplifier

emerged from studies to heat magnetized plasmas with beating CO2 lasers and Raman am-

plification in gases. In the late 1970s, the first design of a plasma amplifier was proposed.

It suggested that one could replace the crystals in a parametric amplifier with a plasma

[76, 77]. Raman compression in a plasma was proposed in 1982 [78]. The first observation

of cross beam energy transfer in a plasma was published in 1996, which was facilitated by

ion acoustic waves [95]. The first observation of cross beam energy transfer by an electron

plasma wave was published in 1999 [96].

Early theoretical work recognized difficulties of pulse compression because of the rel-

atively narrow band at which Raman amplification takes place and instabilities of the am-

plified seed itself. Identification in the late 1990s that the superradiant amplification and

nonlinear regime had the ability to amplify broadband laser pulses motivated experimental

studies at Princeton [26, 27].

The first experimental attempts at Raman amplification in a plasma occured in 2000 at

Princeton [55], in which a 30 µJ, 200 fs, λ = 745 nm seed and 150 mJ, 5 ns, λ = 532 nm
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pump achieved a gain of∼5 in 3 mm in LiF microcapillary plasma with ne = 3×1020cm−3

[55]. Princeton found that the gain decreased as the input seed intensity approached the

pump intensity [55]. Significant limitations were noted in laser stability (∼10%) and

plasma homogeneity [56]. The difficulty of obtaining long uniform plasmas motivated

Princeton to switch to a propane gas jet with ne = 2×1019cm−3 [57]. In addition, the laser

system was upgraded to a 5 µJ, 500 fs, 885 nm seed and 50 mJ, ≈ 10 ps, 800 nm pump.

Shortening the pump length reduced premature thermal stimulated Raman scattering of the

pump and reduced the required plasma length for seed/pump overlap. However, energy

transfer efficiency remained below 1% with an amplification factor of 2 [57]. Princeton

raised the amplification to ≈ 95 at peak wavelength and ∼ 60 averaged over the entire seed

bandwidth by lowering the plasma density, ne ≈ 9×1018cm−3, to reduce collisional damp-

ing and thermal stimulated Raman scattering [28]. The laser system was adjusted to an

800 nm, 10 ps, 15-20 mJ pump and a 840-940 nm, 500 fs, 5− 8 µJ seed, both focused to

≈ 30 µm with a Rayleigh length of about 1 mm. However, energy transfer efficiency still

remained below 1%.

In 2004, two additional groups published results, Dreher et al. at Max Planck Institute

of Quantum Optics and Balakin et al. at Russian Academy of Sciences [62][63]. Max

Planck observed, for the first time, evidence of reaching the superradient regime during

their interaction on the ATLAS laser system in a hydrogen plasma gas jet, ne = 3.5×

1018cm−3, with a Rayleigh length of 600 µm. Max Planck’s laser system was a 70 µJ, 80

fs, 818 nm seed and 200 mJ, 3.5 ps, 800 nm pump. Max Planck achieved an amplification

of 19, but the energy transfer efficiency was still below 1% [62]. Russian Academy of

Sciences used Argon filled capillaries that act as a 15 mm waveguide with a density ne =

3×1016cm−3. Russian Academy of Sciences’ laser system was a 1 µJ, 80 fs, 800 nm seed

and 18 mJ, 80 fs, 800 nm pump. Russian Academy of Sciences identified detuning and

wavebreaking as the main causes limiting amplification. Their gain saturated with rising
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seed intensity. To account for this, they suggest two regimes of wavebreaking, soft and hard

wavebreaking. In hard wavebreaking, the electron plasma wave is completely destroyed,

ending amplification. In soft wavebreaking, the electron plasma wave amplitude stagnates,

saturating the amplification.

In 2005, Princeton claimed they had evidence of reaching the nonlinear regime [58].

Their laser system was improved by increasing the pump energy to 40 mJ and shortening

the seed’s bandwidth, such that it matched the pump’s bandwidth, improving the resonance

condition, Eq. 2.66. They expanded the region of uniform plasma density to 2 mm. Prince-

ton achieved an amplification of 5000 and an energy transfer efficiency of ∼ 1%. Their

evidence of reaching the nonlinear regime was a reduction in seed length, seed bandwidth

broadening, and an amplified seed intensity on order of magnitude larger than the pump

[58]. However, it has been pointed out that these results can also be accounted for by large

detuning rather than the onset of the nonlinear regime [59].

In 2007, there were two publications, one from Princeton and another from Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory [29, 64]. Princeton significantly improved results in an

ethane gas jet, ne = 1.3×1019cm−3. The pump length was increased to ≈ 20ps, its energy

to ≈ 90mJ, and the seed energy was increased to 16 µJ. They also tilted the seed by 5

degrees, this effectively added a density gradient that partially canceled the detuning from

the pump chirp [60]. Princeton achieved a gain of 20,000 and an energy transfer efficiency

of 4.1%. Princeton also configured a double bass set up in which the seed and pump passed

twice through the plasma, raising the transfer efficiency to 6.4%, the current record [29].

However, it was later shown with Frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) measurements

that the amplification was still in the linear regime and two thirds of the energy in the

amplified seed originated from spontaneous omission of the pump [61]. Livermore used

the Janus/Comet laser facility; this system used a 1 mJ, 1 ps, and 1200 nm seed and a 350

J, 1 ns, 1054 nm pump with the pump and seed separated by 11 degrees. They achieved an
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amplification of 3.7 and energy transfer efficiency below 1% [64]. It should be noted that

Livermore was the first group to use phase plates on the pump beam.

In 2008, two groups published results, Princeton and Institute of Atomic and Molecular

Sciences (IAMS) in Taiwan [59, 67]. Princeton published results indicating their amplifi-

cation had saturated. They identified two leading culprits to the saturation, pump chirp,

which causes resonance detuning, and wavebreaking, which destroys the electron plasma

wave. They argued that there could be a pump intensity window minimizing the impact of

these two effects but lacked the equipment to clearly identify the window [59]. IAMS was

the first group to use a plasma waveguide in a Raman amplification experiment achieving

an interaction length of 9 mm. Their laser system used a 0.8 µJ seed and a 345 mJ pump.

They achieved an amplification of 910 with energy transfer efficiency less than 1%. IAMS

identified large landau damping due to plasma heating of the channel as the primary cause

of low transfer efficiency [67].

In 2009 and 2011, the University of Strathclyde published results [68, 69]. In contrast

with previous experiments, Strathclyde studied efficient broad-band chirped pulse Raman

amplification in the linear regime and an attempted to demonstrated its viability as a high

fidelity linear broad bandwidth amplifier. In this scheme, each spectral component of the

seed is amplified at a different longitudinal position determined by the resonance condi-

tions, which excites a density echelon that acts as a chirped mirror that simultaneously

backscatters and compresses the pump.

In 2009, Livermore published results [65]. Livermore increased their seed energy to

6.3 mJ and increased their interaction length to 3 mm. They achieved an amplification of 2

and an energy transfer efficiency of less than 1%. This resulted in an amplified seed pulse

of 13.9 mJ, the current record for highest energy amplified seed.

In 2011, Livermore studied their saturation mechanisms [66]. They concluded that

the saturation was due to kinetic effects, such as Wavefront bowing, particle trapping, and
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electron plasma wave self focusing [66].

A survey of the literature shows a number of openings for experimental contributions.

Seed (pump) energies in the above studies were in the microjoules (millijoules), with the

exception of Livermore (6 mJ seed 230 J pump) and University of Strathclyde (3 mJ seed

0.22 J pump), both of which were studying different regimes. In the case of Livermore, their

seed (pump) was unusually long, in the picoseconds (nanoseconds) rather than femtosec-

onds (picoseconds). In Strathclyde’s case, they were studying broad-band chirped pulses in

an attempt to utilize the linear regime of Raman amplification. Increasing the seed energy is

particularly useful, which allows the interaction to reach the nonlinear regime significantly

quicker, dramatically increasing energy transfer efficiency.

Previous experiments were done at best focus and had spot sizes in the tens of microns,

which limited the interaction length to the Rayleigh length, typically ∼ 1 mm or less. A

practical Raman plasma amplification will require Raman amplification over a large area,

on the order of millimeters with larger spot sizes. This could be achieved with phase plates

and novel laser schemes like flying focus [97, 98]. As yet, no experiment has directly mea-

sured the electron plasma wave amplitude or the time dependent plasma temperature. The

electron plasma wave is fundamental to the interaction. Having complete knowledge of

the electron plasma wave amplitude is essential to diagnosing the interaction and establish-

ing optimal parameters for high efficiency Raman amplification. The plasma temperature

impacts a number of pertinent effects, such as resonance tuning, Landau damping, wave-

breaking, and inverse bremsstrahlung.

2.5 Thomson Scattering

Optical Thomson scattering is a versatile diagnostic that is widely used to determine plasma

conditions [99–106]. A Thomson-scattering diagnostic can be used to determine localized
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plasma conditions by calculating the time-resolved spectra from laser light scattered off

of plasma waves. Thomson-scattering is the elastic scattering of electromagnetic radiation

from free electrons. The elastic approximation is valid when the photon energy is less

than the rest mass of an electron. Electromagnetic waves incident on free electrons causes

oscillations and emit dipole radiation. When the electromagnetic wavelength is greater than

the plasma’s Debye length λ > λD, i.e., α = 1/kλD > 1, the light scatters from the collective

motion of the electrion density perturbations. These density perturbations correspond to

plasma waves. Scattering from these plasma waves results in frequency shifts that are

determined by the wave’s phase velocity rather than the individual electron velocities.

2.5.1 Thomson Scattering Power

The frequency ωs of Thomson-scattered light and wavevector ks satisfy frequency and

wavevector matching conditions,

ωs = ωi + ωp

ks = ki + kp

(2.75)

where ωi and ki are the frequency and wavevector of the incident laser; ωp and kp are the

frequency and wavevector of a plasma wave.

The power scattered per unit solid angle per unit scattered frequency from the incident

laser light by plasma waves is,

Ps(R,ωs,Ω) =
Pir2

eN
2πA

∣∣k̂s×
(
k̂s× Êi

)∣∣2(1+
2ωp

ωi

)
S(kp,ωp), (2.76)

where Pi is the incident power of the probe beam, re = e2/mec2 is the classical electron

radius, N is the number of scatterers in the scattering volume, A is the cross-sectional
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area of the scattering region, Ê0 is the direction of the electric field polarization of the

incident light, k̂s is the direction of the scattered light, ωi is the incident probe frequency,

and ωp is the plasma wave frequency [105]. The terms Pir2
e N

2πA

∣∣k̂s×
(
k̂s× Êi

)∣∣2 corresponds

to the dipole radiation of a each electron, the
(

1+ 2ωp
ωi

)
term is the first orde relativistic

correction, and S(k,ω) is called the spectral denstiy function or dynamic structure factor.

The scattered power is often normalized when analyzing experimental data and then takes

the form,

P(kkkp,ωp) = A
(

1+
2ωp

ωi

)
S(kp,ωp), (2.77)

where A is a normalization constant.

Figure 2.4: The Thomson-scattering spectra are plotted for three different temperatures
using Eq. 2.77.

The spectral density function describes the Fourier transform of the average level of

the fluctuating density perturbations of the plasma. The spectral shape of the scatter spec-

trum is primarily controlled by the spectral density function. The shape of the spectral

density function is determined by the resonant plasma modes, Eq. 2.29, and the Landau

and collisional damping of these plasma modes. Figure 2.4 shows the typical shape of
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Thomson-scattering spectra. The peak locations are given by the resonant electron plasma

frequency, Eq. 2.29, which is determined by both the electron density and temperature.

The width of the peaks is given by the plasma wave damping, which is primarily set by

the plasma temperature. As described in Section 2.2.2, there are a number of theories that

have been developed to model collisional damping. The term on the right-hand side
(

∂ f
∂ t

)
c

of the plasma kinetic equation (Eq. 2.21) describes the effect of collisions on the distri-

bution function. Three different collisional models will be considered here. The different

models result in various predicted collisional damping rates of the electron plasma wave in

Thomson-scattering spectrum.

2.5.2 Collisionless Model

The standard formalization of Thomson scattering uses the Vlasov equation (Eq. 2.22),

which neglects collisional effects,

(
∂ f
∂ t

)
c
= 0. (2.78)

The damping is then entirely the result of Landau damping (Eq. 2.31). In this case, the

spectral density function is,

S(k,ω) =
2π

k

∣∣∣1− χe

ε

∣∣∣2 feo

(
ω

k

)
+

2πZ
k

∣∣∣χe

ε

∣∣∣2 fio

(
ω

k

)
, (2.79)

where the p subscript has been dropped on the plasma frequency ω = ωp and wavevector

k = kp, χe is the electron susceptibility, χi is the ion susceptibility, fe0(w/k) =
( 1

πa

)1/2
e

w2

k2a2

and fi0 are the normalized one-dimensional electron and ion velocity distribution functions

respectfully, a = (2κBTe/me)
1/2 is the mean thermal speed, and ε = 1 + χe + χi is the

dielectric function [105]. The first term is the electron component and the second term
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is the ion component. Considering only the electron plasma waves, ε u 1+ χe, then the

electron component of Eq. 2.79 can be rewritten as,

S(k,ω) =
2π

k

∣∣∣1− χe

ε

∣∣∣2 feo

(
ω

k

)
S(k,ω) =

2π

k
1

|ε|2
feo

(
ω

k

)
S(k,ω) =

2π

k
1

|ε|2
k

πω
λ

2
Dk2Im(χe)

S(k,ω) =
2λ 2

Dk2

ω
Im
[

1
ε(kkk,ω)

]
,

(2.80)

where the identity Im [χe] = −
λ 2

Dk2

2 Im [Z′(xe)] = λ 2
Dk2(π)1/2xee−x2

e (page 106 from [105])

was used to substitute fe0(w/k), Z is the plasma dispersion function, and xe =
w2

k2a2 is the

phase velocity over the thermal velocity. The plasma dielectric function is given by,

ε(kkk,ω) = 1+χe = 1+
4πe2

mek2

∫
d3v

1
ω− iγ− kkk · vvv

kkk · ∂Fe

∂vvv
. (2.81)

Here, γ is a Laplace transform varable (p = γ + iω), Fe = ne(me/2πTe)
3/2 exp(−mev2/2Te)

is the electron’s Maxwellian velocity distribution, k is the magnitude of the electron plasma

wave vector, v is electron velocity, me is the electron mass, and e is the electron charge

[105, 107]. In the collisionless limit the dielectric function can be calculated by assuming

limγ→0(χe). It can then be shown that the dielectric function takes the form,

ε(kkk,ω) = 1+χe = −α

2
Z′(xe) = α

2
(

1−
√

πxee−x2
e erf(xe)+ i

√
πxee−x2

e

)
, (2.82)

where α = 1
kλD

and erf(xe) =
1
π

∫ xe
0 e−t2

dt is the error function [105]. Equation 2.82 can

easily be computed numerically. In this form the dielectric function can be computed with

a single input xe, which allows for easy production of xe verse ε(kkk,ω) integration tables.
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2.5.3 Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook Collision Model

The widely used and simple Krook-type or Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision op-

erator assumes that collisions act to relax the distribution function to a Maxwellian. The

rate of this relaxation is assumed to be proportional to the collisional frequency. The BGK

model [108] defines the collisional term as

(
∂ f
∂ t

)
c
=−νss′( f − f0), (2.83)

where νss′ =
4πq2

s q2
s′ns′ lnΛs

m2
s v3 (Eq. 2.17) is the velocity-dependent particle collision frequency,

f is the current distribution function, and f0 is a Maxwellian distribution. The collisional

BGK spectral density function is then given by,

S(k,ω)BGK =
2λ 2

Dk2

ω
Im
[

1
ε(kkk,ω)BGK

]
, (2.84)

where ε(kkk,ω)BGK is the BGK plasma dielectric function. The dielectric function that fol-

lows from the BGK model [108, 109] is,

ε(kkk,ω)BGK = 1+
4πe2

mek2

∫
d3v

1
ω + iνei(v)− kkk · vvv

kkk · ∂Fe

∂vvv
. (2.85)

Here, the velocity dependent electron-ion collision frequency νei(v) = 4πniZ2e4

m2
ev3

e
lnΛ is given

by Eq. 2.17, Fe = ne(me/2πTe)
3/2 exp(−mev2/2Te) is the electron’s Maxwellian velocity

distribution, k is the magnitude of the electron plasma wave vector, v is electron velocity,

me is the electron mass, and e is the electron charge,. The BGK model is often simpli-

fied by using the thermal velocity in the collisional term νei (Eq 2.19), but to improve its

accuracy in these calculations, the velocity dependence was retained [105]. The standard

collisionless results [Eq. 2.82] for the Thomson-scattering spectrum are recovered in the
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limit of νei = 0 [105]. The collisional dielectric function, ε(kkk,ω)BGK , can be solved in

an analogous manner to the collisionless case except it requires two inputs: xe =
ω

ak and

ye =
Zln(Λ)ne

a4k .

ε(kkk,ω)BGK = 1+
32e2neπ1/2

mea2k2

∫
du u2e−u2

[1−Y (u)coth−1[Y (u)]], (2.86)

where a = (2κBTe/me)
1/2 is the mean thermal speed, u = v/a is the electron velocity over

the mean thermal speed, and Y (u) = 1
u

(
xe + i ye

u3

)
is a damping function. The xe term

is identical to the collisionless model and represents the Landau damping. The ye term

represents the collisional damping.

2.5.4 Vlasov-Fokker-Planck Collision Model

A more intricate model of collisional effects in the plasma kinetic equation is to use the

Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) collision operator,

(
∂ f
∂ t

)
c
= −∇v ·

(
〈∆v〉s/s′

e

∆t
fs

)
+

1
2

∇v∇v :

(
〈∆v∆v〉s/s′

e

∆t
fs

)
, (2.87)

where fs is the distribution function of species s, the symbol ∇v =
∂

∂vvv is the velocity gradient

in velocity (vx,vy,vz) space, 〈∆v〉s/s′
e

∆t is the Fokker-Planck coefficient of dynamic friction,

and 〈∆v∆v〉s/s′
e

∆t is the Fokker-Planck coefficient of diffusion [107, 110–112]. The dynamic

friction coefficient and diffusion coefficient are defined by the Rosenbluth potentials,

〈∆v〉
∆t

= ∑
s′
− ms

µss′

[
4πq2

s q2
s′ lnΛs

m2
s

]∫
∞

−∞

d3v′ fs′(vvv
′′′)

vvv− vvv′′′

|vvv− vvv′′′|3
= ∑

s′
Γss′∇vHs′(vvv)

〈∆v∆v〉
∆t

= ∑
s′

[
4πq2

s q2
s′ lnΛs

m2
s

]∫
∞

−∞

d3v′ fs′(vvv
′′′)
|vvv− vvv′′′|2I− (vvv− vvv′′′)(vvv− vvv′′′)

|vvv− vvv′′′|3
= ∑

s′
Γss′∇v∇vGs′(vvv)

(2.88)
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where I is the unit tensor, µss′ =
msms′

ms+ms′
is the reduced mass, Γss′ =

4πq2
s q2

s′ lnΛs

m2
s

are the

constents of the collision frequency νss′ = ns′Γss′/v3 (Eq. 2.17), Gs′(vvv) =
∫

d3v′ fs′(vvv′′′)|vvv−

vvv′′′| is known as the first Rosenbluth potential, and Hs′(vvv) = ms
µss′

∫
d3v′ fs′(vvv

′′′)
|vvv−vvv′′′| is known as the

second Rosenbluth potential [107, 110, 113]. The Rosenbluth potentials are related by the

identity 2 µss′
ms

Hs′(vvv) = ∇2
vGs′(vvv).

The plasma electrostatic response described by ε(kkk,ω) has been studied in detail [109]

and compared with more complete theories based on the VFP kinetic equation, Eq. 2.21,

Eq. 2.87 and 2.88. Neglecting e-e collisions and crude approximation to Coulomb colli-

sion operator in the BGK model can lead to significant differences in the Langmuir wave

damping and fluctuation levels as compared to the VFP theory. Thus, the BGK and VFP

model may diverge for specific plasma parameters. This discrepancy could become signif-

icant in parameters spaces where collisional damping is dominant and could lead to highly

divergent results. For accurate calculations of the Thomson-scattering spectral of the mea-

sured electron plasma wave spectra should be compared to both the BGK model and the

high-frequency (HF) approximation to the VFP based dynamical form factor (cf. Eqns.

(55)-(57) from Ref. [113]),

SHF(~k,ω) =− 2
ω

Im

[
χHF

e − JN
N

εHF (~k,ω)

]
(2.89)

where the plasma dielectric function [112],

εHF (~k,ω) = 1+χ
HF
e = 1+

1+ iωJN
N

k2λ 2
D

(2.90)

includes velocity moment JN
N of the zero order harmonic of the solution to the complete

VFP equations [112, 113].
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Chapter 3

Experimental Platform and Thomson Scattering
Diagnostic

This chapter describes the experimental systems that were designed, built, and utilized for

this research. This includes a brief overview of the Multi-Terawatt (MTW) Laser Facil-

ity, details regarding design, fabrication, and activation of the UnderDense Plasma (UDP)

chamber, gas cell target, and a focused discussion of the ultrafast high-throughput spec-

trometer. The chapter focuses on the details of the experimental setup and is written to be

independent of the physics studies presented in this thesis, and isn’t required to understand

the results of the following chapters.

3.1 Experimental Goals

Previous experiments of Raman amplification have demonstrated some signatures of the

nonlinear stage, such as broadening of the amplified pulse’s bandwidth and shortening of

the amplified pulse’s duration. Despite these advances, experiments have only achieved

a small fraction of the predicted energy transfer with sub-terawatt powers, far below the

desired multi-petawatt range. Practical implementation of plasma-based laser amplifiers

requires a transfer efficiency greater than ∼20%. Significantly greater than the past ex-

periments, ∼1-6%, though far below theoretically predicted energy transfers levels, >90%
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(Section 2.4.3). The cause of underperformance in experiments compared to predicted

energy transfer remains an open question in the literature. These experiments have histori-

cally been limited to small-scale laser systems (µJ seed - mJ pump), underdiagnosed, and

have had uncertain plasma conditions. As was explained in the introduction, the transfer

efficiency is highly dependent on the plasma conditions and thus needs to be characterized

to advance the field.

The picosecond evolution of temperature and density in a laser-plasma interaction has

never been measured. Accurate interpretation of laser-plasma amplification experiments re-

quires knowledge of the plasma conditions on physics-relevant timescales. The goal of the

present experiment was to measure picosecond thermodynamics and ionization dynamics

on physics-relevant timescales. The experimental platform constructed for this experiment

will also serve as the foundation for future Raman amplification experiments on a large

scale laser facility (100s of millijoules seed - Joule level pump).

3.2 Multi-Terawatt Laser Facility

The MTW laser facility is a short-pulse single-beam laser system at the University of

Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics. An optical parametric chirped pulse amplifi-

cation (OPCPA) front end is used to produce ∼250 mJ, 2.4 ns pulses at λ = 1054 nm that

pass through both a rod and disk neodymium (Nd)-doped laser-glass amplifier that combine

to provide a final energy between 0.25 − 100 J [114]. The amplified pulse is compressed in

a vacuum compressor chamber to a near-transform-limited pulse length of 0.7 ps [22]. The

energy contrast of the laser was measured at 108 up to 100 ps prior to the main pulse [115].

The compressor output can be varied by adjusting the alignment of the gratings to produce

pulse lengths up to 100 ps in duration [116]. The maximum output energy at the shortest

pulse duration is limited to 19 J by the damage threshold of the final compressor grating.
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At the pulse duration used in these experiments, 60 ps, the output energy was limited to 34

J. This limit was set by the damage threshold of the current Faraday isolator, though future

experiments could use the 100 J available by upgrading the isolator.

The OPCPA front end could deliver ∼50 mJ pulses at 10 Hz to the UDP target area.

This was utilized to align and time optical paths during the experimental platform’s con-

struction. The glass amplifiers shot rate was limited by the cooling rate of the bulk glass.

The rod amplifier operates at a shot rate of two minutes and delivers∼1.5 J of energy to the

UDP. Using both the rod and disk amplifiers limit the shot rate to 30 minutes but provided

the full 34 J.

3.3 Underdense Plasma Chamber

The UnderDense Plasma (UDP) target chamber was built for this experiment from the

ground up. Every component was designed, requisitioned, and assembled. The control

software and electronics for the chamber were built in house. The experimental platform

consisted of the MTW laser system, UDP chamber, optical beam diagnostics, gas delivery

system, gas cell target, and the Thomson scattering diagnostic.

Figure 3.1 shows a computer-aided-design (CAD) model and image of the UDP cham-

ber. A vacuum gate valve connects the MTW compressor chamber to the 6" diameter

transport tube. The MTW laser traveled from the MTW compressor chamber to a cylindri-

cal turning chamber where an actuated mirror directed the MTW beam down a pipe into the

UDP chamber. The target chamber was made up of a 65.5" × 48" (the refurbished Callisto

chamber from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) and 55" × 48" (new) aluminum

rectangular vacuum vessels with an overall experimental area of 120.25" × 48". Optical

breadboards were mounted to the vacuum chambers floor. The chambers had five access

doors and 32 vacuum ports that were used for personnel access, diagnostic windows, gas
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(a) CAD schematic showing the layout of the MTW compression chamber, beam transport tube,
UDP chamber, and gas delivery system.

(b) The photograph of the experimental setup illustrates the layout of the UDP chamber and optical
diagnostic tables. The streak camera is position so it can directly access the MTW laser for a
calibration measurement.

Figure 3.1: The underdense plasma experimental system.
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lines, and electronic feed-throughs. Optical breadboards installed around the parameter of

the chamber harbor the optical diagnostics. A vacuum line ran through the ceiling to a

roughing pump in the basement. Two high vacuum turbopumps were installed on ports

underneath the chamber. The MTW compressor chamber required ∼12 hours of pumping

to reach the full vacuum of 1× 10−5 Torr. The UDP chamber required ∼40 mintues of

pumping the reach 1×10−5 Torr. Once the chambers reached full vacuum, they were con-

nected. Having separate vacuum chambers allowed the experimental configuration to be

adjusted during an experimental campaign and prevented contamination to the gratings if

solid targets were used. The UDP chamber vacuum system was controlled through a touch

screen panel mounted on the electronic control cabinet. The control systems linking the

UDP chamber with the MTW compressor chamber (roughing and connecting gate valve)

were safety interlocked to prevent damage to the system. The system was vented into a

nitrogen atmosphere to prevent condensation on the optics.

Figure 3.2 shows an image from the optical FRED model. The UDP chamber’s lasers

paths and optical diagnostics were designed in the Fred Optical Engineering Software from

Photon Engineering. The MTW beam entered the chamber from the lower left and had a

diameter of ∼55 mm. At the chamber entrance, the position of the beam was controlled

by the actuated mirror in the turning chamber, Fig. 3.1. The beam was redirected by a

second actuated mirror that had a slight leak that was used to create a second diagnostic

laser. The beam passed through a KDP crystal that frequency doubled a portion of the light

that co-propagated with the remaining pump energy. This formed the 1ω pump beam and

the 2ω Thomson scattering probe beam. The co-propagating 1ω and 2ω beams were then

focused in an f/40 cone by a spherical mirror to target chamber center (TCC). A gas cell

target on an actuated X, Y, and Z stage was located at TCC. The beams passed through the

gas cell pinholes and were re-collimated by a second spherical mirror. Up to this point,

all optics were reflective so as to minimize B-integral effects. At 50 J and 25 ps, the B-
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integral calculations showed the beam cannot transport through windows or lenses. Energy

was removed from the beams by reflecting from 5 uncoated glass mirrors with absorptive

beam dumps eliminating the transmitted light. The beams were then down collimated by

a telescope. The pump beam focal spot as then imaged by the focal spot diagnostic. The

focal spot diagnostic’s camera mounted on a translation stage that allowed the focal spot

to be observed around TCC at constant magnification. This allowed the focal spot to be

precisely aligned to the gas cell target’s imaging fiducial in X, Y, and Z.

Figure 3.2: Image from the optical FRED model of the Underdense plasma chamber. The
UDP chamber has a set of diagnostics that make precise measurements of plasma temper-
ature, plasma density, and laser properties.

The focal imaging system described above served as the pointing diagnostic for daily

alignment under vacuum. A leak in the second actuated mirror traveled to a second beam-

line where it was split again by a beam splitter. The low energy beam was focused onto a
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camera that imaged the full 55 mm beam at the second actuated mirror location and served

as the centering diagnostic for daily alignment. The rest of the beam was down-collimated

by a telescope and passes through a KDP crystal, which converted the 1ω beam to 2ω .

This formed the 2W interferometry probe beam. The beam was steered by two mirrors on

a translation stage into the chamber and through the gas cell target’s diagnostics window,

perpendicular to the pump beams trajectory. The translation stage allowed the interferom-

etry probe beam to be co-timed with the pump and Thomson scattering probe beam.

A thin and uncoated glass substrate picked off a small portion of the pump and probe

beam. The picked off light was transported out of the chamber to an energy diagnostic

which measured the energy of each beam. A fiber optic cable in the energy diagnostics (not

shown in the FRED model) transported a timing fiducial to the streak camera. This timing

fiducial was used to co-time the Thomson scattering spectra. The Thompson scattering di-

agnostic collected light from TCC and transported it to the ultrafast streaked spectrometer.

The Thomson-scattering system is described in detail below.

Figure 3.3 shows a CAD model and image of the gas delivery system. The system pro-

vided a pressured line into the vacuum chamber. Two gas cylinders provided the pressured

hydrogen or nitrogen gas. The gas bottles were connected to a control panel with an elec-

trical controls box. The control box could open valves when it received a voltage signal.

A pressure release valve (PRV) assured that the gas discharged into the chamber remained

less than 2 atmospheres, protecting the chamber gratings and turbopumps. An electronic

fill valve let gas into the sample cylinder that stored the pressurized target gas until the

pump laser fired. A pressure gauge allowed the sample cylinders pressure to be adjusted

by pulsing the fill valve. A pulse valve could be rapidly open upon receiving a voltage sig-

nal to the control box, discharging gas through the piping connected to the gas cell target

inside the vacuum chamber. The pressurized line was used to rapidly fill a gas cell target

with hydrogen gas immediately before the laser fired. The vacuum pumps could remove
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(a) CAD schematic showing the layout of the gas delivery system.

(b) The photograph of the gas delivery system il-
lustrates the layout and system components.

Figure 3.3: The gas delivery system.

the discharged target gas in ∼2 minutes. The electronic valves were rated for explosive

gasses.

3.3.1 Gas Cell Target

A gas cell was used to create the long homogenous gas target. Figure 3.4a shows a CAD

schematic of the gas cell. A gas cell is a box with two pinholes and a gas line connection.
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(a) A CAD schematic of the gas and alignment pip-
ing. The pump beam is included in the schematic as
a set of blue lines. The mechanical design allowed
for standard optics, vacuum connectors, optical me-
chanical hardware and screws to be conventionally
attached. This allowed parts to be interchangeable
with any standard optics vendor.

(b) CAD schematic of the top half of the gas cell
shown for clarity. The pinholes are 4 mm apart
and the pinhole diameters are 1 mm. The pin-
holes where large enough to admit the pump pulse
which had a beam diameter at the pinhole plane of
∼ 200µm. The pinholes were angled at 45◦ to pre-
vent gas buildup and surface ionization.

Figure 3.4: A CAD schematic of the gas cell.

The gas line was pressurized by opening a electronic valve 50 ms before the laser fired. The

gas line would fill the gas cell until a steady state would occur between the gas line flow

into the cell and the two pinhole’s flow out of the cell. The pinholes were angled at 45◦ to

prevent gas buildup within the pinhole cone. In addition, the 45◦ angle helped avoid surface

ionization on the pinhole surface by spreading out the laser energy located in the wings of

the laser focus over a larger area. As show in Fig. 3.4b the length between the pinholes

was 4 mm and the pinholes had a diameter of 1 mm. The pinholes were removable so that

the pinhole’s spacing and size could be adjusted in future campaigns. The gas cell had

three windows to allow for diagnostic access. The top window was used for the Thomson-

scattering collection system. The two side windows were used for interferometry, schlieren,

and plasma imaging.

Figure 3.5 shows an image of an early iteration of the gas cell and pinholes. The picture
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was taken during laser alignment when the chamber was at atmospheric pressure, which is

why a visible plasma spark can be see as the alignment laser comes to focus. The gas

cell was mounted on a 6× 6 inch bread board. The bread board was connected to three

translation stages that provided translation in X, Y, and Z. The translation stages were

actuated and controlled electronically to allow for movement under vacuum. The degrees

of freedom were used to align the gas cell to target chamber center. This allowed the pump

beam and diagnostics to have a set location for alignment. The translation stages allowed

the gas cell to be removed from the beam path so the pump beams focus could be accessed

directly. This direct access proved valuable when assessing the focal spot quality and while

measuring the beam’s pointing jitter.

Figure 3.5: Image of gas cell taken during laser alignment while at atmosphere. A plasma
can be seen forming as the alignment laser reaches the focus at the center of the gas cell.
The lower image shows a removable steel pinhole and a 3D printed plastic pinhole used
while prototyping. The gas cell length could be adjusted by exchanging pinholes.
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The gas cell was compatible with any gas species, but the study presented here used

hydrogen gas exclusively because of its relevance to Raman amplification and physics sim-

plicity. The target hydrogen gas molecular density was∼1 × 1018 cm−3 to 8 × 1018 cm−3,

which correlates with a plasma density of∼2 × 1018 cm−3 to 1.6 × 1019 cm−3. This gave

a∼0.2 to 1.5% subcritical plasma density for a 1 µm laser, which simulations show is ideal

for a number of plasma devices including Raman amplification, Section 2.4.3.

Gas Cell Characterization

An offline target chamber, gas delivery system, and interferometer was constructed to char-

acterization the gas cell. This offline target chamber and gas system is shown in Fig. 3.6.

The offline system allowed the gas target to be developed in parallel with the Underdense

Plasma Chamber, which accelerated the projects schedule. The offline setup provided a

platform to develop and test subsystems in an environment that did not have to adhere to

clean room procedures, explosive gas compatible hardware, and high power laser safety

requirements.

The offline target chamber was used to develop, test, and characterize the gas delivery

system, pneumatic electronic controls, timing system, and vacuum hardware, Fig. 3.6c.

After testing and validation of subsystems in the offline system, the hardware and electron-

ics were replicated in the Underdense Plasma Chamber. The original offline system was

retained so that troubleshooting hardware components could be conducted offline and to

provide a platform to devolop future iterations of the gas cell and eventually a gas jet.

The offline system used nonexplosive gases, howevere when the system was replicated

in the Underdense Plasma Chamber and the nonexplosive gases were replaced with hydro-

gen. The use of hydrogen required that the pneumatic hardware be certified for explosive

gases. Thus, all the piping, valves, and sample cylinder were hydrogen compatible met-

als. The system design and operation prevented the mixing of ambient air with hydrogen
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(a) CAD schematic of the offline tar-
get chamber. The system was used to
characterize the gas dynamics and gas
homogeneity.

(b) Picture of the gas cell and Mach
Zehnder interferometer in the offline
target chamber. A metal plate was
placed between the pinhole and the ref-
erence arm to prevent the outflow from
the gas cell from effecting the measure-
ment.

(c) Schematic of the offline target chamber gas delivery system, electronic controls, MachZender inter-
ferometer, and electronic sensors. All vacuum and pneumatic hardware was tested in this system before
implementation in MTW. The interferometer was used to characterize the gas cell.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of the offline target chamber and subsystems.
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gas. The solenoid valves were particularly important as they interduce a spark hazard into

the system. The encapsulated explosive rated (FM approved for hazardous locations) STC

3S012-020-A Series solenoid valves were used, in particular, valve 2S020-1/4A and coil

200C-2-E, which was designed to open in 20 ms, but could be driven harder to open in

5 ms. The volume of hydrogen gas cylinder was restricted to less then 500 cc at 2 atm

to protect personal and hardware from a complete and uncontrolled gas discharge into the

vacuum system or laboratory.

Figure 3.7 shows a schematic of the Mach Zehnder interferometer used to measure

the neutral gas density. A He-Ne laser passed through a beam splitter creating the two

arms of the interferometer. The signal arm passed through the gas cell window, while

the reference traveled through vacuum until a second beam splitter recombined the beams.

The recombined beams illuminated a time resolvable photodiode that was connected to an

oscilloscope.

This system worked by having the gas line solenoid valve, Fig. 3.6c, and oscilloscope

triggered by a DG535 signal delay generator. The gas cell would begin to fill with argon

gas, which steadily raised the index of refraction above vacuum. The signal arm optical

path length would increase, resulting in a time-dependent interference phase shift the cor-

related with the changing gas density in the cell, as shown in the plot in Fig. 3.7. The

schematic plot shows that there were three stages. First, the gas filled the cell generating an

interference signal, second a steady state occurred once the cell reached the backing pres-

sure, and third when the valve closed the signal would have a reverse interference response

as the gas leaked out.

Figure 3.8 shows the raw data from the photodiode and valve trigger on the oscillo-

scope. In this example the valve was open for 1000 ms. After the valve opens the inter-

ference fringe’s phase shifts in time as the gas fills the cells. Once the gas density reached

parity with the gas density in the pressure line and sample cylinder, Fig. 3.6c, the gas cell’s
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the Mach Zehnder interferometer and translatable time-resolved
photodiode. The two plots on the left show conceptual picture of the photodiode signal.
When the gas cell if filled or evacuated the interference fringes shift in time. The phase
measurement of the photodiode will then oscillate while the density is changing.

density plateaued. At this point, a quasi-steady state was reached in which the gas flow-

ing into the cell was matched to the outflow through the pinholes. The gas dynamics did

not reach a full steady state because the gas line and sample cylinder were perturbed by

the gas outflowing from the pinholes over the full 1 second duration. The solenoid valve

would close, and the gas density would drop as the gas leaks out of the pinholes into the

vacuum chamber. This leakage resulted in the second set of time-dependent phase shifts in

the inferences fringes.

As stated above, by measuring the phase shift we can determine the gases atomic den-

sity. However, a mathematical relation was needed to extract the density from the photo-

diode voltage measurements. To find this relation, first note that the phase accumulated in
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Figure 3.8: Oscilloscope readout of (blue line) voltage verse time from the photodiode
in the Mach Zehnder interferometer and (pink line) the voltage trigger for the electronic
solenoid valve in the gas delivery system. When the voltage on the solenoid jumps out of
screen the valve is open. When the voltage is removed, the pink line reappears on screen
and the valve closes. When the valve is opened the photodiode signal shows the interference
fringe blinks on and off at a rate proportional to the gas fill rate. Once the gas cell is full a
quasi-steady state is reach and the signal is nearly constant. When the valve closes and the
gas evacuates and the fringes blink again at a rate proportional to the evacuation rate.

the optical path is,

ϕ =
∫

k dl =
2π

λ0

∫
ndl, (3.1)

where k is the wavenumber of the light, n is the index of refraction, and λ0 is the laser

wavelength. In this case a He-Ne laser was used which had a λ0 = 632.8 nm.

Equation 3.1 was used to calculate the difference of phase induced by the inflowing

gas,

∆ϕ(t) =
2π

λ0

∫ L

0
ngas(t)−nvac dl =

2π

λ0
(ngas(t)−1)L (3.2)
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where L = 10 mm is the length of the gas cell, ngas(t) is the time dependent index of

refreaction in the gas cell, and nvac = 1 is the index of refreaction of vacuum. On the right-

hand side of Eq. 3.2 it was approximated that the index of refraction was a constant inside

the gas cell and the value of nvac was substituted. The time dependent index of refraction

of the argon gas at room temperature is given by, ngas(t)−1 =
(

µR
NA

)
natom(t), where µ =

762.0× 10−9 K/Pa is an index constant that depends on material and temperature, R =

8.3144621(75) J/(mol K) is the gas constant, NA = 6.02214129(30)×1023 is the Avogadro

constant, and natom(t) is the atomic density [117]. The atomic density was then deterimined

by counting the number of fringe shifts that occur. The number of fringe shifts is related

to the phase difference by N(t) = ∆ϕ(t)/2π . Thus the atomic density can be determined

with,

natom(t) =
(

NAλ0

µRL

)
N(t)≈

6.022×1018 [cm−2]
L [cm]

N(t), (3.3)

where N(t) is the measured fringe shifts as a function of time on the photodiode.

Figure 3.9 shows example data and analysis of the interferometer’s photodiode voltage.

The Matlab script fits the data’s quasi-sinusoidal wave to a fourier series, y(t) = ∑
8
n=0 ancos(nwt)+

bnsin(nwt), to obtain a smoothly varying function without noise. The fourier series ampli-

tude, y(t), was then shifted and normalized so it could be represented with a cosine function

that varies between -1 to 1. Then the unwraped time dependent phase shift was given by

2πN = ∆ϕ(t) = cos−1(y(t)).

There is a delay between the valve opening and the start of the phase shift signal due

to the gases travel time between the valve and the vacuum chamber in the gas system’s

piping, Fig. 3.9, from 0.00 s to ∼0.03 s. The valve was closed shortly after the steady state

condition was achieved, ∼ 0.12 s. The phase then reversed direction as the gas leaked out

of the pinholes. From the rate of fringe shifting, it can be seen that the gas filled the cell

faster then it leaked out. In the example data, the phase unwrapping showed that at 0.05 s
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Figure 3.9: Example data from the photodiode’s voltage as a function of time. By unwrap-
ping the phase of the quasi-sinusoidal wave, the number of fringe shifts can be calculated.
The number of fringe shifts is calculated for each point in time; here an example point
marked is shown by the dotted lines and arrow. The number of fringe shifts is directedly
proportional to atomic density which allows the gas dynamics to be calculated. In this
example data the valve is closed as soon as the gas cell reaches steady state to reduce the
strain on the electronic vacuum gauges and vacuum pumps.

there was a total of 1.55 fringes shifts that occurred since the valve’s opening, Fig. 3.9

dotted line. Equation 3.3 indicates that 1.55 fringes corresponds to 9.3×1018 atoms/cm2.

Thus by unwrapping the phase at each point, the density was determined from Eq. 3.3.

Figure 3.10 shows a summary of the gas density dynamics measured in the offline sys-

tem. The gas cell’s atomic density was a linear function of time until∼0.06 s, Fig. 3.10a & 3.9.

The gas density present in the cell when the pump laser arrives can be tailored by adjusting

the delay between the gas cell fill trigger relative to the pump laser’s trigger. The atomic

density was also a linear function of backing pressure in the gas line, Fig. 3.10b. By ad-

justing the backing pressure, the desired gas density could be determined offering a second
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(a) The gas cell’s atomic density as a function of fill time. The backing pressure
was at 506 torr. The pinhole diameter was 1 mm and the pinholes were separation
was 4 mm.

(b) The gas cell’s atomic density as a function of backing presssure. The atomic
density was measured at 0.05 s. The pinhole diameter was 1 mm and the pinholes
were separation was 4 mm.

Figure 3.10: The gas cell atomic density calibration curves.
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mechanism to control gas density.

Figure 3.11: The gas cell’s Atomic density as a function of space. The pinholes were 1 mm
and distance between the pinholes was 4 mm. x = 0 mm corresponds to the center of the gas
cell. The atomic density was measured after 50 ms of fill time and had a backing pressure
of 506 torr.

Figure 3.11 shows a summary of spatial measurements of the gas density dynamics

measured in the offline system. Each data point is a separate gas trigger; thus both shot to

shot variation and spatial variation are captured in the measurement, Fig. 3.11. The pho-

todiode was translated along the x-axis to acquire the density at each location; note the

translation stage in Fig. 3.7. The translation spanned the entire interaction region, i.e., the

distance between the two pinholes. The gas density was found to be relatively homogenous

across the interaction region. Even with the shot to shot variation and measurement un-

certainty enhancing the variation, the density profile had a root-mean-square less than 4%.

This measurement shows that there will be no significant density detuning across the gas

cell. It also allows density measurements at one location to be extrapolated to the entire

cell length.
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The system achieved both it’s homogeneity design goal and targeted argon atomic

density range of 1× 1018 cm−3 < nAr < 8× 1018 cm−3, which would yield a similar

molecular density of hydrogen. This density correlates to the target electron density of

2× 1018 cm−3 < ne < 1.6× 1019 cm−3, which is ideal plasma density for a number of

plasma devices. With the measurement in hand, the gas cell was transported to the un-

derdense plasma chamber. The offline target chamber measurement allowed the initial

experiments in the Underdense Plasma chamber to be carried out at the correct density

range without requiring MTW laser time to design the cell. Further analysis was carried

out with the underdense plasma chamber’s interferometer.

(a) Interferogram of the gas cell’s hydorgen plasma
channel. The example Interferogram has a backing
pressure of 9.7 psia and a fill time of 20 ms result-
ing in a plasma density of ∼ 7.4× 1018cm−3. The
Interferograms were obtained using rod shots with
a pump energy of ∼ 220 mJ.

(b) The gas cell’s hydrogen plasma density as a
function of fill time and backing pressure. The pin-
hole diameters were 0.5 mm, and the pinhole sepa-
ration was 1.0 mm. The measurement was obtained
with the interferometer in the Underdense Plasma
chamber.

Figure 3.12: The gas cell plasma calibration curve.

The gas cell design went through several iterations through the 4-year experimental

campaign. The final design was presented above. The shape of the pinholes was changed

from cylinder to cones. This raised the required laser energy needed to ionize the pinhole
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surfaces. Also, several pinhole sizes and separations were used. Though the standard con-

figuration used in the published results was 1 mm pinholes separated by 4 mm. A second

pipe was also added to the gas cell to allow for an alignment-fiber optic to be inserted

into the cell. In addition, the final system used hydrogen gas rather than argon, which was

used for its larger index of refraction. However, these changes did not sufficiently modify

the gas dynamics and the system successfully operated around it’s targeted plasma den-

sity of ∼ 1019 electrons/cm3 in all its iterations. The system was recharacterized during

experimental campaigns using Underdense Plasma Chamber’s interferometer. Its behavior

was not found to be significantly modified, though the fill rate did increase when reduced

pinhole sizes were used.

Figure 3.12 shows the interferometry measurement of the plasma density taken in the

Underdense Plasma Chamber. The pump laser ionized hydrogen gas and an interferometer

beam propagated perpendicular to the pump vector to obtain the interferograms, Fig. 3.12a.

Interferometry measurements of plasma density are similar to measurements of atomic gas;

the mathematical relations only needs some minor modifications to account for plasma’s

index of refraction. Equation 3.2 is still applicable, the index of refraction of the gas, ngas

was replaced with the plasma’s index of refraction, nplasma = (1−ne/nc)
1/2 ≈ 1−ne/2nc,

where ne is the plasma density and nc =
meε0

e2 ω2 ' 1.1×1021
(

λ

µm

)−2
cm−3 is the plasma

critical density. The plasma density was related to the interferogram’s fringes shifts by,

ne =
2λnc

L
N, (3.4)

where λ is the interferometer’s laser wavelength, L is the plasma length at the center cord

of the plasma cylinder, and N is the interferogram’s fringe shift in space, analogous to the

fringes shifts in time for the photodiode in Eq. 3.3. Eq. 3.4 was used to determine the

plasma density from interferograms. The spatial profile in the interferograms indicated
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that the plasma density had a homogeneous spatial profile, consistent with the offline mea-

surements, Fig. 3.11. The hydrogen plasma density was found to be determined by the

gas dynamics. As seen in the offline system, the plasma density was a linear function of

backing pressure and fill time, at least until the onset of the steady-state configuration. By

adjusting the backing pressure or fill time verse the pump laser’s trigger, the plasma density

could be tailored to the desired level as shown in Fig. 3.12b.

3.4 Thomson Scattering Diagnostic

Figure 3.13: Diagram of the experimental configuration. The pump and probe were co-
propagated through the gas cell pinholes. The Thomson-scattered light was collected at
90◦ with respect to the probe beam through a window at the top of the gas cell. The
collected light was then propagated out of the vacuum chamber to the spectrometer. The
spectrometer’s output was coupled to the streak camera slit.

Optical Thomson scattering is a powerful diagnostic that can accurately measure plasma

conditions [99–104, 106]. A Thomson-scattering diagnostic was used to determine local-

ized plasma temperature and density by calculating the time-resolved spectra from laser

light scattered off of thermal fluctuations in the plasma. These thermal fluctuations can be

either individual thermal electrons or collective motions of electrons, i.e., thermal plasma

waves. Figure 3.13 shows a schematic of the Thomson-scattering setup. The setup shows
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that the probe laser was focused to the center of the gas cell. The Thomson scattered light

was collected by the collection optics and propagated out of the chamber to the spectrom-

eter streak camera system that provided spectral and temporal resolution of the scattered

spectra.

A typical spectrometer streak camera system obtains a time resolution of 50 ps and

a spectral resolution of 1 nm [118, 119]. However, the system presented here utilized a

pulse-front-tilt compensated spectrometer that provided an unprecedented time resolution

of 2 ps, while maintaining the 1 nm spectral resolution and collection efficiency. Details on

how these performance metrics were obtained are provided in the preceding subsections.

Particular attention will be given to the pulse-front-tilt compensated spectrometer as this

was the first time this novel diagnostic was utilized.

3.4.1 Thomson-Scattering Probe Laser

The 1054-nm MTW pump laser irradiated a 4-mm-long hydrogen gas cell with a chirped

60 ps full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) square pulse (∼5 ps rise time). The Thomson-

scattering probe beam was formed by frequency doubling a fraction of the pump beam and

co-propagating it along with the remaining pump energy through the gas cell. The pump

beam was frequency doubled by passing the pump through a 17 mm KDP crystal, Fig. 3.2

and 3.15.

The beams were focused in an f/42 cone by a spherical mirror to an elliptical spot due

to beam aberrations. Figure 3.14 shows an image of the pump’s focal spot. The pump focal

spot was 160× 50 µm (FWHM) and the probe focal spot was about half the size of the

pump spot. Due to the co-propagation of the pump and probe along with achromatic focus-

ing, the two beams were concentric in the focal volume. Spatial gradients can form on the

sides of the pump beams focus, which can complicate Thomsons scattering measurements.
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The spatial gradients were mitigated by the small probe beam focal spot size relative to the

pump’s focal spot size and the concentric focal volumes. However, the temporal evolutions

of the plasma conditions that develop within the diagnostic temporal resolution did need to

be taken into account during analysis, see below.

The 1ω pump beam entered the chamber with vertical linear polarization relative to

the chamber floor. The KDP crystal was arranged in a Type I phase matching configura-

tion. The pump beam’s polarization was aligned to the ordinary axis of the crystal. The

generated second harmonic had horizontal polarization relative to the chamber floor. The

second harmonic beam’s horizontal polarization was aligned with the extraordinary axis in

the nonlinear crystal achieving the phase-matching necessary for efficent conversion. The

crystal could be rotated around the vertical axis with an actuator, Fig 3.15. This degree of

freedom allowed for the system to adjust to the correct angle for efficient phase matching

after the chamber was pumped down. In addition, the amount of 2ω light relative to 1ω

Figure 3.14: An image of 1ω-pump-beam focal spot. The 2ω pump beam focal spot was
half the size of the pump beam focal spot due to the the decreased diffraction limited spot
size. The focal spot is elliptical because an off-axis spherical optic focused it. The semi-
minor axis is approximately diffraction limited. The image was taken on the beam imaging
diagnostic.
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light could be adjusted by rotating the crystal allowing for consistent probe intensity during

pump intensity paramater scans. The probe beam needed ∼400 mJ of energy to obtain a

signal to noise ratio of ∼20 to 1.

Figure 3.15: An image of the gas cell target, Thomson-scattering fiber alignment system
(underneath the gas cell), Thomson-scattering collection optics (above the gas cell), and
the nonlinear crystal (square in the upper left-hand side) used to produce the Thomson-
scattering probe beam.

An interesting ramification of temporally resolving the spectrum with picosecond res-

olution is the reduction in the spectral width of the chirped probe laser in comparison with
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time integrating an ultra-short pulse beam (i.e., the total bandwidth). The bandwidth of

the chirped probe beam (∼2 nm) was spread linearly in time over the pulse duration. This

resulted in an effective bandwidth of ∼0.07 nm over the diagnostic’s temporal resolution.

3.4.2 Thomson-Scattering Collection Optics and Alignment System

The λ = 527 nm probe light, scattered from a 60×60×30 µm3 Thomson-scattering vol-

ume at the center of the gas cell and was collected and collimated by an f/2.4 achromatic

lens located 90o from the laser beam’s propagation axis. The collection lens was a 1/2"

optic with a 30 mm focal length. The localized Thomson-scattering volume is formed

by the overlapping the probe focusing volume and the collection optic’s imaging volume,

Fig. 3.13. The 2ω light’s horizontal polarization required that the Thomson-scattering col-

lection optics to be mounted above the gas cell. This configuration was required because

electron dipole motion emits light perpendicular to the electron’s velocity vector, i.e, dipole

radiation.

The collected light was propagated out of the chamber and focused with an f/4 achro-

matic lens onto a 0.1 mm-diameter aperture at the entrance of an f/3 pulse-front-tilt-

compensated spectrometer which was coupled to an ultrafast optical streak camera (ROSS

P820) [120]. The focusing lens was a 1" optic with a 50 mm focal length. The imaging

system had a magnification of 1.67. The first lens of the spectrometer was a 3" optic with

a 255 mm focal length.

The collection optics were designed in Optics Software for Layout and Optimization

(OSLO). Figure 3.16 shows the OSLO model and imaging performance metrics. OSLO

models were used to test several collection configurations, including magnifications of 1,

1.67, and 2. Each magnification configuration had similar imaging performance. The size

of the Thomsons scattering volume was determined by the projection of the spectrometer
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(a) OSLO model of the Thomson-scattering collection and focusing optics. The
gas cell window and limiting aperture stop was included in the model. The rays
of two different object heights are shown in the imaging. The bandwidth of the
Thomson-scattering light required the use of achromatic.

(b) Imaging performance of the collection optics are shown for the 90 mm band-
width. The focus for each color is shown as a function of the object height and
the focal depth.

Figure 3.16: OSLO model of the Thomson-scattering collection system.
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aperture into the collection optics object plane. The Thomson scattered light had ∼ 90 nm

of bandwidth, and thus chromatic aberrations were a concern. To preserve the diagnostics

performance, all of the collected light needed to be focused to a spot smaller than the

spectrometer aperture. The OSLO model tested the imaging performance for a 1 mm field

a view, a focal shift of ±0.05 mm, and an f/3 collection. The imaging maintained a

< 50 µm spot size for the entire field of view while maintaining a±0.05 mm focal position

tolerance for the full 90 nm bandwdith.

Figure 3.17a shows the 1/2" optical tubes that were connected to the top of the gas

cell. The collection lens and 1ω filter were placed within the optical tubes. Metallic shims

placed at the tube gas cell interface were used to adjust the lens focal height. Figure 3.15

and 3.17 shows the fiber optic alignment system that was used to place the pump and

probe beam focal spots in the object plane of the Thomson-scattering collection lens. The

alignment system actuated a fiber optic into the center of the gas cell by observing the

fiber on focal spot imaging diagnostic during actuation, Fig. 3.17c. The fiber was coupled

to a diode laser that would emit 532 nm light into the collection lens, Fig. 3.17c. The

fiber optic core was imaged onto and through the spectrometer aperture, but using the

Thomson-scattering alignment camera that was inside the spectrometer. The pixel location

of the fiber tip was noted on the focal spot imaging diagnostic. The fiber was retracted,

and the pump and probe focal spots were focused on the fiber tip’s previous location. The

Thomson-scattering collection cone was aligned to the probe beams focusing cone forming

the Thomson-scattering collection volume.

The limiting aperture stop of the Thomson-scattering collection system was the 45 mm

Echelon optic in the spectrometer. Projecting the 45 mm Echelon into the collimated space

of the collection optics, the 1/2" optical tubes, shows that the aperture stop of the system

was a 10 mm diameter image of the echelon (45 mm×50/225 = 10 mm). The collection

lens had a focal length of 30 mm, which gave the overall imaging system an f/3 collection
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(a) The Thomson-scattering 1/2" optical
tubes containing the collection optics and the
45 degree mirror that collects and redirects
the Thomson scattered light.

(b) A diagram of the fiber optic alignment
system used to align the Thomson probe
beam to the collection volume. An actuator
pushes on a spring-loaded square that slides
along metal rods. The squares motion trans-
lates the fiber optic assembly into/out off the
gas cell target volume.

(c) A focal spot diagnostic image of the fiber
optic positioned in the center of the gas cell
pinholes that was taken during alignment.
The tip of fiber optic in the gas cell had its
jacket strip exposing the 125 µm cladding.

(d) Glow from the probe laser striking the
fiber optic during the initial alignment of the
Thomson-scattering collection lens. Optical
shims were inserted at the gas cell and tube
interface to adjust the lens height and colli-
mate the collected probe light.

Figure 3.17: Thomson-scattering alignment system.

cone. The f/42 probe beam focusing cone and f/3 collection cone was used in calculations

of k-spreading broadening in the Thomson-scattering spectra.
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3.4.3 Thomson-Scattering Streaked Spectrometer

The spectrometer streak camera system provided the spectral and temporal resolution of

the Thomson scattered spectra. Figure 3.18 shows the steaked spectrometer used in the

Thomson-scattering diagnostic. The spectrometer aperture was attached to a cage mount

with XYZ translation. The three degrees of motion enables the alignment of the aperture

to the spectrometer’s centeral axis and streak camera input slit. The radiation from the

spectrometer aperture was collected by a relay optic that collimated the Thomson scattered

light. The collimated light reflects off of an echelon and passes through a transmission

grating and was focused by a second relay optic. A flip mirror cOLD direct the light onto

either the streak camera-input slit or the Thomson-scattering alignment camera. The align-

ment camera and three adjustable mirrors allowed for the rapid and reproducible alignment

of the Thomson-scattering probe beam, collection optics, spectrometer pinhole, and streak

camera-input slit, which was vital to achieving sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. A thin fil-

ter was placed on the streak-camera-input slit. This filter blocked the 527 nm probe light

from entering the streak camera. This was required because the probe beam frequency was

∼100 times brighter than the electron plasma wave peaks. The system was covered with

black metal and plastic fabric that isolated the system from stray light. The system was

only operated in the dark because of the extreme sensitivity of the streak camera.

A typical spectrometer streak camera system has a time resolution of ∼50 ps and a

spectral resolution of ∼1 nm [118, 119]. A spectral resolution of ∼1 nm is sufficient

to resolve electron plasma waves which can be used to determine the plasma conditions.

However, a time resolution of ∼50 ps is insufficient to resolve the evolving laser-plasma

thermodynamics of plasma devices, which typically evolve on a picosecond timescale. To

design a system with picosecond resolution needed to resolve the plasma’s thermodynam-

ics requested an understanding of the intrinsically linked parameters of spectral resolution,
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Figure 3.18: Photograph of the spectrometer layout. A pair of f/2.9 doublet colli-
mates and focuses radiation from the spectrometer aperture. The pulse-front-tilt from the
300 grooves/mm transmission grating is reduced using a 20 element reflective echelon op-
tic.

temporal resolution, and optical throughput. This thesis presents a novel technique that de-

couples throughput considerations from the spectral and temporal resolution optimization

process.

Spectral Resolution and Calibration

Figure 3.19 shows that a spectrometer used a diffraction grating and imaging system to form

a spectrum on the detector (streak camera slit). To achieve a spectral resolution of 1 nm

requires the balancing of both the grating and imaging design parameters. Two neighboring

monochromatic lines λ1 and λ2 = λ1 +∆λ are resolvable if the corresponding shift on the
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detector element is greater than the width of the instrument function. The imaging process

is said to be diffraction-limited when the first diffraction minimum of the image of one

source point coincides with the maximum of another. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.19b.

(a) Illustration of a spectometers layout and response to in-
cident broadband radiation

(b) Illustration of the definition of spectral
resolution.

Figure 3.19: Diagram of conventional spectrometer spectral resolution.

The spectral resolution of the diffraction grating can be derived from the grating equa-

tion. The grating equation at normal incidence is,

sinβ = mλG (3.5)

where β is the angle of diffraction, m is the diffraction order, λ is the wavelength, and G is

the groove density. The angular dispersion, dβ/dλ , of the grating follows from differenti-

ation with respect to β to obtain,
dβ

dλ
=

Gm
cosβ

. (3.6)

The angular width Wβ of a monochromatic interference peak is broad for a few grating lines

and becomes linearly narrower as the number of illuminated grating lines, N, increases. The

angular width is then given by,

Wβ =
Gλ

N cosβ
. (3.7)
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The angular width can be converted to spectral width,

∆λ =Wβ

dλ

dβ
=

Gλ

N cosβ

cosβ

Gm
=

λ

Nm
. (3.8)

Since ∆λ is the minimum resolvable wavelength difference the resolving power of the

grating is,

R =
λ

∆λ
= mN. (3.9)

Equation (3.8) and (3.9) indicates that the resolving power or spectral resolution, ∆λ , de-

pends only on the number of illuminated grating lines, N, and the dispersion order, m.

The Thomson scattering diagnostic operated the spectrometer in the first dispersion order

m = 1. The linear transmission grating density had a groove density G = 300 grooves/mm.

The spectrometer collimated the light in a 50 mm diameter beam that was reflected from a

45 mm echelon before propagating through the transmission grating and then focused onto

the streak camera slit. The combination of the beam diameter and the grating density re-

sulted in a total number of grooves illuminated being equal to N = 1.4×104. Substituting

these values into Eq. (3.8) yields a diffraction-limited spectral resolution of ∆λ'0.04 nm

at the probe wavelength of 527 nm. Equation (3.8) indicates that the spectrometer over

resolves the electron plasma wave by about an order of magnitude.

The resolution presented above is the theoretical diffraction-limited resolution of the

grating. The realized spectral resolution of a spectrometer rarely approaches the resolving-

power limit defined by the number of illuminated grooves. A grating in a practical system

also has to balance this theoretical resolution with the imaging and detector parameters.

The practical spectral resolution (∆λspec = 1 nm) of the spectrometer was measured directly

using the spectral lines from a Hg lamp and was dominated by the size of the aperture at

the entrance of the spectrometer. Figure 3.20 shows the raw data from one of the Hg lamp

measurements. The spectral resolution was determined by assuming that the bandwidth
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of the Hg spectral lines was negligible compared to the spectrometers instrument response

function. The spectral resolution was found by measuring the full-width-half-maximum of

the Hg spectral peaks by fitting a Gaussian to the spectral peaks. The Hg spectral lines were

also used to calibrate the wavelength axis of the spectrometer. The Hg lamp measurement

shows that the realized spectral resolution of the system was over an order of magnitude

larger than the resolution determined by Eq. (3.8) and (3.9). We can thus give up theoretical

diffraction-limited resolution without effecting the diagnostics spectral performance up to a

limit of ∼ 1 nm. This has implications for the diagnostic’s time resolution and throughput.

(a) Raw data of the Hg lamp spectrum
recorded on the streaked spectrometer. The
spectrum was used to calibrate the wave-
length axis and measure the streaked spec-
trometers impulse response.

(b) A plot of the of Hg spectrum lineout
showing the spectral lines at 579.07 nm,
576.96 nm, 546.07 nm, and 435.833 nm re-
spectively, that were used to calibrate the
wavelength axis daily.

Figure 3.20: Calibration measurements of Hg lamp spectrum.

Temporal Resolution and Pulse Front Tilt

The temporal broadening introduced by a spectrometer limits the temporal resolution of a

streak spectrometer system. The temporal resolution depends on the number of illuminated

grooves similar to the spectral resolution. The relation between temporal resolution and the

number of illuminated grooves can be derived from the equations describing the physics

of pulse front tilt of dispersive optics. Pulse-front tilt is a time-shearing effect inherent to
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angular dispersion in which the optical path length difference varies linearly with position

across the beam after it exits from a dispersive medium. The geometry of this path dif-

ference, ∆L, for two parallel rays is shown in Fig. 3.21. Examination of the figure shows

that ∆t = ∆L/c = Dsin(β )/c, combining this with Eq. 3.5 and N = DG reveals the relation

between temporal resolution and number of grooves illuminated,

∆t =
Nmλ

c
, (3.10)

where N is the total number of grooves illuminated, m is the diffraction order, λ is the

wavelength of diffracted light and c is the speed of light. Notice that there is no broadening

for the zero-order case. This is sensible because m = 0 corresponds to a purely reflective,

non-dispersive, optic from which all optical paths are equal. This implies there is a connec-

tion between pulse-front tilt and dispersion. Combining Eq. (3.5) and (3.10), and relating

N to the beam diameter, D, and groove density, G, produces an expression,

∆t =
Dλ cos(β )

c
dβ

dλ
, (3.11)

that reveals the inherent connection between pulse-front tilt and dispersion.

Spectrometers maximize the optical power, throughput, coupled to the detector element

by using faster imaging conjugates, i.e., a smaller f -number. For a given focal length of

a spectrometer, maximizing throughput requires a larger optical clear aperture. However,

the size of the optics can not be increased with impunity. Equation (3.11) illustrates the

difficulty of designing a spectrometer with good throughput and temporal resolution. Im-

proving the throughput by increasing the size of the collection optics, D, will result in a

loss of temporal resolution for a given angular dispersion.

Equations (3.9) and (3.10) illistrates that spectral resolving power and pulse-front tilt
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Figure 3.21: Two parallel rays with a red line wavefront interact with a dispersive optic that
induced a pulse front tilt, represented by the sheared wavefront after the dispersive optic.
The angle β is the diffraction angle, D is the beam diameter, and ∆L is the path length
difference induced by dispersion.

are both functions of the total number of grooves illuminated. Combining Eq. (3.5) and

(3.10) by eliminating mN and noting that these equation repersents the theoretically ideal

performance produces an expression that describes the spectral-temporal limit of spectrom-

eter’s grating,

∆t∆λ ≥ λ 2

c
, (3.12)

where c is the speed of light, ∆t and ∆λ are the temporal and spectral resolution limit,

respectively. Equation (3.12) shows the trade-off between spectral and temporal resolu-

tion. In a fully optimized spectrometer, ∆t∆λ = λ 2/c, the temporal resolution cannot be

improved without sacrificing spectral resolution. Equation (3.12) is not particular to a

diagnostic but a fundamental principle. This can be shown by converting ∆λ to energy

using the relation E = hc/λ , where E is the energy of a photon and h is Planck constant.

Taking the derivative and absolute value of this relation yields the uncertainty in photon

energy, ∆E = hc∆λ/λ 2. Solving for ∆λ and substituting the relation into Eq. (3.12) yields

∆t∆E ≥ h, which is the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. This shows that Eq. (3.12) re-

sults from the fundamental wave nature of light and cannot be bypassed. The objective is

then to operate the streaked spectrometer at this fundamental limit to maximize the spectral

and temporal resolution.
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Substituting the probe frequency of 527 nm and speed of light into Eq. (3.12) gives the

useful expression,

∆t∆λ = 1 ps nm, (3.13)

that describes an ideal spectrometer for the diagnostic configuration presented in this the-

sis. Substituting the unutilized resolving power (∆λ'0.04 nm) from the diffraction-limited

spectral resolution into Eq. (3.13) gives a theoretical minimum temporal resolution of

25 ps. This resolution is an order of magnitude too large to resolve the evolving plasma’s

thermodynamics. However, substituting the spectrometer’s realized spectral resolution

(∆λ'1 nm) yields a minimum theoretical resolution of 1 ps. An ideal resolution to measure

the thermodynamics at play in laser-plasma devices. The unutilized resolving power should

be increased to improve the temporal resolution, and this can be done by reducing the size

of the spectrometer’s clear aperture, D, by a factor ∼ 20. Except, Eq. (3.11) indicates this

would reduce the diagnostics throughput by a factor of ∼ 20 as well, reducing the signal to

unusable levels. This three-way coupling between spectral resolution, temporal resolution,

and throughput is why Thomson-scattering diagnostics have had an insufficient tempo-

ral resolution to resolve the plasma thermodynamics [118, 119]. This thesis presents the

pulse-front-tilt-compensated spectrometer that allows this three-way coupling to be broken

by decoupling the throughput from the temporal resolution, a nonfundamental relation.

The Pulse-Front-Tilt-Compensated Spectrometer

The temporal resolution of Thomson-scattering systems has been limited by the diagnos-

tic’s pulse-front tilt (>50 ps), which is inherent in the angular dispersion of the spectrom-

eter [118, 119]. In a conventional system, this pulse-front-tilt-limited resolution is more

than an order of magnitude larger than the temporal resolution of present-day streak cam-

eras (∼2.5 ps). Thus, present-day systems have not been optimized to take full advantage
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of the available time resolution in streak cameras. This is because throughput consideration

places a lower limit on the spectrometer’s clear aperture. Experiments have used ultrashort

(<1 ps) Thomson-scattering probe beams [102, 121] to improve the temporal resolution,

but these studies were limited to conditions where the width of the scattered features was

large compared to the bandwidth associated with time-integrating the scattered light from

an ultra-short probe beam. Note that the use of ultrashort probe beams are still subject to

the limitations of Eq. (3.12) as the probe beams require nonfinite bandwidth to generate

the short pulse. These single-shot configurations also required time dynamics to be studied

over the course of many independent shots, limiting the scope of research to sufficiently

repeatable phenomena. The single-shot configuration is particularly limiting in the field of

high-energy-lasers, which have shot rates >30 minutes.

To take full advantage of the available temporal resolution of the streak camera, (∼

2.5 ps), a pulse-front-tilt-compensated spectrometer was utilized [42, 120]. Figure 3.22

shows an illustration of a conventual (Fig. 3.22a) and a pulse-front-tilt-compensated (Fig.

3.22b) spectrometer. The pulse-front-tilt-compensated spectrometer utilizes an echelon

optic to break the wavefront up into a series of delayed beamlets. Figure 3.25a shows the

reflecting echelon optic that was installed in the spectrometer’s collimated space. The ech-

elon optic had n = 20 steps; with each step presenting a reflecting surface with dimensions

of 2.25 mm by 90 mm. The offset of each step was 175 µm±2, which provided the tempo-

ral delay offset of∼ 1 ps between each succeeding beamlet. The steps short axis (2.25 mm)

was aligned with the spectrometer’s spectral axis, and the long axis was aligned with the

streak camera’s temporal axis.

Figure 3.22a shows that pulse-front tilt is caused by the angular dispersion of the grating

that induces an optical path-length delay between different sides of the beam, as described

in the preceding section. A measurement of the spectrometer’s temporal impulse response

is shown in Fig. 3.24, revealing that the spectrometer’s pulse-front tilt limited the temporal
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(a) A schematic of the setup without the echelon that shows the spectrometer’s pulse-front tilt,
∆t = 25 ps. The green line represents the wavefront to the collected Thomson scattered light.

(b) A schematic of the setup that shows the spectrometer’s pulse-front tilt with the echelon installed.
The echelon breaks the wavefront (bluelines) into a series of coaligned but delayed beamlets. The
system’s pulse-front tilt is reduced to the pulse-front tilt of each beamlet, ∆t = 1.3 ps.

Figure 3.22: A schematic of a spectrometer’s pulse-front tilt and compensation with eche-
lon optic.

resolution to ∆T = 25 ps. Figure 3.22b shows that echelon reduces the size of the wave-

front, D, by breaking the beam up into n beamlets. The size of the wavefront or wavefronts

operating in the spectral axis of the spectrometer is then equal to D/n. This reduced the

pulse-front tilt of the total system, ∆T , to the residual pulse-front tilt of each individual
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Figure 3.23: Photograph of the echelon optic mounted in the spectrometer.

beamlet, ∆T/n. The impulse response measurements in Fig. 3.24 shows that the echelon

reduced the pulse front tilt to ∆T = 1.25 ps. This improved the temporal resolution by

more than an order of magnitude, while maintaining the collection efficiency. This breaks

the three-way coupling between spectral resolution, temporal resolution, and throughput

that was described in the preceding section. The throughput was improved by adding steps

the echelon, without impacting the temporal resolution. This allowed the system to be de-

signed to optimize the trade-off between spectral resolution and temporal resolution alone.

Equations (3.9) and (3.10) indicate that the pulse-front-tilt-compensated spectrome-

ter traded unutilized resolving power (λ/∆λ=N, ∆λ'0.04 nm), with temporal resolu-

tion (∆t ∼Nλ/c= 25 ps), by using an echelon to separate the beam into n=20 temporally

delayed co-aligned beamlets. This reduced the pulse-front tilt of a conventional spec-

trometer with a streak camera-limited spectral resolution of ∆λ=1 nm from ∼25 ps to

∆tc=∆t/n∼1.25 ps, while maintaining 1 nm spectral resolution.

Figure 3.25 shows the impact of the echelon on spectrometer’s imaging. The steps make

the f -number of the imaging system asymmetric, which forms elliptical diffraction patterns
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Figure 3.24: Compares measurements of the spectrometer streak camera system’s temporal
resolution obtained with (blue) and without (green) the echelon installed.

in the focal plane at the streak camera-input slit. The figure shows that the number of steps

in the echelon is not arbitrary. For a set clear aperture, D, the number of steps corresponds

to the size of the short axis of the reflecting surface. The size of the echelon step gives each

beamlet its effective f -number, ( f n/D), and therefore each beamlet’s diffraction-limited

spot size, B = 2.44λ ( f n/D). By operating with n = 20 echelon steps, the spectrometer was

optimized to match the streak camera’s minimum spectral resolution (1 nm) and temporal

resolution (2 ps). This was done by matching the diffraction-limited spot size of each

beamlet to the streak camera’s resolution.

It is possible to optimize the spectral and temporal resolution of the spectrometer streak

camera system with n = 1, i.e., no echelon, and a reduced aperture; however, the collec-

tion efficiency of the light would be reduced by a factor of 20. Effectively, the echelon

operated multiple optimized spectrometer streak camera systems in parallel to improve the

throughput. This is particularly important for Thomson-scattering because the scattering

cross section is small and systems are often limited by shot noise.

Equations (3.13) indicates that the pulse-front-tilt-compensated spectrometer’s tempo-
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(a) The illustration shows that
each step of the echelon deter-
mines the effective f-number
of the imaging.

(b) An image of the spectrom-
eter’s focal spot at the streak
camera slit for a that is pro-
duced by a single mirror ele-
ment, i.e., one step of the ech-
elon.

(c) The image shows the fo-
cal spot produced by the fully
illuminated 20-element eche-
lon optic at the streak camera-
input slit. The size of the
spot is matched to the streak-
camera resolution element.

Figure 3.25: Figure of the echelon’s beamlet imaging.

ral and spectral resolutions were near the uncertainty principle limit (∆tlimit=λ 2/∆λc'0.9 ps).

This indicates the system was fully optimized and further improvements to the temporal and

spectral resolutions can not be made without sacrifice to the other.

Streak Camera and Space-Charge Broadening

Figure 3.18 shows that the pulse-front-tilt-compensated spectrometer was coupled to an

ultrafast optical Rochester Optical Streak System (ROSS) 8200 from Sydor Instruments,

LLC. The Streak camera had a Photonis P820 Series streak tube. The streak tube had

a minimal temporal resolution of 1 picosecond. When the streak tube was operating in

a sweep mode that facilitated the 1 ps resolution, the system had a ∼800 ps time sweep

window.

Figure 3.13 shows an illustration of how a streak camera obtains time resolution. Light

coupled to the streak camera-input slit was refocused onto a photocathode. The light gen-

erated photoelectrons at the point of impact via the photoelectric effect. The photoelec-

trons were accelerated up to 15 keV down the streak tube by an accelerating voltage. The
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high acceleration field limited the transit time, which improved streak camera performance.

Electron imaging optics refocused the electron image onto a phosphor screen at the end of

the tube. While the electrons transited the streak tube, a pair of plates applied a time-

dependent sweep voltage. The sweep voltage accelerated the electrons perpendicular to

there trajectory. This sweep translated the electrons focal position as a function of time.

By sweeping the elections, the time axis was mapped to a spatial axis of the phosphor

screen. The sweep voltage was positioned such that the sweeped image was perpendicular

to the input slit and spectrometers spectral axis. Photons emitted from electrons striking

the phosphor screen were transported through a fiber-optic taper that was bonded directly

to the charge-coupled–device (CCD) sensor.

Though the streak camera’s temporal resolution was quoted at 1 ps by the vendor, the

actual temporal resolution was dependent on the signal level [122]. The 1 ps resolution was

the minimum possible temporal resolution of the streak camera. The temporal impulse re-

sponse was an important quantity when interpreting rapidly-evolving Thomson-scattering

spectra, so it was characterized for the studies presented in the following chapters. The

streak camera impulse response depended on signal strength because of a space-charge bo-

radening [122]. As electrons transited the streak tube, the repulsive force from neighboring

photoelectrons caused signal broadening. Figure 3.26 shows a measurement of the streak

camera’s space-charge broadening. The impulse responses were generated with a short

pulse laser with a pulse duration of ∼700 fs. The energy of the in laser pulse was adjusted

to scan the signal level. The width of the impulse response, τ , was determined by fitting a

gaussian, G(t) = exp(−4ln(2)t2/τ2), to the temporal impulse response at each laser pulse

energy. An exponential equation was fit to the curve, which could be referred to during

data analysis, Fig. 3.26. The plot shows that even if the system is capable of operating at

1 ps it typically has a temporal resolution of τ = 2 ps to 5 ps at useful signal levels. The

time axis of the streak camera was calibrated using a comb generator that was coupled to
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Figure 3.26: The image shows the standard deviation of gaussian fits to the impulse re-
sponse of the streak camera from a short pulse laser energy scan. The signal axis is config-
ured in 2x4 binning with a gain for 4 to match the configuration of the Thomson scattering
data.

the streak camera input.

3.5 Thomson Scattering Analysis

Figure 3.27 shows an example of spectra that were measured with the Thomson scattering

diagnostic that was described above. The spectra are shown in both a linear and logarithmic

scale to show the full dynamic range. The figure shows that the wavelength content of the

two-electron plasma wave peaks and probe beam are visible in the spectra. The rapid time

resolution allows changes in the spectra to be observed on picosecond time scales. The

neutral density filter placed on the streak camera-input slit can be seen blocking the probe

lasers and surrounding frequency in the spectra. By taking a vertical lineout of this spectra

and comparing the resulting spectrum to Thomson scattering theory, the plasma conditions

were determined as a function of time. The electron plasma wave offered three features

to fit, the two-electron plasma wave peaks and the broad plateau between the peaks. The

best fit was determined with a squared difference calculation. The calculated amplitude at

each wavelength was squared and subtracted from the measured squared amplitude. Then
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(a) This figure shows an example of Thomson
scattering spectra on a linear scale.
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(b) This figure shows an example of Thomson
scattering spectra on a logarithmic scale.

Figure 3.27: Example data of Thomson scattering spectra

squared differences at each wavelength were summed. The squared difference was calcu-

lated for spectra with a range of density and temperature. The density and temperature that

results in the smallest squared difference were determined to be the best fit.

A number of calibrations were applied to the spectra before it was compared to Thomson-

scattering theory. These calibrations corrected for various instrument effects that were not

representative of the targeted plasma physics. A standard calibration that was applied to all

Thomson-scattering spectra was the effect of the finite aperture of the probe focusing and

Thomson collection optics [123].

This particular diagnostic required some additional calibrations due to its unique fea-

tures. By designing the spectrometer to correct for the 25 ps pulse-front tilt, the tempo-

ral resolution of the spectrometer was matched to the streak camera’s temporal resolution

∼2.5 ps. This design made this the fastest optical streak spectrometer at the present day

allowing for unprecedented temporal resolution of Thomson scattering spectra. However,
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with this unprecedented resolution required new calibrations to be included in the Thom-

son scattering analysis that was not needed in the more conventional ∼50 ps timescales

diagnostics. This is because previously negligible effects that can delay parts the Thomson

scattering signal relative to others, the two-electron plasma wave peaks, are now resolvable.

Such effects included spectral dispersion, geometric curvature from the streak camera’s

field of view, and overlapping conditions in the instrument response in a rapidly evolving

plasma.

3.5.1 Angular Gradient Analysis

Thomson scatting spectrum depends on the scattering angle between the probe and collec-

tion, or more precisely the wavevector of the probed plasma wave. Since its dependence is

the wavevector, there is a secondary dependence on temperature. The overlapping optical

volumes of the probe beam’s f/42 focusing cone and the collections optics f/3 imaging

cone results in a range of Thomson scattering angles. This range of angles is given by

adding the extreme half angles of each optical volume, tan−1[1/(2 f -number)], which gives

a total Thomson scattering angle range of ∼ 10◦. This effect is known as k-spread broad-

ening and should to be included in the Thomson-scattering calculations [123]. Its relative

importance can be gauged by using the BGK model to calculate the shift in the spectral

peak. Using the BGK model shows that a difference of only 0.06 nm between the loca-

tions of the spectral peaks is calculated for the extreme scattering angles, which is small

compared to the instrument function. This broadening effect was small for the data set pre-

sented here, but should be included for completeness, and to future proof, the BGK code

as the system could be reconfigured in future experiments into a high k-spread broadening

setup.

The effect can be included by calculating the Thomson scattering spectra for a range of
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Figure 3.28: The plot shows the weighting function from the angular calculations from the
overlapping focusing and collection cones.

angles for the given plasma conditions and then summing these spectra with an appropriate

weighting function. The weighting function is not linear because of the three-dimensional

nature of the overlapping optical cone volumes. The weighting function can be calculated

by breaking the overlapping optical volumes into a grid of beamlets with various angles.

The crossing angle of each beamlet in the probe and collection volume can then be cal-

culated. The range of angles can be binned into a histogram, which can be used as the

weighting function for the Thomson scatting calculations. Figure 3.28 shows the result-

ing angular weighting function from the Matlab calculation. The angles are concentrated

around a scattering angle of 90◦, which indicates the effect would be even smaller than

that calculated with the extreme angles. An interesting aside note; when calculating the

spectra for data presented in the following chapters, it was observed that this broadening is

insensitive to electron temperature up to 30 eV. This insensitivity is primarily because, at

these low temperatures, the thermal correction to the resonant frequency is negligible.
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3.5.2 Spectral Dispersion Calibration

Spectral dispersion is the phenomenon in which the phase velocity of a light wave depends

on its wavelength. Spectral dispersion occurs in the Thomson-scattering diagnostic due to

the material dispersion that is caused by a change in refractive index with the wavelength in

the optical components. The velocity of light in a medium is given by v = c/n(λ ), where c

is the speed of light in a vacuum and n(λ ) is the wavelength dependent index of refraction.

For visible light, the refractive index n(λ ) of most transparent materials decreases with

increasing wavelength, dn
dλ

< 0. This is because the coupling between matter and light

waves is stronger when the energy of the photons approaches the bonding strength of the

atoms, i.e., the resonance absorption peaks of the material. If the medium adheres to this

relation, it is said to have normal dispersion.

The spectra that is shown in Fig. 3.27 has ∼80 nm of spectral range. This spectral

range is large enough that the time delay between the two-electron plasma wave peaks due

to dispersion could be significant. This could add a systematic error to the vertical lineouts

of the spectra in Fig. 3.27 effectively lowering the temporal resolution. This systematic

error was calibrated out by calculating the relative optical path length, OPL = n(λ )L, for

each wavelength in the Thomson-scattering diagnostic. The spectra were corrected by

shifting the rows horizontally in Fig. 3.27 to compensate for the variable path length.

The calibration required the total relative optical path length for each wavelength in

the Thomson-scattering diagnostic to be calculated. This required n(λ ) to be known. The

wavelength-dependent refractive index is most accurately given by the empirical Sellmeier

equation [124]. The Sellmeier equation is given by,

n2(λ ) = 1+
k

∑
j=1

A jλ
2

λ 2−B2
j
, (3.14)

where λ is the wavelength, and k, A j, and B j are the Sellmeier coefficients determined
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Figure 3.29: The plot shows the relative optical path length delay caused by spectral dis-
persion in the Thomson scattering diagnostic.

by the empirical fitting process. The optical component vendors provide these Sellmeier

coefficients.

Figure 3.29 shows the calculated relative optical path length delay calculated using

equation 3.14. The calculation is the total relative delay of the Thomson-scattering diag-

nostic. It includes transport through 12 optically transparent optics totaling L=137 mm of

chromatic transport. The calculation shows that a relative delay of ∼5 ps occurs between

the two-electron plasma wave peaks in Fig. 3.27, which is a delay of∼2 times the system’s

temporal resolution. This calculation was used to calibrate out the relative delay in the

measurements presented in the following chapters.

3.5.3 Streak Camara Curvature Calibration

The spectral dispersion calibration presented above accounts for the wavelength-dependent

delay of the transport optics. However, a wavelength-dependent delay can also occur in

the streak camera. The delay appears as a parabolic temporal curvature centered on the

streak camera’s field of view and is referred to as the field of view curvature. Figure 3.30

shows the sources of the field of view curvature in the streak camera. Streak cameras have
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a temporal curvature due to the extended 12 mm field of view. Anytime you have a field

of view; there is a temporal curvature in both optical and electron optics. As seen in the

figure, the center of the field of view has the shortest path length from the object plane to

the image plane. Thus, the center of the field of view will arrive first. While electrons at

the top and bottom arrive last because they have the farthest to travel, as can be seen in

Fig. 3.30.

Figure 3.30: The figure illustrates how an extended field of view can cause temporal curva-
ture in optical and electron optic systems. The central rays from different parts of the field
of view have different optical path lengths resulting in a parabolic delay.

Figure 3.31 shows a measurement and correction of the temporal curvature. The cur-

vature from the illumination of the entire streak camera entrance slit is shown on the left

image of the figure. A polynomial was fit to the curvature, middle image in Fig 3.31, and

was used to shift the rows horizontally. This resulted in the calibrated image shown on

the right. By applying this calibration curve to measured spectra in Fig. 3.27, the Streak

camera curvature was removed. Its effect was limited to ∼1 ps to 2 ps in the hydrogen

plasma Thomson spectra presented in this thesis. The curvatures impact grows with a

larger density and temperature plasma. Because of the relatively low electron density from

hydrogen plasm, this effect was minimal; however, future measurements of nitrogen could

be significantly be effected.
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Figure 3.31: The figures show the measurement and calibration of the streak camera’s
temporal curvature.

3.5.4 Evolving Plasma Conditions

When the Thomson-scattering diagnostic measure plasma conditions that are evolving on

a picosecond timescale multiple temperatures and density states can be present within the

temporal resolution τ of the streaked spectrometer. This rapidly evovling plasma condition

can occur when measuring spectra from plasma during the ionization process. The plasma

conditions can still be determined, but the evolution of the spectra needs to be included

in the Thomson scattering calculations. This is analogous to spatial gradients that often

occur in Thomson scattering volumes in inertial confinement fusion plasmas. The analysis

is identical except that spatial gradients are replaced by temporal evolution, i.e., switch the

spatial x, y, z dimensions for time, t.

Figure 3.32 shows the Thomson scattering analysis that occurs during rapidly evolving

plasma conditions. The slope of the increasing density and temperature are assumed to

be linear within the diagnostics temporal resolution. A range of 20 different spectra was

calculated for the range of densities and temperatures, shown in the left image in Fig. 3.32.

However, these spectra do not contribute equally. The central spectra should contribute

the most and the spectra occurring before and after the central spectra contributing less.

Thus, a weighting function is required to give the relative contribution of each spectrum.

The weighting function is given by the temporal resolution at each point in time G(t) =
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Figure 3.32: The figure illustrates the procedure for calculating Thomson scattering spectra
in rapidly evolving plasma.

exp(−4ln(2)t2/τ2), where τ is determined by Fig. 3.26. Multiplying each spectrum by

it’s corresponding G(t) results in the middle image in Fig. 3.32. The weighted spectra are

then summed resulting in the right image in Fig. 3.26, which is then compared to measured

spectra.

3.6 Summary

An experimental platform was constructed to perform basic science experiments relevant

to laser-plasma devices. The system used the existing MTW laser facility as a pump laser

for the newly constructed UDP chamber. A gas cell target and gas system were constructed

and characterized to provide isotropic density profile for laser-plasma studies.

The UDP chamber employed a novel Thomson-scattering diagnostic that performed

ultrafast-high-throughput measurements of the Thomson-scattering spectra. By designing

the spectrometer to correct for the 25 ps impulse response, the temporal resolution was

improved by more than an order of magnitude. The picosecond Thomson Scattering sys-

tem required a number of analysis techniques and calibrations to corrected for instrument
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effects. The system was capable of preforming picosecond measurements of the evolving

plasma conditions that occur in laser-plasma devices.
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Chapter 4

Picosecond Thomson-scattering Measurments of
Laser-Plasma Thermodynamics

4.1 Introduction

Endeavors to engineer plasmas for a laser amplifier and compressor rely critically on

plasma conditions. As discussed in detail in Section 2.4, a Raman plasma amplifier seeks

to amplify and compress an ultrashort pulse by transferring energy from a long (tens of

ps), energetic pump pulse to a short (tens of fs), intense seed pulse. Raman amplifica-

tion is a three-wave interaction, in which two counterpropagating laser pulses of different

frequencies form a beat wave that drives an electron plasma wave through the pondero-

motive force. The plasma wave facilitates the energy transfer from the higher- to the

lower-frequency beam [26]. Pulse compression and efficient energy transfer require the

pump pulse amplitude to be depleted within the seed pulse duration [27]. Depleting the

pump pulse amplitude within the duration of the seed requires a rapidly growing and large-

amplitude plasma wave that typically forms when the Langmuir frequency is resonant with

the beat frequency produced by the pump and seed beams. In the linear regime, the fre-

quency, growth rate, and maximum amplitude of an electron plasma wave are dependent

on the instantaneous electron temperature and density. Accurate prediction of the linear
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growth of the electron plasma wave in a Raman amplifier has been impeded by the lack of

measured plasma conditions over this regime.

In a laser-produced plasma, the electromagnetic fields generate dynamic plasma con-

ditions that evolve rapidly over the initial 50 ps. This evolution is comparable to pump

durations, 10 to 20 ps, that have typically been used in plasma devices. Therefore, the

plasma conditions vary over the course of these experiments. During the transit of a high-

intensity pump pulse through a gas, the photoionized electrons are liberated with minimal

kinetic energy, resulting in an initially cold plasma. The energy supplied to the electrons

by the electromagnetic field, through inverse bremsstrahlung, causes the temperature to rise

rapidly until the collisionality of the plasma reduces the heating rate to a level comparable

to the cooling mechanisms. Measurements of these early plasma dynamics on application-

relevant time scales have been previously unattainable.

As discussed in Section 2.5, optical Thomson-scattering is a powerful diagnostic that

can accurately measure plasma conditions [99–104, 106]. However, Thomson-scattering

diagnostics have not had sufficient temporal resolution to characterize the dynamics of

plasma devices. Temporal resolution (>50 ps) for Thomson-scattering systems has been

limited by the diagnostic’s pulse-front tilt, which is inherent in the angular dispersion of the

spectrometer [118, 119]. In a conventional system, this pulse-front-tilt-limited resolution

is more than an order of magnitude larger (>50 ps) than the temporal resolution of present-

day streak cameras (∼1 ps).

This chapter presents picosecond measurements and calculations of the density and

intensity-dependent evolution of plasma conditions in a laser-produced plasma. The mea-

surements were obtained by an ultrafast high-throughput spectrometer (Section 3.4.3) that

provided unprecedented temporal resolution of the electron plasma wave’s Thomson-scattering

spectra, [42]. These measurements of electron plasma wave spectra were modeled to ex-

tract the picosecond evolution of the electron temperature and density. Hydrogen gas was
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ionized at an intensity near 1014 W/cm2, where the electron plasma temperature was mea-

sured to rise from an initial partially ionized cold (∼3 eV) plasma to a fully ionized plasma

at a quasi-steady-state equilibrium temperature over ∼25 ps. The electron heating rate and

equilibrium temperature were found to increase with higher densities and laser intensity.

The measured thermodynamics were compared to generalized heat equation calculations

of the equilibrium temperature. Measurements agreed with calculated equilibrium temper-

atures to within 15%, and the plasma condition’s dependence on the density and intensity

matches the heat equation’s predicted scalings T eq
e ∝ n2/5

e and T eq
e ∝ I1/5. The temporal evo-

lution of the temperature measurements was also compared to heat equation (Section 2.3.3)

calculations, but the heating rate of the measurements was found to be slower compared to

the calculations, suggesting the need to include ionization physics in the model [125]. The

time dynamics of the electron plasma waves were compared to calculations of the Raman

backscatter dispersion relation (Eq. 2.70) of the gain bandwidth. The comparisons show

that the picosecond plasma evolution results in a time-dependent resonance detuning in a

Raman plasma amplifier. This detuning would significantly limit transfer efficiencies in the

linear regime.

4.2 Simulations

Simulations of Raman amplification were conducted with our collaborators [31] to find the

optimal parameter spaces for the experimental system and to determine the requirements

on the laser systems. The simulations included kinetic effects. Previous studies have found

high-energy transfer efficiencies with a variety of numerical methods [27, 86, 126–129],

however, a full prescription of optimal parameters was needed for experimental designs.

This required a fully kinetic code to assess the amplifier efficiency across all three main pa-

rameters, pump pulse intensity, the plasma electron density, and electron temperature. The
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performance was limited by kinetic effects across a large region of the parameter space,

however, even with high temperatures, high efficiency was still achievable. The simula-

tion confirmed what past numerical studies had predicted. Past simulations have generally

found that energy transfer efficiency is high. This is perplexing as past experimental cam-

paigns have shown low transfer efficiency. This discrepancies between experimental results

and theoretical predictions was an open question at the start of this Thesis.

Figure 4.1 shows the transfer efficiency in a Raman plasma amplifier found from 1200

one-dimensional moving box particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations covering the parameter space

[31]. The scan used three different initial Maxwellian temperatures with each temperature

shown in a different plot. The plots compare the dimensionless normalized vector poten-

tial apump to the plasma electron density ne that is normalized to the pump pulse critical

density nc. The normalized vector potential amplitude of the pump and seed are given by

aseed,pump = 8.55×10−10√Iseed,pumpλµm with the peak intensity Iseed,pump in units W/cm2.

These PIC simulations initialize with a large number of macroparticles, each of which

represents many electrons. The PIC simulations were performed in OSIRIS [130] with

60 cells and 480 particles per wavelength with cubic interpolation [31]. The macroparti-

cles evolve according to their self-consistent electromagnetic fields that are calculated on a

cartesian grid. These PIC simulations can model kinetic effects and relativistic corrections,

but did not account for the effects of collisions, competing plasma instabilities of the seed

pulse, and spontaneous Raman and Brillouin scattering of the pump from thermal noise.

The lack of collisional effects means the temperature did not increase due to collisional

damping of the pump pulse, and the temperature remains constant.

When the plasma wave is overdriven with a large apump, a substantial proportion of

electrons exceed the wave phase velocity, and the wave will undergo wave-breaking. This

breaking destroys the electron plasma wave, ending the energy transfer [86]. This will

occur for cold plasma with pump amplitudes above apump = 0.35(n/nc)
0.75 [131] shown
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Figure 4.1: Simulated energy transfer efficiency of Raman amplification parameter scan
carried out for three different electron temperatures of (a) 0 eV, (b) 100 eV, and (c) 400 eV.
The black dots correspond to the parameters of past experiments. The blue dot is the LLE
initial design goal. The plots’ color bars show the transfer efficiency from the pump laser to
the seed laser with 1 being 100% efficiency. Above the theoretical Langmuir wave-breaking
threshold for cold plasma (black dashed curve), the amplifier efficiency rapidly decreases.
Below the pump ionization threshold (blue dashed line) will result in an unionized gas,
and no amplification will occur. Each simulation had a constant density and pump pulse
amplitude and started with a seed with aseed = 0.1, a central frequency of ωseed = ωpump−
ωp and duration ωpumpTseed = 50.

by the black dotted line labeled "wave-breaking" in Fig. 4.1 for the Te = 0 plot. The wave-

breaking amplitude threshold decreases for an increasing electron temperature. As the

temperature increases, the distribution function has a larger number of particles exceeding

the plasma wave’s phase velocity, and more particles become trapped [132]. To estimate the

temperature dependence note that the sum of the plasma wave quiver velocity ũ, Eq. 2.68,

and the electron thermal velocity vth, Eq. 2.29, must exceed the wave phase velocity vp to

wave-break. Then temperature-dependent wave-breaking occurs when,

vp < ũ+ vth = apumpvp

(
2ωpump

ωp

)3/2

+

√
Te

me
, (4.1)
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which can be rearranged to find the wave-breaking threshold,

apump >

(
ωp

2ωpump

)3/2(
1−

2ωpump

ωp

√
Te

mec2

)
, (4.2)

where Boltzmann’s constant kb has been absorbed into Te. Equation 4.2 is plotted with the

black dotted lines for the two Te > 0 plots in Fig. 4.1. The temperature dependence of the

wave-breaking threshold shifts the region of highest efficiency towards higher densities and

lower pump amplitudes as the plasma temperature is increased. This shows that the electron

temperature is important in Raman amplification experiments and should be accounted for

in the experiments.

The simulations assume a fully ionized plasma. A plasma will only form when the

pump amplitude is above the ionization threshold for hydrogen. The pump ionization

threshold amplitude is shown in Fig. 4.1 as a blue dotted line labeled ionization, see Sec-

tion 2.1. Below this line, no plasma will form, and there will be zero transfer efficiency.

Analytic studies and simulations of plasma amplifiers have shown promising results.

Past experimental parameters are shown as black dots in Fig. 4.1. These experimental re-

sults have underperformed with efficiencies of a few percents or less. This contradicts the

simulations, which show that even in the worst-case scenario, the efficiency is still >20%

in Fig 4.1. This Thesis set out to resolve the discrepancies between theoretical predictions

and experimental results by measuring the plasma density and temperature during the pi-

cosecond interaction, which had previously been unmeasured. The plasma must have the

correct density and temperature to maintain resonance throughout the 25-ps interaction.

The simulations assume a constant density and temperature. This assumption was neces-

sary because numerical limitations prevent modeling of collisional heating with currently

available supercomputers.
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4.3 Experimental Details

4.3.1 Configuration

The experiments were conducted on the Multi-Terawatt Laser Facility [133] at the Univer-

sity of Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics (3.2 and 3.3). Figure 4.2 shows the

experimental configuration for this data set. The 1054-nm pump laser irradiated a 4-mm-

long hydrogen gas cell [see Section 3.3.1] with a chirped 60 ps full-width-at-half-maximum

(FWHM) square pulse (∼5 ps rise time). As the pump beam came to a focus inside the of

the gas cell, it field and collisionally ionized the hydrogen gas. The ionized gas formed

a cylindrical plasma running between the gas cell pinholes. The hydrogen plasma only

comes into contact with hydrogen gas surrounding the laser focus as the pinholes open into

a vacuum. A fraction of the pump beam was frequency doubled and co-propagated along

with the remaining pump energy. The beams were focused in an f/42 cone by a spherical

mirror to an elliptical spot due to beam aberrations. The pump focal spot in vacuum was

160×50 µm [Fig. 3.14] and the probe focal spot was about half the size of the pump spot.

Due to the co-propagation of the pump and probe along with achromatic focusing, the two

beams were concentric in the focal volume, see Section 3.4.1. The ionization threshold was

identified using an interferometer [Fig. 3.2] that used a low-energy, 60-ps, 2ω probe beam,

which propagated through the gas cell at an angle perpendicular to the main beams.

The λ = 527 nm probe light, scattered from a 60×60×30 µm3 volume at the center

of the gas cell, was collected and collimated by an f/2.4 achromatic lens located 90o from

the laser beam’s propagation axis. The collected light was focused into an f/3 pulse-front-

tilt-compensated spectrometer [see Section 3.4.3] that was coupled to an ultrafast optical

streak camera (ROSS P820) [120]. The finite focusing and collection optics were included

in the calculated spectra, see Section 3.4.2 and 3.5.1.
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the experimental configuration. The pump and probe were co-
propagated through the gas cell pinholes. The Thomson-scattered light was collected at
90◦ with respect to the probe beam through a window at the top of the gas cell. The
collected light was then propagated out of the vacuum chamber to the spectrometer. The
spectrometer’s output was coupled to the streak camera slit. The setup that shows the spec-
trometer’s echelon compensating for the pulse-front tilt with (blue lines). For schematic
purposes, a transmission echelon is shown.

4.3.2 High-Throughput Ultrafast Spectrometer

As discussed in Section 3.4.3, to take full advantage of the available temporal resolution

of the streak camera, ∼ 2.5 ps, a pulse-front-tilt-compensated spectrometer was utilized

[42, 120]. By operating with n = 20 echelon steps, the spectrometer was optimized to

match the streak camera’s minimum spectral resolution (1 nm) and temporal resolution

(2 ps). It is possible to optimize the spectral and temporal resolution of the spectrometer

streak camera system with n = 1, i.e., no echelon, and a reduced aperture; however, the col-

lection efficiency of the light would be reduced by a factor of 20. Effectively, the echelon

operated multiple optimized spectrometer streak camera systems in parallel to improve the

throughput. This is particularly important for Thomson-scattering because the scattering

cross section is small and systems are often limited by shot noise. The small signal levels
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associated with Thomson-scattering in a 2 ps window prohibits measurements without a

diagnostic with sufficient throughput. The average signal-to-noise ratio of our Thomson-

scattering spectra in this manuscript was ∼20 to 1, clearly showing that if the signal was

reduced by a factor of 20, the measurements would not be possible. Consequently, picosec-

ond Thomson-scattering measurements were only possible with a pulse-front-compensated

system in the regime of interest.

The resulting temporal and spectral resolutions were near the uncertainty principle limit

(∆tlimit=λ 2/∆λc'0.9 ps). By designing the spectrometer to correct for the 25 ps impulse

response, the temporal resolution was improved by more than an order of magnitude. This

can be seen in Fig. 3.24, which compares measurements of the spectrometer streak cam-

era system’s temporal resolution obtained with and without the echelon installed. As de-

scribed in section 3.4.3, the temporal resolution [G(t) = exp(−4ln(2)t2/τ2)] of the system

was measured as a function of photoelectrons to account for space-charge broadening in

the streak camera during the data analysis (τ = 2 ps to 5 ps over the entire data range).

The streaked spectrometer integrated the scattered spectrum over the temporal instrument

function. The temporal instrument function was included in the spectral calculations, see

Section 3.5.4.

4.4 Experimental Results

4.4.1 Thomson-Scattering Spectra

Figure 4.3 shows Thomson-scattered spectra from a plasma density scan — the series of

spectra has an increasing plasma density from left to right. The gas cell’s pressure was

adjusted [Fig. 3.12] to vary the hydrogen plasma density. The MTW laser power was held

constant during the density scan.
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Figure 4.3: The series of raw Thomson-scattering spectra from the thermal electron-plasma
waves shows the results of a density scan, with an electron density (twice the molecular
hydrogen density) of (a) 3.23× 1018 cm−3, (b) 7.5× 1018 cm−3, (c) 1.06× 1019 cm−3,
(d) 2.38× 1019 cm−3, (e) 2.43× 1019 cm−3. The spectra have been correct for several
instrument distortion effects that occur in the Thomson-scattering diagnostic as described
in Section 3.5.

.

Figure 4.4 shows Thomson-scattered spectra from a laser intensity scan. The laser

intensity is increasing from left to right in the series of spectra. The intensity was adjusted

by varying the MTW laser energy. The pressure in the gas cell was held constant during

the intensity scan.

In the spectra shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, the wavelength separation between the

blue- and red-shifted spectral peaks initially increases due to evolving plasma conditions.

This is a result of the increasing density and temperature: the wavelength separation be-

tween the features is proportional to the Langmuir frequency (∼
√

ω2
p +3v2

thk2, where ωp is

the plasma frequency, k is the electron plasma wave vector amplitude and vth is the electron

thermal velocity), see Section 2.2.3. Late in time, this separation was relatively constant,

indicating that the plasma was approaching a steady state. As indicated by the Langmuir

frequency equation, the late time-frequency separation is larger for the higher-density plas-

mas.

Spectrum at a specified time was obtained with spectral lineouts, vertical slices of the

spectra shown in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4. The spectrum was compared to the expression for

the Thomson-scattered power from laser light scattered off of thermal fluctuations in the
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Figure 4.4: The series of raw Thomson-scattering spectra from the thermal electron-
plasma waves shows the results of a laser intensity scan, (a) 1.37× 1014 W/cm2, (b)
1.71× 1014 W/cm2, (c) 2.25× 1014 W/cm2, (d) 3.02× 1014 W/cm2. The spectra have
been correct for several instrument distortion effects that occur in the Thomson-scattering
diagnostic as described in Section 3.5.

plasma, Eq. 2.77 and 2.84. By adjusting the density and temperate in the calculated spectra,

a squared difference metric was used to determine the best fit spectra. Fitting the electron

plasma wave features in the spectra in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 provided a measurement of the

electron temperature and density, as described in Section 2.5. The resulting plasma density

and temperature is presented in Section 4.4.2.

Figure 4.5 shows Thomson-scattered spectra from three different plasma densities and

a late time measured and calculated spectrum. As indicated by the Langmuir frequency

equation, the late time-frequency separation is larger for the higher-density plasmas.

Figure 4.5: Thomson-scattered spectra for plasma densities of (a) 3.2× 1018 cm−3, (b)
1.0× 1019 cm−3, and (c) 2.4× 1019 cm−3. The three spectra were measured from shots
with a vacuum pump laser intensity of∼ 1.9×1014 W/cm2 and a probe laser intensity of∼
1.2×1014 W/cm2. Spectrum taken late in time (∼ 45 ps), when the plasma conditions have
reached a steady state, are superimposed on the spectra. The two superimposed peaks in
the scattered spectrum were normalized to match the amplitude of the calculated spectrum.
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Figure 4.6 shows Thomson-scattering spectra from shots with three different pump

intensities at a constant plasma density. The spectra have similar behavior as in Fig. 4.5,

with an evolving plasma frequency early in time and a quasi-steady state equilibrium late in

time. The steady-state frequency separation is slightly larger for the higher laser intensities,

indicating a hotter plasma, given that the shots had identical plasma densities. Calculations

of the spectra in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 were used to determine the steady-state equilibrium

density and temperature discussed in the following section.

Figure 4.6: Thomson-scattering spectra from three different pump intensities (effective
1ω heating intensities); (a) 1.0× 1014 W/cm2 (1.4× 1014 W/cm2), (b) 1.9× 1014 W/cm2

(2.2×1014 W/cm2), and (c) 2.3×1014 W/cm2 (3.0×1014 W/cm2) obtained at a constant
density ∼ 1×1019 cm−3. Spectra taken late in time (∼ 45 ps), when the plasma conditions
have reached a steady state, are superimposed on the spectra. The two superimposed peaks
in the scattered spectra were normalized to match the amplitude of the calculated spectra.

4.4.2 Plasma Conditions

Figure 4.7 summarizes the evolving plasma temperature versus density and pump-laser

intensity, for the spectra presented above. The plasma was measured to initiate at a tem-

perature of ∼3 eV. From this initial state, the plasma evolved to a steady-state equilibrium

temperature that depended on the plasma density and laser intensity. The heating rate, in-

dicated by the time it took to reach the equilibrium, was dependent on the plasma density

and laser intensity. Higher plasma density and laser intensity were found to correlate with

higher plasma temperatures and faster heating rates. The correlation between plasma den-
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sity and temperature was strong, while the correlation between laser intensity and plasma

temperature was weak. This is most clearly seen in the plasma’s steady-state temperature,

which offers a simple comparison. The plasma was calculated to be photoionized at an

intensity near 1014 W/cm2, which occurred during the first few picoseconds of the rising

laser pulse. This photoionized intensity threshold was confirmed by observing the onset of

the interferometry and Thomson-scattering signals. For all spectra except the highest den-

sity, it was observed that during the first 9 to 15 ps, the plasma temperature was moderated

by the energy required to dissociate (4.52 eV) and ionize (13.6 eV) hydrogen, while also

overcoming the cooling mechanisms of collisional excitation and ionization. It is likely

that the higher-density spectra ionized and heated sufficiently fast that the instrument was

unable to measure it. Once the hydrogen was fully ionized, the plasma was rapidly heated

to a steady-state temperature.

Figure 4.7: (a) The evolving plasma temperature for a plasma density of 3.2×1018 cm−3

[red], 1.0× 1019 cm−3 [purple], and 2.4× 1019 cm−3 [green] at a constant effective 1ω

heating intensity of 2.2×1014 W/cm2. (b) The evolving plasma temperature for a effective
1ω heating intensity of 1.4× 1014 W/cm2 [red], 2.2× 1014 W/cm2 [purple], and 3.0×
1014 W/cm2 [green] and a constant density of 1.0×1019 cm−3.
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To determine the plasma conditions, the measured spectra were fit by calculating the

Thomson-scattering spectra, which were in excellent agreement (see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6).

The Thomson-scattering spectra were calculated with the structure factor (Section 2.5.1)

using the BGK collisional model (Section 2.5.3).

The spectra from the steady-state plasma conditions that occur late in time can be di-

rectly fit using Eq. 2.77. However, the initial plasma conditions are evolving on picosecond

time scales, comparable to the Thomson-scattering diagnostics temporal resolution. This

can affect the Thomson-scattering spectra as described in Section 3.5. The temporal evo-

lution was included in the calculated spectra by averaging the spectra over the temporal

instrument function (see Section 3.4.3), P(t) = ∑
t+τ/2
t−τ/2 Gi(t)Pi(kkk,ω), where Pi(kkk,ω) is the

scattered power calculated with the plasma conditions at each time [105]. The Thomson-

scattered spectra were initially fit to determine the electron temperature and density late in

time when there was no temporal evolution (Fig. 4.7), i.e., when Pi(kkk,ω) is a constant. The

evolution of the plasma conditions Pi(kkk,ω) was then determined by iteration. In the first

iteration, the temperature evolution was calculated by assuming a constant density, which

was found using the late-time fit. In all the following iterations, both the temperature and

density evolutions from the previous iteration were used. The process was repeated un-

til the plasma conditions between subsequent iterations remained unchanged, which was

achieved in the third iteration.

4.5 Thermodynamic Modeling

To elucidate the dominant physics mechanisms involved in the evolution of the plasma

conditions, the measured temperature was compared to calculations using the generalized

heat equation. Figure 4.8 shows the temporal evolution of the temperature measurements

compared to those calculated using the heat equation. The heat equation calculations of the
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quasi-steady-state temperature are in good agreement with the measurements. The heating

rate of the measurements was found to be slower (∼30 ps) compared to the heat equation

calculations (∼5 ps).

In Section 2.3 the generalized heat equation for an underdense laser-plasma system was

derived. The heat equation takes the form

∂

∂ t

(
3
2

nekBTe

)
= ∇(κ∇Te)+

ν̄ei

c
ω2

p

ω2
0

I1ω
e f f −3

me

mi
ν̄einekB (Te−Ti) , (4.3)

where kB is Boltzmann constant, mi is the ion mass, Ti is the ion temperature, ν̄ei =
√

2neZe4 ln(Λ)/12π3/2ε2
0 m1/2

e (kBTe)
3/2 is the average electron-ion collision frequency (Sec-

tion 2.2.1), κ = 3.2 ·12π3/2ε2
0 kB (kBTe)

5/2 /
√

2m1/2
e Ze4 ln(Λ) is the Spitzer-Harm thermal

conductivity [53], Z is the ion charge, ln(Λ) is the Coulomb logarithm, ε0 is the vacuum

permittivity, and I1ω
e f f is the effective 1ω heating intensity. The effective 1ω heating in-

tensity is equal to I1ω
e f f = Ipump + Iprobe(λ2ω/λ1ω)

2 = Ipump + Iprobe/4. The plasma was

assumed to be fully ionized hydrogen, Z=1. The laser intensity was assumed to be a step

function. The Coulomb logarithm’s temperature and density dependence (Section 2.2.1)

was retained [50].

The plasma temperature was assumed to initiate at 3 eV to avoid numerical instabili-

ties that occur at temperatures near zero. A 3 eV initiating temperature is also consistent

with the predicted temperature εavg of the initial electrons from optical field ionization that

seed the subsequent collisional ionization, where εavg ∼ 0.1Up = 0.933I14λ 2
µm, Up is the

oscillation energy, I14 is the intensity in 1014 W/cm2, and λµm is the wavelength in microns

[46, 134]. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.3) is the thermal conduction to the

surrounding gas. This term is initially zero but grows as the temperature rises. The second

term is a heat source from inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. The term is initially large at

low temperatures (< 10 eV) but becomes significantly weaker at higher temperatures due
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Figure 4.8: The measured (red circles, left axis) and calculated (solid black, Eq. (4.3))
electron temperatures are compared. The measured electron density (blue squares, right
axis) is plotted as a function of time. The calculated temperature (dashed purple line) is
plotted as a function of time when the heat conduction and ion-heating terms are dropped
from the generalized heat equation.

to reduced collisionality ν̄ei ∝ T−3/2
e . The third term is the collisional transfer of thermal

energy from the electrons to ions.

It is useful to compare the measured and calculated steady-state equilibrium temper-

atures. An analytic equation of the equilibrium temperature could illustrate the physics

relationship of the system’s thermodynamics. Figure 4.9 depicts the geometry of the laser-

plasma system, and associated boundary conditions needed to solve the differential heat

equation, Eq. 4.3. The laser-plasma interaction volume is assumed to be a cylinder that

coincides with the focal volume of the laser. The temperature derivative is assumed to be

a constant at the center of the cylinder. Numerical calculations of Eq. (4.3) show that the

ion-heating term is negligible and can be dropped. The equilibrium temperature can then be

determined by setting the time derivative in Eq. (4.3) equal to zero. The resulting density-
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Figure 4.9: The diagram of the laser-plasma interaction volume depicts the geometry used
to solve the differential heat equation. The derived scaling laws are relvent only for cylin-
drical geometry. However, most laser-plasma interactions are cylindrical, since a single
laser focal volume is approximately cylindrical. However, the reader should be cautious
when applying these scalings to configurations with multiple laser focuses.

and intensity-dependent equilibrium temperature is

kBT eq.
e =

(
1

3.2
5
4

neZ2e8 ln(Λ)2r2
0

72π3ε4
0 c

ω2
p

ω2
0

I1ω
e f f

)1/5

, (4.4)

where T eq
e is the equilibrium temperature, r0 is radius of a cylindrical plasma channel,

and ωp =
√

nee2/meε0 is the electron plasma frequency. The channel size was bounded

by the laser focal spot size 25 µm < r0 < 80 µm, where r0 is half of the full-width-half-

maximum of the focal spot, Fig. 3.14. All calculations presented here assumed r0 = 35 µm,

which is a compromise between the focal spots semimajor and seminar axis that minimized

the difference between calculated and measured temperatures. Equation (4.4) shows that

the temperature parameter scalings are T eq
e ∝ n2/5

e and T eq
e ∝ I1/5. This indicates that the

plasma temperature should be more sensitive to changes in density then laser intensity.

Figure 4.10 shows that the calculated and measured equilibrium temperatures agreed

to within 15% and the predicted scaling T eq
e ∝ n2/5

e and T eq
e ∝ I1/5 match the measured

dependence on density and intensity. The agreement between the measured and calculated
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temperature is consistent with the uncertainty induced from the Coulomb logarithm, ln(Λ),

which is ∼15% accurate (Section 2.2.1).

Thermodynamic models are often simplified by neglecting the heat conduction and ion

heating terms in Eq. (4.3) to obtain,

kBTe =
(
5ν̄

con
ei ω

2
pI/3necω

2
0
)2/5

t2/5, (4.5)

where ν̄con
ei is the the consents of average electron-ion collision frequency and t is time.

However, dropping the heat conduction term is an inaccurate approximation, as can be

seen by the dashed purple line in Fig. 4.8. Equation 4.5 shows that the resulting temper-

ature evolution never reaches a steady-state equilibrium but instead obtains a temperature

> 200 eV within the duration of the pump pulse.

Figure 4.10: (a) The measured (circles) and calculated (solid curve) equilibrium tem-
peratures are plotted versus the plasma density for an effective 1ω heating intensity of
2.2×1014 W/cm2. (b) The measured (circles) and calculated (solid curve) equilibrium tem-
peratures are plotted versus the effective 1ω laser intensity for a density of 1.0×1019 cm˘3.

The equilibrium temperatures in Figs. 4.8 and 4.10 are at experimental conditions

that are close to the simplified heat equation model, which is dominated by the physics of
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inverse bremsstrahlung heating and Spitzer-Harm thermal conductivity. The fully ionized

and static-temperature hydrogen plasma that occurs at the equilibrium temperature has no

atomic or nonequilibrium thermodynamic complications. Consequently the generalized

heat equation predictions are in good agreement with the measurements. However, the

early-time dynamics require a more complete theory, since the heat equation assumes an

overly simplistic system. For instance, the gas excitation, ionization, and recombination

dynamics are not considered, which can all suppress electron temperature early in time.

This oversimplification could account for the poor agreement between calculations and

measurements in the early thermodynamics in Fig. 4.8.

4.6 Detuning in a Plasma Amplifier

The picosecond thermodynamics presented here is relevant to engineering an optimum

plasmas for a laser-plasma amplifier. The frequency-matching conditions necessary for

laser amplification in the linear regime are dependent on the instantaneous density and

temperature conditions, as indicated by the Langmuir frequency. This can be illustrated by

solving the Raman backscatter dispersion relation. When a detuning term ∆ω is added to

the Raman backscatter dispersion relation (Eq 2.70), it can be shown that the dispersion

relation takes the form

δω = ∆ω/2+ i
√

γ2
0 −∆ω2/4, (4.6)

where δω is the complex backscattered light frequency and γ2
0 = ωpk2v2

os/16(ω0−ωp) is

the resonant gain rate [51, 84, 85] .

In the linear regime of a Raman plasma amplifier, the intensity gain is equal to the imag-

inary part of Eq. (4.6). Figure 4.11 shows a plot of the gain, Im(δω), verse the detuning

frequency, ∆ω . Figure 4.11(a) indicates that there is gain only when |∆ω| < 2γ0, i.e., the
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Figure 4.11: (a) Plot of the gain versus the detuning frequency calculated with the imag-
inary part of Eq. (4.6), Im(δω) = gain, with both axes normalized to the resonant gain
rate. (b) The calculated gain versus plasma temperature for conditions that match the laser-
plasma parameters for the spectra shown in Fig. 4.8. The central seed frequency was chosen
to be resonant with the measured equilibrium temperature. The gray zone is the full-width-
half-maximum of eδω and covers a range from 60 eV to 120 eV. This amplification zone
will undergo significant gain with minimal impact from gain narrowing.

bandwidth of a plasma wave is proportional to its growth rate. Therefore, if the detuning

term is too large, there will be no amplification. The detuning frequency can be converted

to a temperature through the Langmuir frequency equation, Eq 2.29. Thus a changing tem-

perature is equivalent to a changing detuning frequency. Figure 4.11(b) shows the gain

bandwidth as a function of the plasma temperature. When accounting for the detuning

introduced by the evolving plasma conditions (Fig. 4.8), the amplification regime is lim-

ited to a finite temperature range, shown in Fig. 4.11(b) as a gray area. This amplification

regime was given by the full-width-half-maximum of eδω and covered a range of tempera-

tures between 60 eV to 120 eV, when the laser frequencies are chosen to be resonant at the

equilibrium temperature.

Outside of the amplification zone, there will be zero gain due to the temperature detun-

ing. By comparing this amplification zone to the measured temperature evolution shown
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in Fig. 4.12, it is apparent that the time dynamics of the electron plasma wave would result

in time-dependent resonance detuning in a Raman plasma amplifier. Figure 4.12 shows the

effect of this is detuning on the temperature evolution plot. The gray area indicates the

times that gain occurs while the white area is outside the Raman plasma wave’s bandwidth.

In this example, the amplifier would experience zero gain until after the first 25 ps. If an

8 mm plasma channel were used to match the pump pulse duration, the first 4 mm would

be wasted and the maximum possible transfer efficiency would be < 50%. This example

illustrates the importance of taking the plasma evolution into account when designing a

Raman amplification experiment; these results can help guide future endeavors.

Figure 4.12: Shows plot shows the times that an 8-mm plasma amplifier would undergo
gain (the gray area) when the amplifier is tuned to the equilibrium temperature. No gain
(white area) occurs during the first 4 mm (25 ps) while the second half of the amplifier
would experience some gain. This results in a total gain of < 50%.

4.7 Summary

This chapter presented Thomson-scattering measurements of underdense laser-produced

hydrogen plasma. A pulse-front-tilt-compensated streaked spectrometer obtained the pi-
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cosecond measurements of the electron plasma wave’s Thomson-scattering spectra. These

picosecond spectra provided a measurement of electron plasma waves that were modeled

to extract the evolution of the electron temperature and density.

The hydrogen gas was ionized at an intensity near 1014 W/cm2, where the electron

plasma temperature was measured to rise from an initial partially ionized cold (∼3 eV)

plasma to a fully ionized plasma at a quasi-steady-state equilibrium temperature over∼25 ps.

The electron heating rate and equilibrium temperature were found to increase with higher

densities and laser intensity. The measured equilibrium temperature showed good agree-

ment to generalized heat equation calculations where the physics was dominated by inverse

bremsstrahlung heating and Spitzer-Harm thermal conductivity. The temporal evolution of

the temperature measurements was also compared to heat equation calculations, but the

heating rate of the measurements was found to be slower compared to the calculations,

suggesting the need to include ionization physics in the model. The results presented in

this chapter show that the generalized heat equation can be used to predict the equilib-

rium plasma conditions with an accuracy of ±15%. This can be useful for predicting the

expected plasma conditions when designing laser-plasma experiments. Designing rapidly

evolving laser-plasma experiments that depend on the complicated physics that occurs in

the evolving conditions early in time requires the empirical guidance of the measurements

presented here. These measurements can also serve as a guide for the development of more

complete models of the picosecond thermodynamics. It can also be useful when conduct-

ing numerical parameter scans. For instance, Particle-In-Cell calculations often struggle

with temperature dynamics because of the challenge in accurately simulating collisional

effects. The issue is often circumvented by setting the temperature to a constant value [31].

These prescribe temperatures could be set to the equilibrium temperature predicted by the

heat equation, which would restrict the temperature parameter space, saving computational

resources and limiting the studies to conditions most experimentally relevant.
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The rapidly evolving plasma conditions result in a time-dependent resonance detun-

ing in a Raman plasma amplifier. If an 8 mm plasma channel were used to match the

pump pulse duration, the first 4 mm would be wasted, and the maximum possible transfer

efficiency would be < 50%. This example illustrates the importance of taking the plasma

evolution into account when designing a Raman amplification experiment, and these results

can help guide future endeavors.
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Chapter 5

Picosecond Thomson-scattering Measurements of
Collisional Electron Plasma Waves in an Under-
dense Plasma

5.1 Introduction

In a laser prodcued plasma the electromagnetic fields generate dynamic plasma conditions

that typically evolve over the initial 50 ps. During the rise of a high-intensity laser pulse, the

photoionized electrons are liberated with minimal kinetic energy, resulting in an initially

cold plasma. The energy supplied to the electrons by the electromagnetic field through

inverse bremsstrahlung causes the temperature to rise rapidly until the collisionality of the

plasma reduces the heating rate to a level comparable to the cooling mechanisms. Mea-

surements of these early plasma dynamics on application-relevant times scales have been

previously unattainable.

Optical Thomson-scattering is a powerful diagnostic that can accurately measure plasma

conditions [99–104, 106], but it has had limited temporal resolution (>50 ps) [118]. Ex-

periments have used ultrashort (<1 ps) Thomson-scattering probe beams [102, 121] to

improve the temporal resolution, but these studies were limited to conditions where the

width of the scattered features were large compared to the bandwidth associated with time-
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integrating the scattered light from an ultra-short probe beam. Furthermore, during plasma

formation, the collisional damping dominates over the Landau damping of electron plasma

waves and a collisional theory is required to accurately model the Thomson-scattering

spectrum. Thomson-scattering measurements of collisional electron plasma waves’s have

been limited to nonideal plasmas, Λ = 4× 108 T 3/2
e (eV)/n1/2

e (cm−3) . 1, where there

are few particles in the Debye sphere and the short-range Coulombic interaction between

charges determines the dynamics, as opposed to the collective behavior [49, 135–137]. In

these nonideal plasmas, theories have been developed to interpret the Thomson-scattering

[138, 139]. The standard computationally efficient approach to include collisions is to use

the approximate Bhatnagar Gross Krook (BGK) collision operator [108, 109], but recently

the more-accurate linearized Vlasov Fokker Planck (VFP) equation was presented to ac-

count for collisions in Thomson-scattering calculations [113].

This chaptor shows the first observation of the effects of collisions on electron plasma

waves in the transition to an ideal plasma. The measurements were obtained by an ultra-

fast high-throughput spectrometer that provided unprecedented temporal resolution of the

electron plasma waves Thomson-scattering spectra. These spectra provided a measurement

of collisional electron plasma waves’s that were used to extract the picosecond evolution

of the electron temperature and density. The standard treatment of an ideal plasma is to

assume that Landau damping is the only active damping mechanism; however, the mea-

surements of the initial plasma demonstrated that the electron plasma waves damping was

dominated by collisions. The hydrogen gas was ionized at an intensity near 1014 W/cm2,

where the initial electron plasma temperature and density were measured to be 3 eV and

8.40× 1018 cm−3, respectively. Over the first 18 ps, the plasma temperature increased

modestly (16 eV) as the plasma density became fully ionized (1.07×1019 cm−3) and then

rapidly increased to a saturated level of 93 eV over the next 20 ps. During this evolution the

plasma transitioned from a nonideal (Λ∼1) to an ideal (Λ∼110) plasma. For temperatures
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below 45 eV, a collisional model was required to reproduce the measured spectrum. For the

most-collisional conditions, the VFP scattering model shows that the BGK model signifi-

cantly overestimates the effects of collisions, leading to an overestimation of the electron

temperature by 50%. The experimental techniques presented here enabled the picosecond

plasma condition and laser-plasma amplifier detuning study presented in Chapter 4.

5.2 Experimental Details

Figure 5.1 shows the experimental configuration of the pump laser, probe laser, target, and

diagnostic. The details of these subsystems were covered in detail in Chapter3 and the

experimental configuration was covered in Section 4.3. The experiments were conducted

on the Multi-Terawatt Laser Facility [133] at the University of Rochester’s Laboratory

for Laser Energetics, See Section 3.2. The 1054 nm-pump laser irradiated a 4-mm-long

hydrogen gas cell [see Section 3.3.1] at a molecular density of ∼5 × 1018 cm−3 with

a chirped 60 ps full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) square pulse (∼5 ps rise time). A

fraction of the pump beam was frequency doubled (500 mJ) and co-propagated along with

the remaining 1.4 J of pump energy. The beams were focused by a spherical mirror to an

elliptical spot [Fig. 3.14]. The 160 µm x 50 µm (FWHM) pump beam spot generated a

peak vacuum intensity of ∼2.5× 1014 W/cm2. To identify ionization thresholds using an

interferometer, a low energy 60 ps 2ω probe beam was propagated through the gas cell

perpendicular to the main beams, Fig. 3.2. As described in Section 4.3.2 the picosecond

Thomson-scattering spectra was resolved with pulse-front-tilt compensated spectrometer.

This unprecedented time resolution allowed the measurement of previously inaccessible

Thomson-scattering spectra.
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Figure 5.1: (a) A schematic of the experimental setup that shows the configuration of pump,
probe, gas cell target, and Thomson-scattering diagnostic.

5.3 Experimental Results

Figure 5.2 shows the picosecond resolved Thomson-scattering Spectra from the hydrogen

plasma. Figure 5.2(a) shows the full Thomson-scattering spectra as the electron plasma

wave frequency evolves. The width if filter blocking the probe frequency is clearly visible

along with the probe laser frequency chirp. Fig. 5.2(b) shows the spectrum (horizontal

slices) at three different times. The spectra are ordered earliest to latest, orange, purple, and

red respectively. In the same fashion that Fig. 5.2(b) was generated the full-time history of

the electron plasma wave spectra can be mapped out. Figure 5.2 shows that the wavelength

separation between the blue- and red-shifted spectral peaks initially increase. This is a

result of the high-intensity laser driving an increasing plasma density and temperature:

the wavelength separation between the features is proportional to the Langmuir frequency

(Eq.2.29). The Langmuir frequency is∼
√

ω2
pe +3v2

thk2, where ωpe is the plasma frequency

and vth is the electron thermal velocity. Late in time, this separation is relatively constant

indicating that the plasma is approaching steady state.

Close observation of the evolving shape of electron plasma wave features in Figure 5.2(b)

shows that the width of the peaks does not show significant broadening in time. This is un-
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Figure 5.2: (a) The Thomson-scattering spectrum shows the temporal evolution of the elec-
tron plasma wave features. Time zero concides with the photoionization threshold laser
intensity ∼1014 W/cm2 of the pump beam. (b) The spectrum at 9 ps (orange squares),
21 ps (purple squares), and 50 ps (red circles) were fit (T 9ps

e = 5 eV, n9ps
e =8.9×1018 cm−3,

T 21ps
e =26 eV, n21ps

e = 1.08×1019 cm−3, T 50ps
e =92 eV, n50ps

e = 1.09×1019 cm−3) with a
scattering function that includes collisional effects through the BGK model (solid curves).
The two peaks in the scattered spectrum were normalized to match the calculated spec-
trum’s amplitude.

usual as electron plasma wave’s spectral peaks typically have an increasing width as plas-

mas heat for a fixed density, see Section 2.5. The diagnostic’s temporal resolution provides

a measurement of the spectra immediately after plasma initiation. This allows observation

of plasma condition early on when different physics mechanisms are dominant.

Figure 5.3 shows a summary of the picosecond plasma dynamics. The plasma was

measured to initiate at a temperature of 3 eV and a density of 8.4×1018 cm−3. From this

initial state, the plasma evolved to a steady-state temperature of 93 eV and a density of

1.07×1019 cm−3 over 40 ps. The plasma was calculated to be photoionized at an intensity

near 1014 W/cm2, which corresponded to about half of the peak intensity, and occurred dur-
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ing the first few picoseconds of the rising laser pulse. This photoionized intensity threshold

was confirmed by observing the onset of the interferometry and Thomson-scattering sig-

nals. During the first 13 ps, the plasma temperature was moderated by the energy required

to dissociate (4.52 eV) and ionize (13.6 eV) hydrogen, while also overcoming the cooling

mechanisms of collisional excitation and ionization. Once the hydrogen was fully ion-

ized, the plasma was heated by inverse bremsstrahlung absorption until an equilibrium (see

Fig. 5.3) was reached with the thermal conduction to the surrounding gas. The equations

governing the thermodynamics of the system was described in Section 4.5.

Figure 5.3: The measured electron temperature (red squares, left axis) and density (blue
circles, right axis), determined using the computationally efficient BGK approximation to
calculate the spectrum, show the rapid evolution of the plasma. The parameters determined
by the VFP collisional model are shown (green-open squares). The densities determined
with the VFP model were idential to the densities (blue circles) determined when using the
BGK model.

Figure 5.2(b) shows that the measured and simulated spectra are in excellent agreement.

The temporal evolution was included in the calculated spectra by averaging the spectrum

over the temporal instrument function, (see Section 3.4.3), P(t) = ∑
t+τ/2
t−τ/2 Gi(t)Pi(kkk,ω),
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where Pi(kkk,ω) is the scattered power calculated with the plasma conditions at each time

(See Section 3.5.4) [105]. The Thomson-scattering spectra were initially fit to determine

the electron temperature and density late in time (t = 50 ps) when there was no temporal

evolution (Fig. 5.3). The evolution of the plasma conditions was then determined by itera-

tion. In the first iteration, the temperature evolution was calculated by assuming a constant

density, which was found using the late time fit (t = 50 ps). In all following iterations,

both the temperature and density evolution from the previous iteration were used. The

process was repeated until the plasma conditions between subsequent iterations remained

unchanged, which was achieved in the third iteration.

5.4 Collisional Thomson-scattering Spectra

Thomson-scattering data (Fig 5.2) and collisionless Thomson-scattering theory (Section 2.5.2)

are in excellent agreement in the hot plasma conditions present late in time. These Thomson-

scattering spectra came from the plasma when it was at its equilibrium temperature late in

time, > 35 ps in Fig 5.3. In contrast, the collisionless theory fails to reproduce the data’s

spectral width in cold plasma present early in time., and thus, the collisionless model was

unable to obtain the plasma conditions during the first half of the spectra. Section 2.5.1

showed that the spectral widths of the Thomson-scattering peaks are proportional to the

damping mechanisms. The only damping mechanism present in the collisionless Thomson-

scattering theory is Landau damping, see Section 2.2.3. This suggested that an additional

damping term was required to model the electron plasma waves in the cold plasmas that

occur early in time. In Section 2.2.1 it was shown that the electron-ion collision frequency

is given by,

νei =
4πZe4neΛei

m2
ev3 , (5.1)
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where v is electron velocity, me is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, Z is the ion

charge, Λei is the Coulomb Logarithm, ne and Te are the electron density and temperature,

respectively . Substituting the thermal velocity into Eq. 5.1 relates the average electron-ion

collision frequency (Eq. 2.19) to electron temperature,

ν̄ie =

√
2

3
√

π

4πniZ2e4 lnΛ
√

me

1

(kBTe)
3/2 , (5.2)

where Te is the electron temperature. Equation 5.2 shows that electron-ion collisions in-

crease in low-temperatures plasmas. This suggests that collisional damping of electron

plasma waves should be included in the Thomson-scattering theory. Since this is the first

observation of collisional electron plasma waves in optical Thomson-scattering a standard

model and numerical code was not established. With this in mind, two collisional mod-

els were compared to the measured spectrum. The two models implemented were the

Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) model that utilized collisional integrals in the Vlasov-Fokker-

Planck kinetic equation [113] and the Bhatnagar Gross Krook (BGK) model that utilizes

the simpler and commonly used approximate Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook collision operator in

the plasma kinetic equation, i.e., Boltzmann equation [108, 109]. The BGK model per-

formed calculations quicker and used a more established collisional theory while the VFP

model included more physics and is expected to be more accurate.

The spectra were calculated from the spectral density function [105],

P(kkk,ω) =−A
ω

(
1+

2ω

ω0

)
Im
[

g(kkk,ω)

ε (kkk,ω)

]
, (5.3)

where A is a normalization constant, ω =ω0−ωs is the plasma wave frequency, kkk = kkk0−kkks

is the electron plasma wave vector, kkk0 is the Thomson-scattering probe wave vector, kkks is

the Thomson-scattering light wave vector, ω0 is the Thomson-scattering probe frequency,
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and ωs is the Thomson-scattering light frequency. Equation 5.3 can represent the Thom-

son scattered power from multiple models by substituting for the model’s corresponding

g(kkk,ω) and ε (kkk,ω).

For the most collisional conditions (Te < 18 eV), a high-frequency (HF) approximation

to the VFP dynamic structure factor [cf. Eqns. (55)-(57) from [113]] was used, where

g(kkk,ω) in the VFP model’s HF limit is,

g(kkk,ω)HF = (JN
N −χ

HF
e ), (5.4)

and

εHF (kkk,ω) = 1+χ
HF
e = 1+

1+ iωJN
N

k2λ 2
D

, (5.5)

is the plasma dielectric function in the VFP model [112], JN
N is the velocity moment of the

zero-order harmonic from the solution to the complete VFP equations [112, 113], λD is the

Debye length, and χHF
e is the plasma’s electric susceptibility in the VFP model.

The Thomson-scattering spectrum calculated with the BGK model [105, 113] used

Eqn. (5.3), where,

gBGK(kkk,ω) =−k2
λ

2
D (5.6)

and the plasma dielectric function follows from the BGK model [108, 109]:

εBGK (kkk,ω) = 1+
4πe2

mek2

∫
d3v

1
ω + iνei(v)− kkk · vvv

kkk · ∂Fe

∂vvv
. (5.7)

Here, the velocity dependent electron-ion collision frequency νei(v) is given by Eq. 5.1,

Fe = ne(me/2πTe)
3/2 exp(−mev2/2Te) is the electron’s Maxwellian velocity distribution,

k is the magnitude of the electron plasma wave vector, v is electron velocity, me is the

electron mass, and e is the electron charge,. The BGK model is often simplified by using
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Figure 5.4: The measure spectrum (red circles) at 16 ps is compared to calculations that
use a collisionless model (black-solid curve, Te = 10 eV, ne = 1.0× 1019 cm−3), VFP
model (purple-dashed curve, Te = 5 eV, ne = 1.0× 1019 cm−3) and BGK model (blue
curve, Te = 10 eV, ne = 1.0× 1019 cm−3). The calculated spectrum are convolved with
the IRF (black-dashed curve) and the spectra calculated with plasma conditions over the
surrounding 2 ps.

the thermal velocity in the collisional term νei (Eq 5.2), but to improve its accuracy in

these calculations, the velocity dependence was retained. The standard collisionless results

(Eq. 2.81) for the Thomson-scattering spectrum are recovered in the limit of νei = 0.

Figure 5.4 shows that the Thomson-scattering spectrum calculated with the VFP model

is an excellent fit to the measured spectrum. At these conditions, using the collisionless

model, Eq. 2.81, results in a spectrum that was essentially a delta function and the ex-

perimental width was dominated by the temporal evolution in density and the instrument

response function (IRF), which were narrower than the measurements and was unable to

fit the data. The Thomson-scattering spectra calculated with the BGK collisional model re-

produced the measured scattering spectrum at all times, but comparison to the VFP model

shows that in the most-collisional conditions, it overestimated the electron temperate by

∼50% [Fig 5.3b]. Detailed studies [109] that have compared the BGK model to more
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complete theories based on the VFP kinetic equations have concluded that neglecting the

electron-electron collisions and the crude approximation to the Coulomb collision opera-

tor in the BGK model leads to significant differences in the plasma response at Langmuir

fluctuation frequencies [111, 112]. In calculating these Thomson-scattering spectra, this

leads to inaccurate calculations of the temperature when using the BGK model in the most

collisional conditions. The long computing time (∼30 minutes) in the VFP model code

restricted its use to the most collisional conditions were it significantly diverges from the

BGK model. In contrast, the less accurate but faster (<0.2 Seconds) BGK model code was

better suited to fit the larger data sets presented in Chapter 4 and the late time points in

Fig. 5.3. The computing time is significant because each spectra fit can require thousands

of spectrAL calculations when accounting for gradients, time evolution, and best-fit map-

ping. The BGK model would be significantly slower (∼10 minutes), but a supercomputer

was used to generate solution tables that the code could refer too. To obtain the VFP fits in

a reasonable time BGK fits were first obtained and then judging from the BGK parameters,

an educated guess was given to the VFP model.

Figure 5.5(a) shows the spectral width of electron plasma wave features, which is pro-

portional to the electron plasma wave damping, for the collisionless, BGK, and VFP mod-

els. At a density of 1019 cm−3, a damping minimum was obtained at 35 eV for both the

VFP and BGK models. This minimum in damping is a result of the competition between

the collisional damping that dominates at low temperatures and the collisionless (Landau)

damping that dominates at high temperatures. As expected, the three models coverage at

high temperatures were collisionless damping is dominating. The low electron-ion colli-

sions (Eq. 5.2) at these high temperatures (> 35 eV) results in effectively zero collisional

damping. In contrast at low temperatures, (< 35 eV) the collisionless model becomes

infinitely narrow because there is effectively no damping. While at these same tempera-

tures, the BGK and VFP models have an increased spectral width because of the increase
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Figure 5.5: (a) The width (FWHM) of the red-shifted electron plasma wave features is plot-
ted for a density of 1019 cm−3 using the collisionless (red diamonds), BGK (blue squares),
and VFP (green triangles) models as a function of electron temperature. (b) The spectrum
calculated with the BGK model (blue-dashed line) and VFP model (green-dashed line) are
shown for Te = 11 eV and ne = 1.07×1019 cm−3. To illustrated the width differences the
BGK spectrum was multiplied by 1.8.

in electron-ion collision frequency at low temperatures (Eq. 5.2). The collisionless model

works well for temperatures above >35 eV were collisionless damping dominates. Pre-

vious optical Thomson-scattering measurements observed plasmas lacked sufficient time

resolution to observe the low temperatures (<35eV) that occur early on in plasma forma-

tion. This is why the collisionless model has been sufficient to simulated past data. Colli-

sional damping is important in calculating the width at temperatures below ∼35 eV. This

is consistent with the measurements, which indicated that a collisional theory was required

to accurately interpret the spectra at these temperatures.

Figure 5.5(b) compares the spectra calculated using the BGK and the VFP models, but

without measurement effects. The BGK model is a good approximation for determining

the resonant frequency, but it overestimates the width of the spectrum when collisions are

important (Te . 35 eV ). This results in an overestimate of the electron temperature. This

can be see in Fig 5.5(a) at low temperatures. The BGK spectral width is greater than
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the VFP models at a given temperature. The deviations from the VFP model reveal when

improved theoretical interpretations of Thomson-scattering experiments are required.

It is interesting to note that the temperature that minimizes the electron plasma wave

damping would be the ideal operating temperature (∼ 35 eV) for a Raman plasma amplifier.

The lower damping of the facilitating electron plasma wave in a Raman plasma amplifier

would result in a higher gain per unit length. Section 4.6 showed that temperature detuning

could prevent amplification. Figure 5.5 shows that a constant temperature is insufficient

to maximize efficiency. The objective for an efficient amplifier should be to operate the

plasma amplifier at a constant minimal damping temperature.

5.5 Summary

In summary, limiting the pulse-front tilt in a spectrometer has allowed an ultrafast Thomson-

scattering diagnostic to measure the plasma creation and picosecond evolution of the elec-

tron temperature and density in a laser-produced plasma. The measurements were com-

pared with spectra calculated using the standard BGK and VFP model to account for colli-

sions and show that the BGK model overestimates the spectral width of the electron plasma

wave features leading to an overestimate of the electron temperature by up to ∼50% at

the most-collisional conditions. This overestimation of collisions by the BGK model has

implications that extend well beyond Thomson-scattering since this collisional model is

often-used in plasma physics, including modeling of thermal transport. The collisional

models allowed the picosecond electron temperature and density to be determined. These

measurements can be applied to laser-plasma devices that require knowledge of the rapidly

evolving plasma conditions. The collisional models also revealed that a Raman amplifier

should be operated at a temperature that minimizes damping between Landau and colli-

sional damping.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This Thesis discussed an experimental investigation of collisional electron plasma wave

physics and picosecond thermodynamics in a laser-produced plasma. An experimental

system, gas cell target, and a sophisticated set of diagnostics were developed to conduct the

investigation. A pulse-front-tilt-compensated streaked spectrometer was invented to mea-

sure the time-resolved Thomson-scattering spectra. The novel design allowed for unprece-

dented picosecond resolution of the electron plasma wave’s Thomson-scattering spectra.

The electron plasma wave spectra were compared to calculated Thomson-scattering spec-

tra to extract the picosecond evolution of the electron temperature and density. The standard

treatment of an ideal plasma is to assume that Landau damping is the only active damping

mechanism; however, the measurements of the initial plasma demonstrated that collisions

dominated the electron plasma wave damping. This was the first observation of the effects

of collisions on electron plasma waves in the transition to an ideal plasma. The measured

spectra were compared to three Thomson-scattering models; the collisionless model, col-

lisional BGK model, and collisional VFP model. For the most-collisional conditions, the

VFP scattering model shows that the BGK model overestimates the effects of collisions,

leading to an overestimation of the electron temperature by 50% while the collisionless

model is unable to reproduce the spectra.
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The hydrogen gas cell target was found to begin ionizing at a pump intensity of ∼

1014 W/cm2. The analysis showed that the temperature increased from the initial partially

ionized cold (∼3 eV) plasma to a fully ionized plasma at a quasi-steady-state equilibrium

temperature over ∼25 ps. The electron heating rate and equilibrium temperature were

found to increase with higher densities and laser intensity. The measured thermodynamics

were compared to generalized heat equation calculations of the equilibrium temperature.

Measurements agreed with calculated equilibrium temperatures to within 15%, and the

plasma condition’s dependence on the density and intensity matches the heat equation’s

predicted scalings T eq
e ∝ n2/5

e and T eq
e ∝ I1/5. The density and intensity-dependent electron

heating rate and equilibrium temperature are found to evolve on a 25-ps time scale. The

plasma evolution was compared to Raman gain bandwidth calculations and showed a time-

dependent resonance detuning would severely restrict the transfer efficiency of a Raman

plasma amplifier in the linear regime.

6.1 Future Work

6.1.1 Dynamic Thomson-Scattering Diagnostic

Many of the limiting effects of Raman plasma amplification can be diagnosed by directly

probing the electron plasma wave. In particular, the wave-breaking threshold of the electron

plasma wave is highly temperature-dependent. When wave-breaking occurs, the electron

plasma wave amplitude suddenly crashes, ending the transfer efficiency. Wave-breaking

is predicted to occur at significantly lower electron plasma wave amplitudes at high tem-

peratures. This could significantly reduce the efficiency of a plasma amplifier operating at

the steady-state equilibrium temperature. Current models of wave-breaking have not been

experimentally verified, adding uncertainty to current theoretical predictions. To measure
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the electron plasma wave directly a spatially resolved dynamic Thomson-scattering diag-

nostic could be employed. A probe beam is sent into the target volume at an angle that

probes the driven electron plasma wave, Fig. 6.1. A portion of the light would be scattered

from the driven collective electron motion. Analyzing this scattered light would provide

a measurement of the wavelength, frequency, and amplitude of the driven electron plasma

wave. The plasma wavelength can be found using conservation of momentum,

~kscatter = ~kprobe + ~kp, (6.1)

where ~kscatter, ~kprobe, and ~kp are the scattered probe, incident probe, and plasma wavenum-

bers, respectively. From this vector identity, we find that 2π/λp = kp = 2kprobe sinθ ,

where λp is the plasma wavelength and 2θ is the angle between the incident and scat-

tered probes (Fig. 6.1). It is convenient to probe the plasma wave at a large angle relative

to the seed/pump axis. This can be accomplished by taking a portion of the pump and con-

verting it to its second harmonic to create a probe beam. The resulting scattering angle that

probes the driven wave is 2θ ≈ 60◦.

Figure 6.1: Wavevector diagram depicting the Thomson-scattering from the driven electron
plasma wave in a Raman plasma amplifier.

By measuring the frequency of the scattered light, the plasma frequency ωp can be
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found by using conservation of energy,

ωscatter = ωprobe +ωp, (6.2)

where ωscatter and ωprobe are the scattered and incident probe’s angular frequency. The

allows the detuning parameter, δw in Eq. 2.73, to be empirically measured.

The electron plasma wave is spatially and temporally coherent over the entire inter-

action region. This allows the plasma wave to be treated as a moving Bragg grating. The

coupled wave theory [140–145] or the parallel stacked mirrors model (PSM) [146] could be

used to analyze the Thomson-scattering efficiency and calculate the electon plasma wave

amplitude. Using coupled wave theory, it can be shown that the diffraction efficiency of a

moving plasma grating is

ηB = sin

(
π

∆ne
2nc

d√
λprobeλscatter cosθB

)
, (6.3)

where ηB is the diffraction efficiency, d is the plasma width, λprobe and λscatter are the

indent probe and diffracted wavelengths, ∆ne is the amplitude of density modulation due

to the electron plasma wave, nc is the critical density, and θB is the incident angle. It is

interesting to note that this equation is periodic. This can be understood by considering

energy exchange. Initially all the energy is contained in the probe beam, as the beam prop-

agates light is diffracted into the scatted beam depleting the probe beam. The scattered

beam still satisfies Eqns 6.1 and 6.2, thus it can be diffracted a second time into the original

probe axis. The secondary scattering becomes dominant when the majority of the energy is

contained in the scattered beam. Coupled mode treatments of acoustic modulators assume

plane wave index of refraction perturbations that travel a negligible distance in the probe’s

transient time. These assumptions are not guaranteed to hold in a plasma grating. Thus a
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similation of the dynamics could verify that the established analytic treatments remain rel-

evant, or help to develop modifications to these treatments to take additional complications

into account.

6.1.2 Engineering Plasma Conditions

Laser-plasma Raman amplifiers require frequency matching between an electromagnetic

beat wave and the plasma frequency for efficient energy transfer from a pump laser to

the seed, but if the plasma frequency is rapidly evolving, as these experiments show, the

amplifier will be detuned, and the efficiency will be poor. However, with measurements of

the plasma evolution, the system could be appropriately tuned to recover efficient energy

transfer. This could be done in two ways. The pump pulse intensity could be lowered

below the ionization threshold. The seed pulse can then be slit into two pulses that are

delayed by ∼ 15 ps. The first seed pulse would act as an ionization front ahead of the

seed pulse to be amplified. The ionization pulse would provide free electrons that would

subsequently undergo collisional ionization in the pump pulse’s electromagnetic field. The

constant delay between the seed pulse and ionization pulse would create constant plasma

conditions at the seed pulse front since the pump will have heated the plasma for ∼ 15 ps

before the seed arrives at each location. In this way, the plasma could be tuned to the ideal

temperature of ∼ 35 eV, the minimum damping point between collisional and Landau

damping, Fig 5.5. The scheme described above solves the detuning problem and allows

the amplifier to operate at the ideal conditions, but it has to sacrifice a portion of the seed

energy that has been historically underpowered. In addition, the pump amplitude has to

remain below the ionization threshold, which limits the growth rate.

A more sophisticated scheme utilizes a flying focus [97, 98] to achieve constant plasma

conditions without sacrificing seed energy or pump amplitude. The detialed mathmatics are
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Figure 6.2: A schematic that depicts how a diffraction grating can form a chromatic lens.

presented in the references but the basic concept can be understood from diffraction grating

physics. Figure 6.2 depicts three configurations of diffraction gratings. A linear grating

with a constant spacing diffracts light in one direction and one angle. A circular grating

with a constant spacing diffracts light at one angle but an azimuthally varying direction.

While a diffractive lens with a variable grating spacing diffracts at a radially varying angle

and an azimuthally varying direction, replicating a lens for a single wavelength. Since the

angle of diffraction is wavelength-dependent, the diffractive focus is highly chromatic.

Figure 6.3: The flying focus decoupling of the laser’s peak intensity from its group velocity
allows the peak intensity to travel at any velocity.
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Figure 6.3 depicts two configurations of a chirped pulse being focused by a diffrac-

tive lens. Because the chromatic lens focuses each wavelength to a different longitudinal

location, the chirped pulse exhibits a dynamic, or "flying" focus. By adjusting the chirp

rate, the arrival time of each color focus can be controlled. This allows the peaks intensity

point to travel at any velocity, even faster than light. The focal velocity can be tailored to

counter-propagate at the speed of light relative to the photon propagation. The backward

flying focus would form an ionization wave ahead of the seed propagation. By adjusting

the flying fucus and seed pulse delay to ∼ 15 to 20 ps the plasma could be tuned to the

ideal temperature of ∼ 35 eV.
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Appendix A

Collsional Thomson scattering Code

This Appendix serves as a record of Matlab code used to calculate collisional Thomson

scattering spectra. The first section shows methods of numerically calculating the inte-

gral in the expression for the BGK electron susceptibility. The second section includes

calculations for generating integration tables to the collisional plasma dispersion function

for Maxwellian electron distribution functions. The third section details functions used to

calculate the k-spreading in Thomson scattered-power spectrum calculations. The fourth

section details a function that corrects for the chromatic group delay in the Thomson sys-

tem. Finally, the master script calls these functions and allows the user to adjust plasma

and experimental conditions. The master script also correct for the expermential effects

that are easily implementable.

A.1 Thomson Scattering Power Spectrum

The results of this Thesis relied on calculating Thomson scattering spectra using electron

distribution functions using the BGK model. Below is a Matlab implementation of the

model that determines the power scattered spectrum. The functions below require inputs of

plasma and experimental conditions found in MTW_TS_code_BGK.m that is described in

Section A.5. This file calculates the Thomson scattering form factor and requires the inte-
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gration tables to be loaded into the input as the variables CheC_Integral, Xe, and Ye. The

integration tables are generated with Integration_table_loop.m described in Section A.2.

A.1.1 ThomsonBGK.m

Calculates S(k,w) with collisions, using BGK model and fluctuation dissipation theorem,

Andrew Davies 2/20/2018

function [formfactor_BGK, FF_BGK] = ThomsonBGK(Te, Ti, Z, A, fract, ne, Va, ud,

omgs, omgL, sa, dphi, gamma, dTe, dne, CheC_Integral,Xe,Ye,standard_deviation_T)

% Calculate S(k,w) with collisions, using BGK model and fluctuation dissipation theorem

% Andrew Davies 2/20/2018

C=2.99792458e10; % velocity of light cm/sec

Me=510.9896/C2̂; % electron mass KeV/C2̂

Mp=Me*1836.1; % proton Mass KeV/C2̂

Mi=A*Mp; % ion mass

re=2.8179e-13; % classical electron radius cm

e=1.6e-19; % electron charge

Esq = Me*C2̂*re; % sq of the electron charge KeV-cm

constants = sqrt(4*pi*Esq/Me); % sqrt(4*pi*e2̂/Me)

sarad=sa*2*pi/360; % scattering angle in radians

dphirad = dphi*2*pi/360; % dphi is the angle btween the plane of polarization and the

scattering plane

gammarad = gamma*2*pi/360; % the angle between k and the drift velocity ud

% calculating k and omega vectors

omgpe=constants.*sqrt(ne); % plasma frequency Rad/s

omg = omgs - omgL;
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ks=sqrt (omgs.2̂-omgpe.2̂)/C;

kL=sqrt (omgL2̂-omgpe.2̂)/C; % laser wavenumber in Rad/cm

k=sqrt(ks.2̂+kL2̂-2*ks*kL*cos(sarad));

kdotv = k*Va;

omgdop=omg - kdotv;

% electrons

vTe=sqrt(Te/Me); % electron thermal velocity

klde=(vTe/omgpe)*k ;

% ions

Zbar = sum(Z.*fract);

ni = fract.*ne./Zbar;

omgpi = constants.*Z.*sqrt(ni.*Me./Mi);

vTi=sqrt(Ti./Mi); % ion thermal velocity

kldi=transpose(vTi./omgpi)*k;

if dTe == 0

% electron Formfactor using BGK approximation for collisions

[S_BGK, cheC] = FormFacterBGK(Te, Ti, Z, A, ne, ni, k, omgdop,CheC_Integral,Xe,Ye);

else % add the effects of time gradients for a rapidly changing temperature

TeeV = Te*1000; % [eV] Convert KeV to eV

% Set up the temperature range to average over in the time resolutio

FWTM = 2*sqrt(2*log(10))*standard_deviation_T; % Full width at tenth maximum [ps]

dTeFW = dTe*FWTM; % temperature jump across the instrument response function [eV]

GradTedT = TeeV-dTeFW/2 : dTeFW/20 : TeeV+dTeFW/2;

GradTedT = GradTedT./1000;

GradLength=size(GradTedT,2);

% Make the Gaussian weighting function
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lamAxis = 1:GradLength;

origin=(max(lamAxis)+min(lamAxis))/2;

lamAxis = lamAxis - origin;

lamAxis = (FWTM/2).*(lamAxis./max(lamAxis));% convert to picosecond from index

inst_func = (1/(standard_deviation_T*sqrt(2*pi)))*exp(-(lamAxis).2̂/(2*(standard_deviation_T)2̂));

MinTemp = 0.0022121; % (KeV) from nonlinear ionization calculation

MaxTemp = 0.070; % % (KeV) from max temp found in TS fits shot dependent

GradTedT(GradTedT<=MinTemp) = MinTemp; % Lower limit on temerature is the Optical

field Ionization energy

GradTedT(GradTedT>=MaxTemp) = MaxTemp; % upper limit on temerature shot 6754

GradLength=size(GradTedT,2);

figure(1); plotyy(1:GradLength,GradTedT*1000,1:GradLength,inst_func); hold on; plot(GradTedT*1000,’.-

’);

GTe_tell = GradTedT*1000;

GTe_tell = GTe_tell’

Te_inst_func_tell = inst_func’

if dne == 0

Grad_dn = ne + GradTedT*0;

else

dneFW = dne*FWTM; % Density jump across the instrument response function [eV]

Grad_dn = ne-dneFW/2 : dneFW/20 : ne+dneFW/2;

MaxDen = 2.41e19;

Grad_dn(Grad_dn>=MaxDen) = MaxDen; % upper limit on density

figure(2); plotyy(1:GradLength,Grad_dn,1:GradLength,inst_func); hold on; plot(Grad_dn,’.-

’);

Gne_tell = Grad_dn’
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ne_inst_func_tell = inst_func’

end

% calculate the Thomson Spectra for each temperature and weigh it to the guassian

for i = 1:GradLength

[S_BGK(i,:), cheC(i,:)] = FormFacterBGK(GradTedT(i), Ti, Z, A, Grad_dn(i), ni, k, omg-

dop,CheC_Integral,Xe,Ye); % calculate spectra at each

S_BGK(i,:) = inst_func(i).*S_BGK(i,:); % multiply by weighting factor

cheC(i,:) = inst_func(i).*cheC(i,:); % multiply by weighting factor

end

S_BGK = (lamAxis(2)-lamAxis(1)).*sum(S_BGK); % sum up the ranges of temperatures

into one total spectra

cheC = (lamAxis(2)-lamAxis(1)).*sum(cheC); % I multiply by the step size to conserve

energy

end

% ion susceptibilities ignoring collisions

% finding derivative of plasma dispersion function along xii array

xii=1./transpose((sqrt(2.)*vTi))*(omgdop./k);

[num_species, num_pts] = size(xii);

chiI=zeros(num_species, num_pts);

for m = 1:num_species

Zpi = zprimeSteven_corrected(xii(m,:));

chiI(m,:) =-0.5./(kldi (m,:).2̂).* (Zpi(1,:)+sqrt(-1)*Zpi(2,:));

end

chiItot = sum(chiI,1);

% Formfactor Ion

% econtr = sqrt (2*pi)./(vTe*k).*exp (-xie.2̂).*abs ((1+chiItot)./(1+chiItot+chiE)).2̂;
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Lams=(2*pi*C./omgs);

icontr = 2*Ti/Te*klde.2̂./omgdop .* abs (cheC).2̂ ./ abs(1+chiItot+cheC).2̂ .*imag(chiItot);

FF_BGK = S_BGK + icontr;

formfactor_BGK = FF_BGK*2*pi*C./Lams.2̂.*(1+2*omgdop/omgL)*re2̂*ne;

A.1.2 FormFacterBGK.m

function [S_BGK, cheC] = FormFacterBGK(Te, Ti, Z, A, ne, ni, k, omgdop,CheC_Integral,Xe,Ye)

% Andrew Davies 2/23/2018

% This Code calculates the electron susceptibility for a collisional plasma using the BGK

approximation.

% This code is written is cgs units because Rozmus orignial eq. are in cgs.

% 2017, Rozmus, PRE, Electrostatic fluctuations in collisional plasma eq 58, 59, and v_ei

% basic quantities

C=2.99792458e10; % velocity of light [cm/sec]

Me=510.9896/C2̂; % electron mass [KeV/C2̂]

me=9.10938356e-28; % electron mass [g]

mi=1.672621898e-24; % proton mass [g]

Mp=Me*1836.1; % proton Mass [KeV/C2̂]

Mi=A*Mp; % ion mass [KeV/C2̂]

e=4.80320425e-10; % electron charge [statC]

kB = 1.38064852e-16; % Boltzmann constent K [erg/K]

K_in_eV = 11604.52211051954; % 1eV of temperature KT [K]

TeeV = Te*1000; % [eV] Convert KeV to eV

TieV = Ti*1000;% [eV] Convert KeV to eV

lambdaD = sqrt(kB*K_in_eV./(4*pi*e2̂)).*(TeeV./ne).(̂0.5); % Debye length, I droped the
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ion component, it could be included

a = sqrt(2*Te/Me); % [cm/s] electron thermal velocity, there could be a problem with the

2. I’ll have to check the math.

% Find the Coulomb logarithm for the plasma conditions

if (TieV*me/mi < TeeV && TeeV <= 10*Z2̂) % [eV]

lnLamei = 23-log(Z*ne(̂.5)*TeeV(̂-3/2)); % Coulomb logarithm pg 34 NRL plasma For-

mulary

elseif (TieV*me/mi <= TeeV && 10*Z2̂ < TeeV) % [eV]

lnLamei = 24-log(ne.̂5*TeeV(̂-1)); % Coulomb logarithm

else (TeeV < TieV*me/mi); % [eV]

lnLamei = 30-log(ni.̂5*TeeV(̂-3/2)*Z2̂*A(̂-1));% Coulomb logarithm

warning(’Ti > Te’)

end

lnLamei = max(lnLamei,2);

% Define my two inputs xe and ye. xe is the real input an ye is the imaginary input.

% omgdop = -omgdop; to compare to Rosmus values

xe = omgdop./(a.*k); % [unitless] I may have to add drift, I disagree with Rozmus on the

sign

ye = 4*pi.*e4̂.*Z*lnLamei*ne./(a4̂.*k*me.2̂); % [unitless]

Constent = 32*e2̂*pi.̂5.*ne./(me*a2̂.*k.2̂);

xe_max = max(xe);

xe_min = abs(min(xe));

xe_max = max([xe_max xe_min]);

ye_max = max(ye);

if or(xe_max > 39.9, ye_max > 3.99)

% Intgrate the function to find the susceptibility
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Integrand = @(u) (u.2̂*exp(-u.2̂)*(1-((1./u)*(xe+1i.*ye./(u.3̂))).*acoth((1./u).*(xe+1i.*ye./(u.3̂)))));

cheC = Constent.*integral(Integrand,0,10,’ArrayValued’,true); % Susceptibility

S_BGK = (2*k.2̂*lambdaD.(̂2)./omgdop).*imag(cheC)./abs(1+cheC).2̂; % spectral density

function

else

% Look up the intergration in a table/image;

% Doing interpolation on large arrays is time consuming. However if I only

% us the part of the integration table I need I can speed it up dramatically

[diff index_min] = min(abs(Ye(:,1)-min(ye))); % I’ll load only the rows (Ye values) that I

need in the integration table

index_min = index_min - 1;

index_min(index_min<0) = 1;

index_min(index_min==0) = 1;

[diff index_max] = min(abs(Ye(:,1)-max(ye))); % You could speed it up more if you limited

the xe values too.

index_max = index_max + 1;

index_max(index_max>size(Ye,1)) = size(Ye,1);

% Interpolation on the integration table to find the susceptibility

cheC = Constent.*interp2(Xe(index_min:index_max,:),Ye(index_min:index_max,:),CheC_Integral(index_min:index_max,:),xe,ye);

% Susceptibility from lookup table

S_BGK = (2*k.2̂*lambdaD.(̂2)./omgdop).*imag(cheC)./abs(1+cheC).2̂; % spectral density

function

end
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A.2 Integration_table_loop

% Create look up table for intergration

% Created by Andrew Davies 4/19/2018

% Note that this code was run on a supercomputer. Generation large table on a desktop

could be very time consuming.

clear all

Xe = -40:.01:40;

Ye = .00001:.01:4;

[Xe,Ye] = meshgrid(Xe,Ye);

tic

for i = 1:size(Ye,1);

count = i;

% Intgrate the function to find the susceptibility

Integrand = @(u) (u.2̂*exp(-u.2̂)*(1-((1./u)*(Xe(i,:)+1i.*Ye(i,:)./(u.3̂))).*acoth((1./u).*(Xe(i,:)+1i.*Ye(i,:)./(u.3̂)))));

CheC_Integral(i,:) = integral(Integrand,0,10,’ArrayValued’,true); % Susceptibility

end

Andy_time = toc

save(’Xe_1eN5_to_4_40_coarse’,’Xe’);

save(’Ye_1eN5_to_4_40_coarse’,’Ye’);

save(’CheC_Integral_1eN5_to_4_40_coarse’,’CheC_Integral’);

A.3 k-spreading Calculation

This function calculates the range of scattering angles from the finite optics.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% m2017b_tsScatteringAngle_v03.m

% m2017b_tsScatteringAngle_v03.m built with matlab ’9.3.0.713579 (R2017b)’ by An-

drew Davies 1/25/19 based on Russell Follett TS code, m201512_TSfitVsTimeGUI_V09_C.m

function [scatteringAngle, weight] = m2017b_tsScatteringAngle_v03(probe_wavevector,

probe_fNum, ...

collection_wavevector, collection_fNum, nScatterBins, nBeamGrid)

% INPUT:

% probe_wavector - wavevector of probe in cartesion or spherical (theta, phi) coordinates

% probe_fNum - f-number of probe beam

% collection_wavector - wavevector of collection optic in cartesion or spherical (theta, phi)

coordinates

% collection_fNum - f-number of collection beam

% flowDirection - Wavevector of flow

% flowDirection - Wavevector of flow

% minFraction - smallest fraction contribution that is included in histogram (not used in

current version)

% nScatterBins - Number of bins (approximately) used in histogram

% nBeamGrid - Number of beamlets (approximately) along each dimension of input optics

% OUTPUT:

% scatteringAngle - Array of probed scattering angles

% flowVelocityProjection - Array of flow velocity projections along probed wavevector

% weight - Array of weights for each [scatteringAngle,flowVelocityProjection] pair

%% Set up inputs

probe.k = probe_wavevector;

collection.k = collection_wavevector;
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% normalize vectors

collection.k = collection.k/norm(collection.k);

probe.k = probe.k/norm(probe.k);

%% Create grids for probe and collection using f-numbers, the grids are all the k-vectors

in the beam in Cartesian coordinates. rows are k-vectors, columns are x, y, z

probe.kGrid = makeBeam(probe.k, probe_fNum, nBeamGrid, ’circle’); %The Cartesian

coordinates of each k-vector in the beam, with a resolution given by nBeamGrid

collection.kGrid = makeBeam(collection.k, collection_fNum, nBeamGrid, ’circle’); % The

Cartesian coordinates of each k-vector in the beam

%% Calculate possible scattering angles (and wavevectors)

gridSize = [size(probe.kGrid,1 ), size(collection.kGrid,1 )];

thetaS = zeros(gridSize);

VaProj = zeros(gridSize);

for i=1:gridSize(1)

for j =1:gridSize(2)

%% Calculate probe wavevector and scattering angle

k = probe.kGrid(i,:) - collection.kGrid(j,:);

thetaS(i,j) = acosd( ( 2-vectorDot(k,k) )/2 );

end

end

figure(7), imagesc(thetaS), colorbar;

% Calculate magnitude of k

kMag = 2 * sind(thetaS/2); % Length of each k-vector addition. Draw the two k-vectors

your adding. Then draw a line to cut the angle between them in half that is perpendicular

to there sum and note that the vectors are all normalized

% Check if there is only one element
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if all(size(thetaS)==[1,1])

scatteringAngle = thetaS;

flowVelocityProjection = VaProj;

weight = 1;

return

end

%% Find ranges and weigths for determing number of histogram bins along each dimension

kMagRange = [min(kMag(:)), max(kMag(:))];

%% Find bin gridding (Choose binning to include all points)

numkMagBins = ceil(nScatterBins);

[N, C] = hist(kMag(:),numkMagBins);

figure(9); clf; % Plot histogram

hist(kMag(:),numkMagBins);

%% Create array of scattering angles, VaProj, and weights

indices = 1:numel(N); % Eliminate the smallest bins (if currently more than nScatterBins)

weight = N(indices)/sum(N(indices)); % Make normalized weight array

scatteringAngle = 2 * asind( C(indices)/2 )’; % Find corresponding scattering angles and

VaProj (convert kMag back to angle)

%% Sort arrays by scattering angle, shouldn’t be need when there is no velocity projection.

% make sure weight is a column vector

if size(weight,2)>1

weight = weight’;

end

%% Plot

figure(10); clf;
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plot(scatteringAngle, weight, ’s’,’LineWidth’,2,’MarkerSize’,10,’MarkerEdgeColor’,’b’,’MarkerFaceColor’,[0.5,0.5,0.5])

xlabel(’Scattering angle (deg)’)

ylabel(’weight’)

%% makeBeam.m

function beam = makeBeam(beamDir, fNum, nGrid, beamShape, nDims)

%% Set defaults

if exist(’nDims’, ’var’)

nDims = 3;

end

kBeam=beamDir;

%% Make k-space grid

if nGrid==1

beam=kBeam;

else

kMax=1/(2*fNum); % since we normalized the k_probe and k_collection that implies

that f = 1, fnumber = f/D so D = 1/f-number

switch nDims % Check number of dimensions

case 3

beamGrid=makeGrid(nGrid, 2*kMax, beamShape);

beamGrid=[beamGrid,ones(size(beamGrid,1),1)];

beamGrid=bsxfun(@rdivide,beamGrid,sqrt(sum(beamGrid.2̂,2)));

separationAngle=angleBetweenVectors( [0,0,1] , kBeam ,’deg’);

beamRotationAngle = angleBetweenVectors( [1,0,0] , kBeam ,’deg’);

beamGrid=rotateAroundAxis(beamGrid, [0,0,1], beamRotationAngle, ’deg’);

beam=rotateAroundAxis(beamGrid, cross([0,0,1],kBeam,2) ,separationAngle, ’deg’);

case 2
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beamGrid= [zeros(nGrid,1), linspace(-kMax, kMax, nGrid)’];

beamGrid=[beamGrid,ones(size(beamGrid,1),1)];

beamGrid=bsxfun(@rdivide,beamGrid,sqrt(sum(beamGrid.2̂,2)));

beamRotationAngle = angleBetweenVectors( [1,0,0] , kBeam ,’deg’);

crossProduct = cross([1,0,0] , kBeam);

if all(crossProduct==0)

signOfRotation = 1;

else

signOfRotation = -sign(crossProduct(3));gridX

end

beam=rotateAroundAxis(beamGrid, [1,0,0], signOfRotation*beamRotationAngle, ’deg’);

beam = [beam(:,3), beam(:,2), beam(:,1)];

end

end

end

%% makeGrid.m

function Grid = makeGrid(nGrid, Size, shape)

%% SQUARE

if strcmp(shape,’square’)

gridX=linspace(-Size/2, Size/2, nGrid);

[X, Y]=meshgrid(gridX,gridX);

Grid=reshape(cat(3,X, Y),[],2,1);

end

%% CIRCLE

if strcmp(shape,’circle’)

if mod(nGrid,2)
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gridX = linspace(-1/2, 1/2, nGrid);

else

gridX = 0.99999 * sqrt((nGrid-1)2̂/((nGrid-1)2̂+1)) * linspace(-1/2, 1/2, nGrid);

end

[X, Y] = meshgrid(gridX,gridX);

circCheck= sqrt(X.2̂+Y.2̂) <= 1/2;

Grid = Size * [X(circCheck), Y(circCheck)];

end

end

%% angleBetweenVectors.m

function theta = angleBetweenVectors(A, B, angleType)

if size(A,2)==3 && size(B,2)== 3

elseif size(A,2)==2 && size(B,2)==2

% check input angle type

if strcmpi(angleType,’deg’)

A=sph2cartDeg(A);

B=sph2cartDeg(B);

elseif strcmpi(angleType,’rad’)

A=sph2cartRad(A);

B=sph2cartRad(B);

else

error(’no valid angleType specified’)

end

else

error(’A and B must be n-by-(3) arrays in cartesian coordinates or n-by-(2) in spheri-

cal/polar coordinates’)
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end

if size(A,1) =1 && size(B,1) =1

error(’only one input vector can have more than 1 row’)

end

dotProduct=sum(bsxfun(@times, A, B),2);

theta=acos(dotProduct./(bsxfun(@times, sqrt(sum(A.2̂,2)), sqrt(sum(B.2̂,2)))));

if strcmpi(angleType,’deg’)

theta=theta*180/pi;

elseif strcmpi(angleType,’rad’)

else

error(’no valid angleType specified’)

end

end

% rotateAroundAxis.m

function [vf, R] = rotateAroundAxis(vi, axis, theta, angleType)

if size(axis,1)==1 && size(axis,2)==3

axis=axis/norm(axis);

elseif size(axis,1)==3 && size(axis,2)==1

axis=axis’/norm(axis’);

else

error(’bad roation axis’)

end

axisCrossMat=[0, -axis(3), axis(2);axis(3),0,-axis(1);-axis(2),axis(1),0];

if strcmpi(angleType, ’deg’)

R=cosd(theta)*eye(3)+sind(theta)*axisCrossMat+(1-cosd(theta))*(axis’*axis);

elseif strcmpi(angleType, ’rad’)
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R=cos(theta)*eye(3)+sin(theta)*axisCrossMat+(1-cos(theta))*(axis’*axis);

else

error(’no valid angle type specified’)

end

vf=vi*R’; % compute rotated vector (using transpose)

checkNaN=isnan(vf);

vf(checkNaN)=vi(checkNaN);

check = abs(vf)<1e-15;

vf=vf.*( check);

end

%% vectorDot.m

function v = vectorDot(v1,v2)

% check vector size

if size(v1,2) =size(v2,2)

error(’vectors must have same size along 2nd dimension’)

end

if size(v1,1) =1 && size(v2,1) =1 && size(v1,1) =size(v2,1)

error(’only 1 vector have more than one element along dimension 1 if the vectors are not

the same size’)

end

v = sum( bsxfun(@times, v1, v2), 2); % calculate dot product

end

end
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A.4 Dispersion Correction

The code calculates the group delay as a function of wavelength for the Thompsons scat-

tering system.

% Optical_path_length.m

%% Group delay dispersion correction by calculating optical path length in the Thomson

scattering diagnostic for the Raman chamber. (OPL = n(lambda)*L) for each wavelength.

% Gas cell window (WG10530-A) N-BK7 3 mm thick

L = 3; % (mm)

prism_mat = ’N-BK7’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = n_matrix*L; % (mm)

% Collecting lens TS tower (AC127-030-A-ML) N-BK7 3.5 mm and SF2 1.5 mm

L = 3.5;

prism_mat = ’N-BK7’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

L = 1.5;

prism_mat = ’SF2’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

% Vacuum window 1" thick BK7

L = 25.4;

prism_mat = ’N-BK7’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;
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% Focusing lens spectrometer enterence (AC254-050-A-ML) N-BAF10 9 mm and SF10

2.5 mm

L = 9;

prism_mat = ’N-BAF10’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

L = 2.5;

prism_mat = ’SF10’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

% Spectrometer collimating lens N-LASF9 11 mm and N-SK5 23 mm

L = 11;

prism_mat = ’N-LASF9’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

L = 23;

prism_mat = ’N-SK5’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

% Transmission grating N-BK7 12 mm

L = 12;

prism_mat = ’N-BK7’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

% Spectrometer focusing lens N-SK5 23 mm and N-LASF9 11 mm

L = 23;
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prism_mat = ’N-SK5’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

L = 11;

prism_mat = ’N-LASF9’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

% Sapphire window (Al203) 12mm thick

L = 12;

prism_mat = ’sapphire-Owave’;

[n_matrix] = Sellmeier_index_function(axisy,prism_mat);

OPL = OPL + n_matrix*L;

OPL_ps = ((OPL./1000)./2.99792458e8)*10(̂12); % (ps)

OPL_ps = OPL_ps - min(OPL_ps);

plot(axisy,OPL_ps);

xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontWeight’,’bold’,’FontSize’,14);

ylabel(’OPL (ps)’,’FontWeight’,’bold’,’FontSize’,14)

A.5 Combined Thomson Scattering Code

This script allows the user to adjust plasma and experimental parameters to calculate Thom-

son scattering spectra from collisional plasma waves. The appropriate integral tables must

be calculated and loaded.

% MTW_TS_code_BGK.m

% This script reads Thomson scattering data from MTW.

% Enter the HDF filename and the desired pixel for a lineout in time.
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% Load the data into Matlab

folder = ’folder_name’;

filename=’filename’; % HDF filename

[token remain] = strtok(filename,’s’);

[token remain] = strtok(remain,’s’);

requested_shot_title = token;

MTW_TS = hdfread([[folder,filename],’.hdf’], ’/Streak_array’);

MTW_TS= squeeze(MTW_TS(1,:,:)- MTW_TS(2,:,:));

%% Convert axis to real units from pixels

% A Hg lamp was used to convert wavelength from pixels (pxl) to nanometers (nm).

slope = -0.468842492008664; % (nm/pxl)

Y_intercept = 630.161109450438; % (nm)

axisy = 1:1:550;

axisy = axisy .* slope + Y_intercept; % (nm)

sweep = 0.85; % (ps/px)

axisx = 1:1:1100;

axisx = axisx .* sweep;

%% Correct for sweep curvature

MatrixSize = size(MTW_TS); % Get dimensions of matrix

m = MatrixSize(1); % rows

n = MatrixSize(2); % Columns

sweep_corr=0.0003645*((1:m)-275.2+38).2̂;

sweep_corr=abs(round(sweep_corr’));

p = 1:m; % rows

q = 1:n; % Columns
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[P, Q] = ndgrid(p, q);

K = repmat(sweep_corr(:), [1 n]); % create shift matrix

Q = 1 + mod(Q+K-1, n);

ind = sub2ind([m n], P, Q);

MTW_TS_curvature_correct = MTW_TS(ind);

%% Shift the data to account for group delay dispersion correction

if exist(’OPL_ps’,’var’)

run(’Optical_path_length.m’)

end

k = OPL_ps./sweep;

k = round(k);

MatrixSize = size(MTW_TS);

m = MatrixSize(1);

n = MatrixSize(2);

p = 1:m;

q = 1:n;

[P, Q] = ndgrid(p, q);

K = repmat(k(:), [1 n]);

Q = 1 + mod(Q+K-1, n);

ind = sub2ind([m n], P, Q);

MTW_TS_shift=MTW_TS_curvature_correct(ind);

%% Preload the integration tables to speed up the TS fitting

if exist(’CheC_Integral’,’var’)

folder = ’folder’;

load([folder,’CheC_Integral_1eN5_to_4_40_coarse’]);

load([folder,’Ye_1eN5_to_4_40_coarse’]);
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load([folder,’Xe_1eN5_to_4_40_coarse’]);

end

%% View image

shift_zero = 0;

Image = MTW_TS_shift;

figure(31)

imagesc(axisx-shift_zero,axisy,Image);

caxis([1 10000]); axis xy; axis image;

set(gca,’FontWeight’,’bold’, ’FontSize’,20); set(gcf,’color’,’w’);

ax = gca; colormap(ax,TS_mycmap)

xlabel(’Time (ps)’); ylabel(’Wavelength (nm)’)

xlim([-2 60])

ylim([488 575])

line([axisx(LineoutPixel)-shift_zero axisx(LineoutPixel)-shift_zero],[axisy(1) axisy(end)],’color’,’r’)

%% Caculate the standard deviation of the time instrument response function

LineoutPixel_timing_fiducial = 118;

dpixel_vertical = 3;

shift = 1398;

Image_Fiducial = MTW_TS_shift;

[Peak_counts, peak_location] = max(max(Image_Fiducial));

span_; % (span must be odd), averaging over wavelength

dpixel_f = 1;

T_smooth_f = 2*dpixel_f+1;

h = ones(span_f,T_smooth_f)/(T_smooth_f*span_f);

Image_Fiducial = filter2(h,Image_Fiducial);
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LineoutTS_shift_timing_fiducial= mean( Image_Fiducial(LineoutPixel_timing_fiducial-dpixel_vertical:LineoutPixel_timing_fiducial+dpixel_vertical,:)

,1 );

avg_counts = 1*LineoutTS_shift_timing_fiducial(LineoutPixel)+shift;

standard_deviation_T = 4.2050e-07*avg_counts2̂ + 1.0524e-04*avg_counts + 1.3355;

%% k-spreading or angular gradients from the f-number of the optics

if exist(’scatteringAngle’,’var’)

folder = ’folder’;

addpath(folder)

probe_wavevector = [1 0 0];

probe_fNum = 42;

collection_wavevector = [0 0 1];

collection_fNum = 3;

nScatterBins = 7; % How many angles bins to use in the histogram, this is how man

angles TS will need to calculate.

nBeamGrid = 21; % How many beamlets should be used to simuilate the total beam.

This should be larger then nScatterBins.

[scatteringAngle, weight] = m2017b_tsScatteringAngle_v03(probe_wavevector, probe_fNum,

collection_wavevector, collection_fNum, nScatterBins, nBeamGrid)

end

%% Run the Thomson scattering code

curdir=pwd;

clear formfactor_BGK

lam = 526.5; % Wavelength of probe beam (nm)

Te = 0.100; % electron temperature (KeV)

ne = 1.0e19; % plasma density in cm(̂-3)

dne = 0; % plasma density gradient
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dTe = 0; % electron temperature gradient

Type = ’BGK’;

Ti=Te; % ion temperatuer (KeV)

Z=1; % ionization level of plasma

A=1; % atomic mass

fract=1;

Va=0e7;

ud=0e7; % relative drift velocity between the electrons and ions in cm/s along ion acoustic

wave vector

Te_keV = Te;

min_lam=400; % Minimum wavelength to run code over

max_lam=700; % Max wavelength

npts=5000; % number of wavelength points

lamAxis = linspace(min_lam, max_lam, npts);

c=2.99792458e10; % velocity of light cm/sec

omgs = 2e7*pi*c./lamAxis % Scattered frequency axis (1/sec)

omgL=2*pi*1e7*c/lam; % laser frequency Rad/s

sa=90; % Scattering angle in degrees

dphi=90; % dphi is the angle btween the plane of polarization and the scattering plane in

degrees

gamma=0; % the angle between k and the drift velocity ud

if strcmp(Type,’BGK’)

for i=1:size(scatteringAngle,1)

[formfactor_BGK(i,:), FF_BGK(i,:)] = ThomsonBGK(Te, Ti, Z, A, fract, ne, Va, ud,

omgs, omgL, scatteringAngle(i), dphi, gamma, dTe, dne, CheC_Integral,Xe,Ye,standard_deviation_T);

formfactor_BGK(i,:) = formfactor_BGK(i,:).*weight(i);
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end

formfactor_BGK = sum(formfactor_BGK,1);

type = ’BGK k-spr’

end

% Convolve with an instrument response function

origin=(max(lamAxis)+min(lamAxis))/2;

standard_deviation = 0.52;

inst_func = (1/(standard_deviation*sqrt(2*pi)))*exp(-(lamAxis-origin).2̂/(2*(standard_deviation)2̂));

dlambda = lamAxis(2)-lamAxis(1);

formfactor_inst_BGK = dlambda*conv(formfactor_BGK, inst_func,’same’);

Te_eV = Te*1000; % electron temperature eV

% Normalizing TS codes output and data, Each peak is normalized to itself

formfactor_BGK__2ND_normalized = formfactor_inst_BGK;

formfactor_BGK__2ND_normalized = formfactor_BGK__2ND_normalized/max(formfactor_BGK__2ND_normalized(1:2030));

LineoutTS= Image(:,LineoutPixel);

LineoutTS_normalized = LineoutTS;

a = 18; b = 14;

LineoutTS_normalized = LineoutTS_normalized./max(LineoutTS_normalized(250-b:end));

LineoutTS_normalized(1:210) = LineoutTS_normalized(1:210)./max(LineoutTS_normalized(1:185+a));

LineoutTS_normalized(1:210) = LineoutTS_normalized(1:210).*max(formfactor_BGK__2ND_normalized(2175:end));

figure(5);

plot(axisy,LineoutTS_normalized,’ro’,’LineWidth’,3,’LineWidth’,2,’MarkerEdgeColor’,’k’,’MarkerFaceColor’,[1

0 0],’MarkerSize’,10); set(gcf, ’Units’, ’Normalized’, ’OuterPosition’, [-.99, 0.50, .35, .5]);

hold on;

plot(lamAxis,formfactor_BGK__2ND_normalized,’b-’,’LineWidth’,3)

xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’,’FontWeight’,’bold’,’FontSize’,10)
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ylabel(’Amplitude (arb.)’,’FontWeight’,’bold’,’FontSize’,10)

set(gca,’FontWeight’,’bold’, ’FontSize’,20); set(gcf,’color’,’w’);

set(gca,’FontWeight’,’bold’, ’FontSize’,25); set(gcf,’color’,’w’);

xlim([483 573]); ylim([-0.04 1.06]);


